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Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn has been one of the most-studied figures of the twentieth 

century in Western scholarship. At the tlme of his exile from the Soviet Union in Febniary 

1974, Sokhenitsyn was largely celebrated among the American press and intellectual 

community as one of the world's premier novelists, a courageous Soviet dissident, and as 

a great thinker. By 1980 he was virtually silent, an intellectual obscurity in the United 

States. The cause of this sudden and drastic tumtng point in Solzhenitsyn's relationship 

with his Arnerican critics was his Harvard commencement address of June 1978, entitled 

'A Wodd Split Apatt': The Harvard Address. The theme of that speech was Western 

decline, and his criticisrns of Western values and institutions provoked an intellectual 

backlash against him. Solzhenitsyn was, in consequence, ultirnately disrnissed as a 

viable thinker in the West. 

This thests takes as its first aim the critical examination of both the eariy and later 

responses to the Harvard Address to detennine the patterns and trends of American 

opinIons and evaluations of Solzhenitsyn and his thought at that the. Second, this thesis 

argues that generally the efforts of Solzhenitsyn's Arnerican critics to understand and 

contextualise hirn and the Harvard Address were unsatisfactory, as they approached the 

problem of Solzhenitsyn from a Western perspective and thedore inappropriately based 

their evaluations of him on current Western political and social ideals. Finally, this thesis 

is intended to contribute to the ongoing trend of recantextuafbing Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 

in the 1990s by asserting that Solzhenitsyn is first and foremost a Christian, and that his 

personal Christianity forms an essential camponent of his thought. Therefore, efforts 

must be made to view Solzhenitsyn and his work more properly within the context of 

Christian principles and beliefs. This is accomplished prlmarily, but not exclusively, 



through a detailed study of the Harvard Addmss and an examination of its thernatic 

concurrence with the basic tenets of Christianity. 
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It was the Devil himself who had me bon, intelligent and 
talented, in Russia. 

-Pushkin (c. 1 826) 

The slaves of today are the insurrectionists of tomorrow. 

-KonstantTn Aksakov (1 832) 

What use to herds the gift of freedom? 
The scourge, and a yoke with tinklfng bells 
-this is their heritage, bequeathed to every generation. 

-Pushkin, Freedom's Desert Flower (1 823) 



AIeksandr Solzhenitsyn has been one of the most studied men of the twentieth 

century, particulariy among Western scholars. Literary critlcs have been fascinated by his 

novels and short stories; political scientists and analysts by his programmes for the future 

of Russia and his views on the West, and historians by the cornplex philosophical and 

thematic roots of his ideas in Russian intellectual history. Western presses were 

electrified by his personal struggles as a dissident writer in Soviet Russia and his sudden 

and forced exile from his homeland in 1974, and then outraged by his shocking criticisms 

of Western life in the years which followed. Over the seventy-nine years of his life, 

Solzhenitsyn has been a Marxist-Leninist student, a Worid War Two artillery captain, a 

political prisoner, a prisoner-exile, a survivor of cancer, a secret author, a public dissident, 

a strategist, an author-exile, a critic of the West and finally, in 1994, a repatriated Russian 

citizen. Solzhenitsyn is many things: he is a writer of literature, a political theorist, a 

historian, a poet and publicist. Afl of these aspects of his life have been studied 

extensively in the West by academics and members of the press. He has been, as 

historian Daniel Singer observed, the "subject of endless controversies, in the form of 

theses. studies, essays and innumerable articles."' For nearly forty years Solzhenitsyn 

has interested the West in his life, works and thought. 

These years have witnessed several dramatic and important shifts in American 

study of Solzhenitsyn. In the early 1960s he was known as the first Russian novelist to 

publish a novel about Stalin's prisoner labour camps in the Soviet Union, a feat made 

even more notable by the fact that the publication of One Day in the Lire of /van 

Denr'rovich in 1962 was authorised by Nikita Khrushchev himself. American studies of 

Solthenitsyn at that time reflected an interest primarily in his personal biography and his 

literary artistry. By the late 1960s Sokhenitsyn was celebrated in the West as a 

courageous Soviet dissident, a writer engaged in a public battle of wits with the Soviet 

authorities whib he wrote and tried to publish novels and short stories which exposed the 

' Daniel Singer, nie Roed 20 Gdansk: Poland and the USSR (New Y o k  Monthly Review Press, 



brutality and oppressiveness of life in the Sovlet Union. Western intellectuals began to 

extend their interest in the author toward his political thought, based on his opposition to 

Soviet Communism and his increasingly precarious position in his homeland. 

The early 1 970s witnessed the acclamation of Solzhenitsyn as a Nobel Prize- 

winner, a freedom fighter, the author of the landmark work Gulag Archipelago and as a 

victim of forced exile to the West; by the mid-f 970s Solzhenitsyn had begun to unnewe 

his American audience with his public support for Russian authoritarianism, his public 

criticisms of Western democracy, and his scathing denunciations of American-Soviet 

détente. lntellectual assessrnents of the author in this period were characterised by the 

srnall but growing number of Arnerican intellectuals who began to doubt Solzhenitsyn's 

compatibility with Western Iife and values. By 1980 Solzhenitsyn was a vktual non-entity, 

largely dismissed as a political thinker whose ideas were clearly irrelevant to the modem 

worid; an author whose most recent works of literature were uninspiring, a didactical 

public speaker whose only goal seemed to be to criticise the West and, in particular, the 

United States. He faded from public view and American intellectuals Iost interest in him. 

As Anthony James in the Contemporary Review observed in 1993, "Mrom the late 1970s, 

cultural and political journalists, speechwriters, politicians, ideologists, analysts and 

dogmatists, mentioned him Iess and less, not wishing to remind themselves or to remind 

the public of their own misapprehensions and del us ion^."^ Solzhenitsyn was not deemed 

academically interesting or newsworthy again until the fall of Soviet Communism in 1991, 

and then in t 994 when he finally returned to Russia at the invitation of Boris Yeltsin. In 

these years Western commentators preferred to specufate on his role in the reshaping of 

Russia rather Vian his later essays. Slnce his return, Solzhenitsyn has remained out of 

the world spotlight, living quietly with his wife Natalya in Moscow. 

1981), 20. 
Anthony James. "The lkon and the Latrine Buckeî: The Wodd of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn," 

Contempomry Review 263:1530 (1 993), 1 7. 



Despite his almost cornpiete absence from the public eye, the 1990s rnay be 

characterised as the decade when Western intellectuals began to take a second look at 

Solzhenitsyn? This process has not been, by any means, an easy one; his works present 

a complex and often confusing mix of politics, social theory, theology, history and 

autobiography. Western scholars and popular presses have never been quite sure how 

to approach his ideas, thus the multidisciplinary interest in him. As bibliographer Bryn 

Geffert cornrnented, 

Solzhenitsyn is anything but simple. He has, in fact, had 
the West confused for quite a long tirne.,..The popular 
press has fits trying to make sense of this brave Russian 
man who endured years of imprisonment in Soviet labor 
camps, found sanctuary in the West, and then began to 
condemn the West with vitriolic language. Western 
scholars still face the daunting challenge of explaining a 
man who combines talk of politics with spiritual renewal, 
individual responsibility with history, and absolutism with 
liberalism? 

As Western scholars in the 1990s began to reassess Solzhenitsyn they came (O realise 

that he could not be analysed in Western terms, using Western concepts as had been 

done before, and that 7t (was] only fair to try to understand Solzhenitsyn within his own 

tradition? Thus they turned toward examinations of the author as a man to be studied 

within his own context as a Russian, with an eye to Russia's history and literary traditions, 

to traditional Russian philosophies, values and beliefs. 

This thesis is intended to contribute to this general trend of the contextualisation 

of Sokhenitsyn in the 199ûs. However, examinations of his place within the spedfically 

Russian traditions of intellectual and literary thought are eschewed for a subject which 

has been consistently neglected from the verj beginning of Western study of 

Solzhenitsyn: his Christianity. Although analyses of his Russian roots are indeed 

important for Western understandings of the author, most Amerfcan commentators and 

Bryn Geffert, Western Reaction to Solzhenitsyn: A Bibliography." Bulletin of Bibliography49:4 
(1 992), 289. 
' Ibra. 



critics have been reluctant to examine the role of his personal religiosit. on his thought 

and works. This constitutes a serious oversight; it is the contention here that to ignore 

Solzhenitsyn's Christianity is to fail to reach any meaningful understanding of him in any 

context, for it informs al1 that he has written. This thesis, therefore, seeks to supplement 

current efforts to contextualise Solzhenitsyn with an examination of his Christian world- 

view as it is explicated in his works, and in particular its impact on his Harvard Address of 

1978. 

The decision to use one of Solzhenitsyn's speeches to clarify his Christian world- 

view in lieu of, for example, one of his novels was made for several reasons. Although 

the collected works of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn are e~tensive,~ those speeches and essays 

which cornprised the basis for much of Solzhenitsyn's notoriety in the United States 

during the 1970s account for-at  most-only a few hundred of those several thousand 

pages. The rest are his works of literature, including the six-volume GuCag Archipelago, 

the four-volume Red Wheel and numerous novels, plays, speeches, poems, essays and 

short stories. In cornparison, the Harvard Address, which is argued here as having 

effectively destroyed Solzhenitsyn's intellectual credibility among his American critics by 

1980, is only twenty pages long. Although Solzhenitsyn is primarily a writer of literature 

(and should be studied first as such), a survey of the relevant American literature reveals 

a disproportional fascination with only a fragment of his corpus: his controversiai 

analyses of the decline of the West, including the weakening of the United States in the 

modem era. Although his novels and other Russian-themed scholarship are undoubtedly 

what eamed him his place in historicd and intellectual posterity,' the breadth and intensity 

Geffert, 290. 
AS of 1985, his sobranle sochinenii numbeted twelve volumes, and four more were scheduled to 

be published by the end of 1987. See Michael Scammell, Solzhenitsyn: A Biography (London: 
Hutchinson, 1985), 977. The current total of English-language volumes is as yet undeterrnined; 
however, it is the author's opinion that an estimate of twenty volumes would be reasonable. 

For thos8 interested in academic treatrnents of Solzhenitsyn's literature, I would recommend the 
following as excellent introductory reading: N.3. Anning, "Sokhenitsyn," in Richard Freebom ed., 
Russian Literary AItiiudes fmm Pushkin to Sohhenitsyn (London: Macmillan Press, 1 W6), 120- 
140; Lawrence L. Langer, The Age of Alrocity: Dealh in Modern Litemtum (Boston: Beacon Press, 



of the media and academic responses generated by such works as the Harvard Address 

validate an examination of Solzhenitsyn's public, as opposed to Iiterary, reputation in the 

United States- 

The Address itself was selected as the emphasis for this study for several 

important reasons. It is certainly Solzhenitsyn's rnost famous speech; during the 1970s it 

and the Gulag Archipelago secured his place in the public eye. Given at Haward 

University on 9 June 1978, it has received more English-language press and acadernic 

notice than have the rest of his works combined. As Edward E, Ericson observed, 

"(s]eldom, if ever, has a commencement speech met with such wide and clamorous 

attention? Although it is certainly his best-known work, likely second only to the Gulag 

Arch@elago, its significance to Solzhenitsyn's t h e  in the United States went beyond mere 

name recognition. A World Split Apart: The Haward Address represents the climax of 

Solzhenitsyn's American career; after 9 June he retreated into seclusion at his Vermont 

estate while his critics attacked his personal and intellectual credibility first in the press, 

and then in scholarly print. It was the Harvard Address, and not the Letter to Soviet 

Leaders as literary critic Edward E, Ericson contended, which effectively niined 

Solzhenitsyn's reputation in the United States. Newspaper headlines such as "The 

Obsession of Solzhenitsyn," 'Solzhenitsyn Doesn't Love Us," and "Solzhenitsyn at 

- - 

1 W8), 163-200; Vladimir I Grebenschikov, The Infernal Circfes of Dante and Solzhenitsyn," 
Transactions 6 (1 W2), 7-20; the special Solzhenitsyn-themed volume of Canadian Slavonic 
Papers 8:2-3 (1971); N. V. Pecwshh, The Soviet Writer Solzhenitsyn, His Critics and the 
Classical Russlan Literalure," Slavic and East European W i e s  9:34 (1 965), 3-1 8; Raymond 
Williams, "On Solzhenitsyn," in Williams, What I came to Say (London: Hutchinson, 1989). 240- 
253; Oorottiy G. Atkinson, 'Solzhenitsyn's Heroes as Russian Hlstorical Types," Russian Review 
30:l (1 971 ), 1-1 6; Paul N. Siegel, "The Political Implications of Soizhenitsyn's Novels," Clio l2:3 
(1983). 21 1-232; Katherine Feuer, ed., Solzttenifsyn: A Collection of Cntical Essays (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall. Inc.. 1976); Edward E. Ericson. Solzhenfisyn: The Moral Vision 
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1980); Helen Muchnic, 
"Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn," in Muchnic, Russian Wdem Notes and Essays (New York: Random 
House, 1963), 400450; Christopher Moody, Solzhenitsyn (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1973); 
Nicholas Zissman, "The Righteous Ones: A Study in Figural Interpretation," Landfa111 8:2 
(1 964); and Thompson Bradley. uAîexander lsaevich Sokhenitsyn," in George W. Simmons. ed., 
Soviet Leaders (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1967), 329939. 
Edward E. Ericson, Solzhenitsjm and Uw, Modem WorM (Washington D.C.: Regnery Gateway, 

1993), 100. 



Harvard: Misspent Ragew abounded in major American newspapers. It is hardly 

surprising that after Haward Solzhenitsyn spoke only rarely in public and published little, 

finally returning to Russia in 1991 with almost no American fanfare. 

The Haward Addmss is important for other reasons as well. It is, first and 

forernost, Solzhenitsyn's most comprehensive and detailed analysis of the decline of the 

West. This theme had surfaced in several other works, notably the Letter to Soviet 

Leaders, but the Address concentrates exclusively on the plight of the West, forgoing 

Solzhenitsyn's usual authorial concems such as the future of Russia and the nature and 

truth about Soviet Cornmunism. And though Solzhenitsyn refers only to 'the West' in the 

speech, the nature of his comments and its presentation in Harvard Yard indicate that 

Americans were his primary audience. This is unusual as well; few of Solzhenitsyn's 

works can realistically be regarded as anything but directed at the Russian people. This 

was certainly true of the Letter, Gulag and all of his novels: the West was only 

infrequently his intended audience, and Amerlcans only once, at Harvard. 

Of primary significance for this thesis, however, is that the Address is a Christian 

document and mat it was not generally explored as such. It is an excellent example of 

the prlmacy which Christian values and themes assume in Solzhenitsyn's works and how 

they fom the essential basis of his thought. Although American critics usually recognised 

the Address as inspired by the tenets of Christianity, this rarely provided the focus for 

those articles and books which studied it. The Address, then, was a crucial component of 

Solzhenitsyn's public career in the West and in the United States; its farne and 

significance with his American critics as well as its only cursorily exarnined roots in 

Christian thought lend the Address a stature which his other works do not have. Thus, 

this thesis will document the eariy and later responses to the Hanlard Address in an effort 

to determine the differing ways in whlch American critics sought to undentand, defame, 

dismiss and contextualise Solzfienitsyn and the Address during primarily the 1970s and, 

to a certain extent, the 1980s. Second, this thesis takes as its aim the exploration of the 



Christian mots of his thought and to argue for the necessity of recognising Sobhenitsyn 

as a Christian artist and thinker based primarily, but not exclusively, on an analysis of the 

Harvard Address. 

As such, the first chapter explores Solzhenitsyn's generally positive early 

reputation with his American critics in the early 1970s to establish how they perceived the 

author in the days imrnediately following his forced exile from the Soviet Union. It then 

documents the first stirrings of American dissatisfaction with Solzhenitsyn after the 

publication of his Letter to Sovr'et Leaders in 1974, when critics began to regret their 

unqualified admiration of him in earlier years. The second chapter provides a summary of 

the major points of the Harvard Address of 9 June 1978 and studies the ways in which his 

Arnerican critics, primarily the press, analysed and attempted to contextualise the 

Address immediately after its presentation. The third chapter is an examination of later 

responses to the Address, meaning those which followed it by weeks or years. This 

chapter focuses on the efforts of American academic intellectuals to understand the 

Addmss and to explain it, to dismiss it or to contextualise it. The later responses are 

particularly important, because it was American academics who determined the finaf 

evaluation of Solzhenitsyn and his thought in American historiography. Finally, the fourth 

chapter provides an ovenriew of Solzhenitsyn's Christian-derived theory of art and its 

relevance to all of his works, and then examines in detail the predominantly Christian 

themes of the H w a d  Addmss. In recognition of their subtle representation, 

Solzhenitsyn's' other works have been used to clarify further the impact of his personal 

religiosity on his work. 

This thesls also has definite limits. Christianity is a broad topic, complicated by 

the existence of its many categories. Study of Solzhenitsyn inevitably leads to questions 

of his own specific determination within the Christian tradition. For example, we know that 

he is a Russian Orthodox Christian, but is he a conservative Orthodox Christian? A 

radical one? Or a liberal one? How well do Solzhenitsyn's ideas and views wnfom to 



the precepts of Russian Orthodoxy? Are there elements of his thought which are 

characteristic of other traditions, for example, Roman Catholicism or the various 

Protestantisms? These are al! valid questions which should be considered in evaluatfons 

of Solzhenitsyn's specific religiosity. However, they are beyond the scope of this work. 

This thesis is intended to establish the viability of studying Solzhenitsyn as a Christian 

thinker, based on the basic Christian tenets which are represented in his thought. These 

beliefs and values are, it will be argued, common to al1 religions which derive from the 

basic framework of Christianity, and Solzhenitsyn's own care to speak in universalist 

Christian terms validabs this approach. Determination of his specific place within the 

various dogmas of Christianity is a project which would be important for overall study of 

hirn, but this thesis seeks only to establish the need for study of Solzhenitsyn as a 

Christian man and artist; in other words, to tay the foundation for those who wish to 

pursue this path of analysis in the future in more detail. 

Sokhenitsyn is much more than a famous, Nobel Prize-winning Russian author. 

He is more than a victirn of Soviet Communism, more than an artist and certainly more 

than a mere critic of the West. He has b e n  and remains a prominent figure of our 

troubled centuty; the significance of his thought extends beyond geographical boundaries 

and ideological differences to touch instead on the very fundamentals of our lives as 

human beings in an age where our essential humanity is in question. Solzhenitsyn is not 

irrelevant to the modem worfd, but he speaks in a language the secular West finds difficult 

to understand. Thus his years in the United States were dissatisfying ones, marked by 

perceptual and intellechial incomprehension on all sides. Solzhenitsyn's thought is not 

impossible to understand if those who choase to study him accept the impact of 

Christianity on his ideas and explore it; and the vast majority were not inclined to do this. 

If we in the 1990s are to be successful in contextualising the cornplexities of 

Solrhenitsyn's thought, then we must transcend the superfcial efforts of the 1970s and 



1980s and begin with the prernise that Solzhenitsyn is more than a writer of literature, 

more than a political üieorist, historian, poet and critic: he is also a Christian. 



CHAPTER ONE: EARLY PERCEPTIONS OF SOKHENlTSYNExlLE AND 
THE LETtER TO SOVIET LEADERS 

History is so monotonous it's repulsive to read. 
The nobler and more honest a man is, the more 
despicably his cornpatriots treat him! 

-Solzhenitsyn, Cancer Ward 

This hooligan Solzhenitsyn is out of control. 

-8rezhnev (1 973) 



Aieksandr Solzhenitsyn's relationship with his Arnerican audience underwent 

several significant changes during the 1970s. lnitially heralded as a courageous 

dissident, by 1980 he was a virtual outcast in the United States, his adopted country while 

in exile. The progressive deterioration of Solzhenitsyn's intellectual reputation among his 

Arnerican critics is best examined within Oie chronological context of three particularfy 

important landmarks in his life, which in turn greatly influenced Western evaluations of 

him. The first was his exile ftom the Soviet Union in 1974, and thus a brief examination of 

Solzhenitsyn's early reputation in the United States in the periods immediately preceding 

and following his exile provide important insights into how American intellectuals 

perceived him when the bulk of his political thought was as yet unknown to them. The 

second landmark was the publication of his Letter to Soviet Leaders only days after his 

exile, and the predominantly negative Arnerican reactions to this pamphlet illustrate the 

beginnings of intellectual dissatisfaction with Solzhenitsyn's political views. This brief but 

important chapter will focus on the impact of these first two events on Solzhenitsyn's 

relationship with his American critics. The third and most crucial turning point, the 

Harvad Address of June 1978, forms the subject of the second and third chapters; of 

primary concern here are the initial reactions to Solzhenitsyn and the early shifts in critical 

opinion of him after the publication of Vie Letter, which was the first example of his 

political thought viewed by the West. 

Solzhenitsyn was famous in the West long before the Harvard Address. By that 

time he had won the Nobel Prize for Literature (1 970). and the failure of his struggle with 

the Soviet authorities to attend the ceremony in Stockholm had been well-publicised.' His 

novels One Day in the tife of Ivan Denisovich (1962), Cancer Wanl(1968), The Fimt 

Cimle (1968) and Augusf 1914 (1972) were available in English and were well-knownI2 as 

Sw Leopold Labedz ed., Soizhenitsyn: A Documentaty Record, 2"6 ed. (London: Penguin Books 
Ltd., 1974), 241264. For a complete chronobgy of Solzhenitsyn's Ife until he seffled in Vermont 
in 1976, see Appendix A. 

For example. One Dey wmt auMlgh eighteen printings by Bantam between Febniary 1983 and 
May 1972; The Bodley Head, in conjunction with Penguin 600ks. ran Cancer Ward through eight 



were several of his short stories includtng Matryona's House (1973) and For the Good of 

the Cause (1 973). In addition, he was only the second Soviet to be exiled since 1917 (the 

fint was Trotsky in 1929)3 and only the third foreigner to be offered honorary American 

citizenship (after the Marquis de Lafayette and Winston Churchill)( It was, however, the 

1973 release of the first two of the six-volume Gulag Archipelago, his extraordinary and 

ground-breaking history of Stalin's work camps and the realities of life under Soviet 

communism, which catapulted Solzhenitsyn even more prominently into the Western 

public eye? The Russian-language publication rights were given to the YMCA Press in 

Paris. but the English translation was available from Harper & Row by late 19741 When 

Solzhenitsyn was exiled in February of 1974, he was already wel-known and certainly 

admired; he was widely regarded in America as a man worthy of respect. He had waged 

a war, single-handedly it seemed, against the monolithic Soviet date and had won. An 

printings between 1968 and 1974; Harper & Row supported four printings of The Fimt Circle 
between September 1968 and January 1969 before Bantam continued with seven more before 
October 1969; and Farrar, Straus and Giroux ran five printings of August f974 between August 
and Decernber 1972 before Bantam was pemitted to put the novel through six more by March 
1974. 
Anthony Astrachan, "Trotsky Last to be Expelled," The Washington Post (14 February 1974), 

A21. 
Six days afier Solzhenitsyn's exile to West Gemany, Republlcan Senator Jesse Hetms brought 

a resolution to the American Congress which proposed that the dissident author should be made 
an honorary citizen of the United States of America. The resolution was supported by twenty-four 
CO-sponsors, including Senator Bob Dole of Kansas. In October of 1974, the resolution was 
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exile, me, but an exiled hem. As such, the West was certainly more familiar with 

Aieksandr Solzhenitsyn in 1974 than he was with thern, 

However, the evidence which demonstrates the extent to which some American 

intellectuals were already mistaken about Solzhenitsyn and his views, especially those 

political in nature, may be found even in the eariy pieces published at that time. For 

example, Joseph AIsop of The Washington Post lauded him in January 1974 as a "great 

man," and "the Soviet dissident who is also the last tmly great prose writer in the grand 

tradition of Westem letten."' Time described him as "one of the world's great writen, an 

authentic hero in an age sorely lacking in them," then told its readers that while in the 

Soviet Union Solzhenitsyn had been "the spiritual leader of Russia's dissident democratic 

movement? The presumptions that Solzhenitsyn was boVi pro-dernocracy and the heir 

of the Westem literary tradition were equally misleading, and Aisop and Blake exemplified 

the characteristic haste with which some American writers were ready to adopt the 

embattled author as one of their own. Very few commentators thought ta examine 

Solzhenitsyn's thought in detail, preferring to impose their own unsubstantiated (and 

extraordlnarily simplistic) vision of him on the general public. Thus in the irnrnediate post- 

exile period Solzhenitsyn was most carnrnonly identified as a Nobel Prize-winner, an 

acclaimed author, and a courageous dissident who had been exiled from his cherished 

homeland for advancing the cause of liberalism, dernocracy and freedom in the 

oppressive Soviet Union. When Solzhenitsyn shared the full extent of his thought with 

them (and particularly his vie- of Westem decfine) beginning with his 1974 essay Letter 

to Soviet Leaders, the reality of his beliefs was shocked all but those who had cautioned 

against wholesale veneration of the writer fram the beginning. 

As early as 1973, some commentators noticed that Solzhenitsyn's views would 

likely disappoint al1 but his rnost ardent American fans. For example, in a review of 

press estaMished in 1925, speciallsing in works by Russian OrUiodox Christians. See Michael 
Scammell, Sohiienitsyn: A Biogmphy (London: Hutchinson, 1 985). 693 and 872. 
' Joseph Alsop, 'Solzhenitsyn's Waming,' 7718 Washington Post, (2 January 1974), A19. 



August 1914, Iiterary crItic Edward E. €Won observed that 'so far Sokhenitsyn, as a 

dissenter against totalitarianism, has received almost uniformly good press fram American 

liberals. Yet with each passing work and pronouncernent of his, it becornes increasingly 

clear that he is at odds with them? Erlcson's comment did not provoke a defensive 

response from any of Solzhenitsyn's fans; however, in the days after Solzhenitsyn's 

deportation, those who expressed doubts about the farnous Russian did not go unnoticed 

b the American press. 

A case in point was the publication of an article by William Safire in The New York 

Times five days after Solzhenitsyn's exile. Safire declared that "1 am the first on my block 

to feel misgivings about Alexander Solzhenitsyn," He accused Solzhenitsyn of seeking 

martyred status in the West and predicted that "cracks will appear in the pedestal we have 

built for him. Politicians who praise him now for his opposition to oppression may 

discover, to their dismay, that their chosen syrnbol does not share their admiration for 

democratic principles .... the adversary of our advenary is not always Our ally."lo Safire 

was, at least initially, one of the very few who were wiiling to doubt openly Solzhenitsyn's 

compatibility with Iife in the West. The prevailing tendency in the period irnmediately after 

Solzhenitsyn's expulsion was to defend him, regardless of the uneasiness his critics were 

beginning 10 feel about his politics. John Leonard, also of The New York Times, roundly 

upbraided Safire; while he conceded that Safire's doubts were "reasonable enough," he 

likened Safire's critique to "Dennis the Menace badrnouthing St. Francis of Assisi." 

Furthemore, Lemard wrote that '[a] West expansive enough to permit the fiction of Spiro 

Agnew to be pubiished by Ladies Home Journal and PIayboy Press is surely permissive 

enough to swallow the witness of Solzhenit~yn."~~ Thus the mainstream American press 

made its first foray into the gradually escalatlng, though stiil vague, debate regarding 

- - - - -- -- -- 

a Patricia Blake, "Solzhenitsyn: An Artist Becornes an Exile," 7lme 103:8 (1 974), 28. 
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Solzhenitsyn, Not until the publication of the Letter were Solzhenitsyn's critics given 

concrete material for their critiques. 

Many Arnerican intellectuals first began to suspect that Solzhenitsyn in the West 

would prove more difficult than envisioned when, mere weeks after his expulsion from the 

Soviet Union in February of 1974, ha authorised the publication of his pamphlet Leffer to 

Soviet Leaders in the original Russian in the West, quickly followed by several English 

translations. The Letterwas labelled by Tirne (which published exerpts from it, as did The 

New York rimes) as "apocalyptic"" and as i n  act of audacity unequalled in recorded 

history" by William F. Buckley, Jr.13 Originally sent privately to the memben of Leonid 

Brezhnev's inner circle in September of 4973, the Lelter was ignored by the Soviet 

government. When il was released in the West following his exile, it became 

Solzhenitsyn's fint post-expulsion publication.'* As his program for the Mure of Russia it 

was not written for the West, and the first English copies used in the press were almost 

certainly published without Solzhenitsyn's authorisati~n.~~ From the content and tone of 

the Letter it seems clear that the neither the West in general nor the United States of 

Arnerica in particular were, at least initially, the intended audience of his words. Why 

Solzhenitsyn released it in the West at al! is unknown; a likely explanation is that he 

sincerely believed that it would be well-received.16 

The butk of the Lelter is concerned with the problems which faced Russia in the 

1970s and Solzhenitsyn's ideas regarding 'how to avoid the catastrophe with which 

[Russia] as a nation is threatened.n17 However, Solzhenitsyn's proposals for the future of 

Russia are not of concem hem; rather, our focus is on a small portion of the Lelterwhich 

l1 John Leonard, "Solzhenitsyn as a Media Creature," The New York Tmes Book Revtew (3 
March 1974), 30. 
l2 Editorial, Words of Advice from the Exile," 77me 1 O3:tO (1 974), 44. 
l3 William F. Buckley, Jr., "Solzhenitsyn's Modest Proposal," National Review 26:l3 (1 974), 390. 
14 Hamy Schwartz, 'Solzhenitsyn Wiaiout Stereotype." Saturday Review (20 April 1974). 24. 
l6 Se8 Scammell, 869. 
l6 The only likely place where Solzhenitsyn might have explained is in his autobiography, The Oak 
and the Ca% yet he makes no effort to do $0. 



assumed great significance to his reputation in the United States. Specifically, a brief 

glance at Solzhenitsyn's earliest published views on the reality, manifestations and cause 

of Western decllne serve as a helpful introduction to an analysis of the Harvard Address, 

where he articulated this theme in greater detail. The initial American reactions to this first 

evidence of Solzhenitsyn's criticisms of specifically the United States are also useful for 

preliminary observations on the larger patterns of popular opinion which evolved over and 

around Solrtienitsyn during the next few years. Here the intent is simply to introduce 

those controversial sections of the Letter and various Arnerican reactions to it. 

After several introductory comments to the Soviet leaders, Solzhenitsyn leapt 

immediately into the body of the LetW. In the first chapter, entitied "The West on Its 

Knees," Solzhenitsyn delivered compliment after backhanded compliment to the Soviet 

govemment concerning its enviable position as a world power. He compared the Soviet 

Union favourably to the "Western worfd, [which] as a single, cleariy united force, no longer 

counterbalances the Soviet Union, indeed has afmost ceased to exist ,...For no extemal 

reasons. the victorious powers [of Worid War Two] have grown weak and effete."18 

Perhaps this observation alone would have resulted in some American hostility, but 

Solzhenitsyn continued on to write that 

the catastrophic weakening of the Western world and the 
whole of Western civilkation is by no means due solely 
to the success of an irresistible, persistent Soviet foreign 
policy. It is, rather, the result of a historical, 
psychologicat and moral crisis, affecting the entfre 
culture and worid outiook which were conceived at the 
time of the Renaissance and attained their peak of their 
expression with Unr eighteenth-century Çnlightenrmmt.10 

The assertion that the West was both weaker than the Soviet Union coupled with 

the contention that its vaunted legacy of the Enlightenment was responsible for this 

weakness was a nasty surprise for those American intellectuals such as Blake and Alsop 

l7 AlekSandr Solzhenitsyn, Letfer to Soviet LeMers, trans. Hilary Sternberg (New York: Harper & 
Row, Publishers, 1974), 3, 
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who had assumed that Solzhenitsyn valued the West as much as they presumably did. 

Solzhenitsyn's view of the decline of the West (though the dominant theme of the Harvard 

Address) was quickly abandoned in the Lelter in favour of the analysis of what 

Solzhenitsyn perceived to be the critical issues facing Russia (such as war with China). 

In 1 974. Solzhenitsyn was far more concemed with Russia's dornestic crises than the fate 

of the West, and the most important probbm, in his view, was that of ideology-the 

destructiveness and futility of Marxism. Yet. although his assertion of the weakening of 

Western society represented only a very small part of this work. it received most of the 

attention which the Letter generated in the Arnerican press. at the expense of its primary 

theme, the future of Russia. 

Solzhenitsyn's condernnation of Manism was noted and generally approved of in 

the United States; no one objected when he called it a 'decrepit," "hopelessly antiquatedn 

and "primitive economic theory"; nor was there any discernibly negative response to his 

urgings for the Soviet leaders to '[clast off this cracked Ideology ....[t O] pull off and shake 

off from al1 of us this filthy sweaty shirt of ldeology which is now so stained with the blood 

of those 66 million that il prevents the living body of the nation h m  breathing?" It was, 

rather. the fom of govemment that Solzhenitsyn proposed to replace Marxist 

totalitarianism which caused irreversible damage to his reputation in the United States. 

He dld not present democracy as the alternative to communist totalitarianism as many in 

the West doubtless expected him to, thus effectively dispelling "the notion that if a Soviet 

dissident intellectual is against the Government, he is autornatically for the West and 

democra~y.~' Instead. Solzhenitsyn m&ed the "turôulent 'democracy run dotm of the 

West and a political system which forces politidans and citizens to 'neaily kill themselves 

l9 Solzhenitsyn. Letter, 1 ? -1 2. 
Ibki, 48. 
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over an electoral campaign, trying to gratify the  masse^.'^ He also critlcised the eficacy 

of the electoral process: 

[E)ven in an established democracy we can see many 
instances when a fatal course of actbn is chosen as a 
result of selfdeception, or of a random rnajority caused 
by the swing of a small and unpopular party between two 
big ones-and it is this insignificant swing, which in no 
way expresses the will of the rnajority (and even the will 
of the majority is not immune to misdirection), which 
decides vitaily important questions in national and 
sornetimes even world poli tic^.^ 

If this was not sufficiently damaging to Solzhenitsyn's reputation among those 

Americans who took great pride in their democratic system-a system which, in 1974, 

was struggling at great cost to win a bloody war against Communisrn in Vietnam-the 

reveiations of Nan Robertson in the New York ilmes h o  days after the Letters 

publication certainly were. ln an article entitled "Letter Softened By Solzhenitsyn," 

Robertson announced that the author had "deleted and softened some denunciations of 

Western democracy" in the Russian version made available to Western publishers. In the 

original version, Solzhenitsyn had referred explicitly to the United States as an example of 

inefficient dernocracy and stated that it 'has always been ungovemable." This was 

replaced in the second version with the comment cited above regarding the hysteria of 

election campaigns? Missing too fmm the second version was Solzhenitsyn's contention 

that the main flaw of Western democracy was "its lack of an ethical base." In 

Solzhenitsyn's view, a dernocratic society whose highest law is that of the Constitution is 

premised on an amoral legality: such a society is reduced to goveming sotely through a 

set of wmmon rules. This elirnhates any moral imperative of political parties to improve 

govemment, thus reducing their purpose to only '[engagingl in a conflict of interests, 

interests and nothing higher. Solrhenitsyn had not publicised his decision to edit Me 

Solzhenitsyn, Letter, 50-51. 
Solzhenitsyn, Letter, 50-51. 

a Nan Robertson, 'Letter Softened By Solzhenitsyn," The New Yotk 77mes. (3 March 1974). 9. 
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Letter for his Westem audience, and the reason is not known. What seems clear, 

however, was that Americans were angry at what seemed to be a clear-cut case of 

literary backstabbing? 

Even worse (considering his Arnerican audience) was that Solzhenitsyn did not 

recommend democracy as an alternative to totalitarianism, regardless of how flawed the 

former appeared. Instead, he proposed the institution of an authoritarian order vaguely 

reminiscent of pre-1917 Russia. Despite Solzhenitsyn's belief that authoritarian nile was 

the most credible system of government in a post-Communist era, and perhaps was 

Russia's destiny," he was qulck to point out that, if authoritarianism was the best system 

for Russia, the type of authoritarianism was of crucial concerne Arguing that "it is not 

authoritarianisrn itself that is intolerable, but the iûeologlcal lies that are daily foisted upon 

us," Solzhenitsyn proposed a benevolent authoritarian otder with actual adherence to a 

very much revised Constitution, the renunciation of Marxism, Communism and the 

Communist Party, among numerous other reforms? An "ethical authoritarian" system. he 

thought, would decimate the Soviet inheritance of lawlessness and totalitarianism? A 

moral system guided by strong leadership would nevertheless decentralise its power 

among local levels of government, thereby avoiding the corruption inherent to the 

possession of sole, arbitrary power. Finally, it was to be based on the precepts of 

Christian love: "Let it be an authoritarian order, but one founded not on an inexhaustible 

'class hatred' but on love of your fellow men-not of your immediate entourage but 

sincere love for your whole pe~ple . "~  fhe differences beîween Solzhenitsyn's concept of 

'ethical authoritarianism' and the Western understanding of 'totalitarianism' were Iikely 

clear enough to the author, but proved too subtle to be apprecfated by his American 

26 Scammell ,869. 
Solzhenitsyn, Leilet', 53. 

a lbid., 54. A SOviet Constitution had been enacted by Stalin in 1936, however it 'has not been 
observed for a single day, and for that reason does not appear to be viable." See IbrCI. 
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critics, some of whom prompUy denounced him as a reactionary throwback to tsarist 

The Letter to Soviet Leaders laid the foundation of Solzhenitsyn's public career in 

the United States. On the whole the American critics, some angrier than others, 

expressed their dissatisfaction with the famous Russian exile who disparaged democracy 

and favoured authoritarianism, leading one observer to lament that the Letter 'did more 

damage to Solzhenitsyn's reputation in the West than dld ail the rest of his writings put 

together."* This is an exaggeration; it is clear that it was in fact the Harvard Address, and 

not the Letter to Soviet Leaders, which ruined Solzhenitsyn's credibility in the United 

States. Nevertheless, the Letter represented the first opportunity for those suspicious of 

the exiled writer's politics to excoriate Mm publicly, and thus to set a precedent for the 

future. 

The Letterwas almost universally dismissed in the United States as a text not 

worthy of serious consideration by intellectuals of any calibre. Indeed. the most common 

inclination was to attack Solzhenitsyn the man in lieu of prolonged examination of his 

ideas. For example, literary critic Francis Barker called the Letter "absurdly idealist" and 

wrote that 'to follow the development of the writing of Alexander Solzhenitsyn is to record 

a process; it is to chart the degeneration of a radical opposition to the Soviet bureaucratie 

regirne into an authoritarian m~ralizing."~ Historian Abbott Gleason dismissed 

Solzhenitsyn as a "nine-day wondef and reported that "he has been called reactionary, 

utopian. One Mende with whom I discussed the Letterover lunch, observed that if 

the Russian leadership had been smarter, they would have shipped him out long before 

See, for example, Jeri Laber. The Real Sokhenitsyn," Commentary 5?:5 (1974). 35. 
As quoteâ in Donald W. Treadgold. 'Sokhenitsyn's Intelledual Antecedents," in John B. Dunlop 

et al., eds., Sdzhenitsyn in €xi/@: CiiücaI Essays and Oocumentary Matenals (Stanford: Hoover 
Institution Press, l985), 262. 
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they did, so that he could fully discredit himself before the w ~ r l d . ~ ~  One of the more 

extensive dissections of Solzhenitsyn's faults was publtshed by political columnist Jeri 

taber in Commentary. In addition to accusing him of seeking 'martyrdomw and of writing 

"dull and ponderousn books, Laber painted the author of the Letter as an xenophobic 

Russian chauvinist, a reactionary authoritarian longing for an 'idealized Russia, a Russia 

purified, turned inward away from the West? Many writers dismissed the Leffer entirely 

and attacked Solzhenitsyn on personal ternis. This tendency marked the beginning of the 

period when the American press (and, to a certain extent, its academics) felt compelled to 

defend themsefves against the words of Solzhenitsyn. 

The backlash against Solztienibyn after the publication of the Leffer proved mild 

when later compared to that after he presented his H a ~ a r d  Address. Some critics in 

1974 tended ta be more forgiving of his political views on the basis that he was a great 

writer andfor that he was a great man. Denounced in some publications, still others tried 

to counteract the impact of his distasteful political views with their admiration of 

Solzhenitsyn the Author or Solzhenitsyn the Dissident; even Laber, clearly derisive of the 

Letter as well as its author, conceded Solzhenitsyn's personal courage.' Consequently, 

a trend developed to a certain extent in some American intellectual circles: to defend 

Solzhenitsyn. The Letler posed the first serious problem for those inclined to defend 

Solzhenitsyn in the United States. Generally, those intellectuals seemed to reconcile their 

original perceptions of Solztienitsyn with the ideas of the Letter, to convey their 

disapproval of the document itself, and still to support the author despite it. Eventually a 

satisfactory path was found: the answer was to 'rationalise' or make excuses for the 

more unfortunate aspects of Solzhenitsyn's thought, 

The most cornmon method thtough which to put Solzhenitsyn in the 'proper' 

perspective was to cite his nationality and therefore his obviously Russian prejudices. 

Abbott Gleason, MSokhenitsyn and the Slavophiles," nie Yale Revbw: A National Quarted'y 
65:l (1975), 62. 
* Laber, 35. 



classic example of this defence was used by political analyst Harry Schwartz, who 

warned those who read the Letter to remernber that Solzhenitsyn was "after alt, a 

Russian, formed and molded by the very different and extraordinarily harsh conditions of 

his motherland. And his politicai views reflect his life experiences in Russia and his hopes 

and fean for the future of his beloved land." Consewative National Review politicai 

columnist William F. Buckley, Jr. agreed with Schwartz, pointing out that the Letter "(was] 

composed, for ail that it is sublime in its impact, of Russian earth .... lt could not have been 

written except by a Russian who had experienced Soviet history in every pore, and felt in 

his sou1 the great weight of Russian hi~tory."~ As a final example of this method. Time 

magazine infomed its readers that the Letter had obviously been "written more in sorrow 

than in anger," and so presented Solzhenitsyn's proposais and opinions within the context 

of a man deeply fearful of the future of his country, a patriotic fear many Arnericans would 

likely have comprehended." Schwartz, Buckley and the editon of Time were thus able to 

proffer Solzhenitsyn's unsavoury ideas as by-products of his 'Russian-ness,' effktively 

eliminating any need to deal with the Letter furthet on its own terms. The necessary 

perspective from which to understand it and its author seemed clear. 

If Arnerican intellectuals were now wary of venerating Solzhenitsyn (having been 

led astray by their own assumptions once before), some were certainly inclined to wait 

him out, to resewe their final judgements, perhaps in the hope that the Letterto Soviet 

Leaders was an aberration. Their atternpts to 'rationalise' Solzhenitsyn accomplished two 

things: Mey diminished the darnage done to his reputation from the Leffer, and they 

began to separate Solzhenitsyn frorn the mainstream Western political mnsciousness to 

which he had never belonged anyway. Solzhenitsyn's thought was not made any more 

comprehensible to the American public; it was merely presented as 'foreign' and quite 

removed from American experience. Here was the first opportunity for these intelleckrals 

36 Laber, 34. 
Schwartz, 24. 
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to explore the roots of Solzhenitsyn's thought and to alleviate the sudden confusion 

surrounding his ideas, and it was ignored. 

The Letter to Soviet Leaders is an important component in the study of 

Solzhenitsyn's relations with his Amerkan audiences. It previewed his thoughts on the 

West which assumed a more complex fonn four years later; it also provoked the first 

reactions of American media and academia, laying the foundation for their reactions to the 

Harvard Addmss in 1978. Solzhenitsyn distracted his American audiences from his views 

regarding the decline of the West in the intervening years by involving himself in 

controversies surrounding the wisdom and workability of American-Soviet detente, and by 

speaking repeatedly and passionately of the dangerous reality of Soviet Cornmunism. 

However, his return to the theme of Western deterioration in the Address had the effect of 

almost turning back the dock; his thoughts and the responses of his critics were very 

similar to those of fout years earlier. 

Words of Adviœ from the Exile," 44. 



CHAPTER TWO: THE HARVARD ADDRESS AND THE EARLY RESPONSES 

The best thing to be found in the world is a vision. 

-Ivan Kireevsky (1 827) 

Tell me what you think of Solzhenitsyn and l'II tell 
you who you are. 

-Stephen F. Cohen (1 977) 



The Harvard Address was the single-most important document in the reshaping 

of Solzhenitsyn's intellectual reputation in the United States. As was stated above, it is 

the contention of this thesis that the Address was the crucial tuming point In 

Solzhenitsyn's relationship with his American crftics. This chapter provides an ovewiew 

of the most pertinent and controversial sections of that speech and then examines the 

patterns and trends of the early responses to it. The aim here is not necessarily to prove 

or disprove the validity of those responses presented here; rather, what foltows is 

intended to illustrate the various reactions of prirnariiy mernbers of the American press to 

the Address in an effort to demonstrate its significant role in the deterioration of 

Solzhenitsyn's intellectual relationship with his Arnerican critics. 

Solzhenitsyn prefaced his remarks in Harvard Yard by stating that although his 

speech contained "a measure of bitter tnith." it was offered by "a hiend, not ... an 

advenary."' His reassurances were wasted; critics of the speech were not distracted by 

his declaration of friendly intent. It is hardly surprising, as Solzhenitsyn chose as his 

theme the dedine of the West and provided specific American examples as illustrations of 

this phenomenon. Aithough he referred throughout the speech generally to 'the West.' 

those specific remarks, his audience and the fact that his American critics interpreted the 

speech to be an unmistakable attack on the United States makes its examination within 

an Amencan, and not a Western, context a worthwhile endeavour. There was little in the 

speech which American intellectuals felt was not directed at the United States, and they 

reacted accordingly. 

Solzhenitsyn's overall theme of Western decllne was not immediately apparent. 

He began with the observation that "the split in today's world is perceptible even to a 

hasty glance," and continued thmugh the introductoty sections of the speech to comment 

on the divisions among the world's nations. It was not until the fourth section, entitled 

' Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, "A World Split Apart: The Harvard Address," in Ronald Berman ed,, 
Solzhenitsyn al Uarvatd: Twlve Eady Responses and Six Later Reflections (Washington, D. C.: 
Etfifcs and Public Policy Center, 1980), 3. 



'Well-Being', that Solzhenitsyn began to develop his critique of the West. He opened with 

an accounting of the major examples of the "ftagility" of Western society. and then 

proceeded thmugh his analysis of the roots of that fraglity. He concluded with a vague 

yet revealing proposal for the future path of Westem rehabilitation. The symptoms of 

Western decline which Solzhenitsyn chose to discuss are diverse; the most controversial 

and therefore most relevant are his views on Western materialism, legalism and fredom, 

including freedom of the press. 

Solzhenitsyn identified the fmt important indication of the weakening of the West 

as its preoccupation with material needs, and he established as his basis for this criticism 

that article of the American Decfaration of Independence which guarantees the right of 

every citizen to life, liberty and happiness. In Solzhenitsyn's view, 'happiness' in Western 

society has become 'debased," its achievernent dependent upon the ever-increasing 

drive to accumulate material possessions. Western-style constitutional freedom, as he 

understood it, ensures the possession of material goods, and with material goods cornes 

the fuifilment of the right to happiness. Solzhenitsyn disapproved of 'happiness' as a 

central goal in life. and he rerninded his audience of a psychological aspect of materialism 

which he felt had been "o~eriooked;~ the ever-increasing desire for further rnaterial 

gratification in the race for "a better lifen often results in anxiety and depression, "though it 

is customary to conceal such feelings."' 

Solzhenitsyn argued that excessive materialism also leads individuals into intense 

competition with each other, which "cornes to dominate al1 human thought and does not in 

the hast open a way to free spiritual development." Solzhenitsyn's perception of the 

West as spiritually weak informs the rest of his thought presented in the Addmss, and its 

first manifestation appeared in his opposition to materialism as the ruling artiiter of 

'happiness'. Solzhenitsyn thought that spiritual development should be the first order of 

life, not the ceaseless accumulation of rnaterial goods. If material weli-being is the 
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prirnary goal, how then, he asked, are individuals to transcend such banal ambitions in 

order to, if needeû, "risk one's life for the greater good and particularly in the nebulous 

case when the security of one's nation must be defended in an as yet distant land?"' 

Solzhenitsyn clearly believed that selfish individualism, rooted in a materialistic 

interpretation of 'happiness', is one of the prirnary self-destructive characteristics of 

modern Western socMies. 

Solzhenitsyn contended that legalism represented another ill-conceived and 

overvalued concept in Western societies. Western societies are based on the rule of law, 

and in theory, he heartily endorsed this. A major theme of the Gulag Archipelago is the 

rnisery, suffering and corruption which inevitably results in Iawless societies. Solzhenitsyn 

admitted in Harvard Yard that "a society without any objective legal scale is a terrible one 

indeed," However, he also argued that "a society with no other scale but the legal one is 

also less than worthy of man" because 

a society based on the letter of the law and never 
reactting any higher fails to take advantage of the full 
range of human possibilities. The letter of the law is too 
cold and formal to have a beneficial influence on society. 
Whenever the tissue of life is woven of legalistic 
relationships, this cteates an atrnosphere of spiritual 
mediocrity that paralyres man's noblest impulses? 

As with materialisrn, Solzhenitsyn objected ta 'excessive' legalism on the grounds 

that it represses man's inherent spirituality by presenting itself as the sole deteminant of 

human behaviour. He concluded his remarks on legalisrn with the observation that 

Westem legalism is fundarnentally ineffective, an ironic but direct result of the constraint 

which it places on popular morality. For example, the determination ofwhat is 'right' and 

'wrong' rests with the law, and yet the laws which set rhe  lirnits of human rights and 

rightness.. .are very broad." Thus individuals have becorne adroit at "usine, interpreting 

and manipulatingn the law at the expense of the collectiie-sn unrnistakable reference to 
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lawyers-as he noted that laws "tend to be too complicated for an average person to 

understand without the help of an expert." Furthemore, the process of conflict resolution 

is nalLely simplistic: whoever is judged to be in the 'right' before the law wins, with no 

imposition of moral categories or judgement. One is not required to ponder whether or 

not the victor (or loser) was morally in the 'right' (or 'wrong'), nor is there is counsel of 

"self-restraint or a renunciation of thes8 rights, no cal1 for sacrifice and selfless risk: this 

would simply sound absurd. Voluntary self-restraint is almost unheard of? Here 

Solzhenitsyn's primary area of criticism was that the Western legal systern has divorced 

itself from moral standards in the assessrnent and punishment of crime. Not only are 

Western laws virtually incomprehensibie to the layrnen which they purport to guide and 

protect, but legal determination of innocence or guilt rests on a system which ignores 

moral laws and refuses to educate the people in the value of self-restraint. 

Solzhenitsyn believed that rnorality teaches such restraint, but as long as formal, 

codified legalism supplants it as the primary arbiter of human behaviour it is powerless to 

affect the course of Western societies. This bothered him greatiy; Solzhenitsyn believed 

that moral considerations must inform ail social systerns, and therefore legalism alone is 

an unacceptable and ultimately impotent basis for human government and life. To 

illustrate this conviction, he pointed to the manipulation of law possible only in the 

absence of CO-existing moral standards: "An oil Company is blameless when it buys up an 

invention of a new type of energy in order to prevent its use. A food product manufacturer 

is legally blameless when he poisons his produce to make it Iast longer: after al!, people 

are free not to purchase it." Solzhenitsyn's argument was that as Westem systems of 

government and social structures derive freedom from legality, they must develop, 

maintain and protect it in conjunction with moral principles. 

The conventional Western concept of 'freedom' also points to the certain demise 

of its civilisation. Solzhenitsyn held that "administrative power" in the West had proven 



easy to circumvent, and he blamed the constant abuse of freedom and manipulation of 

the law on the endless pursuit of individual rights. He tamented that the "defense of 

individual rights has reached such extremes as to make society as a whole defenseless 

against certain individuals," and he spoke of the need for a shift from the current Westem 

emphasis on hurnan 'rights' to hurnan 'obligations'. His preference for a morally-based 

socio-political consciousness is clear; he was greatly concemed with the almost limitless 

vista of 'freedorn' available to Westem individuals. As an exarnple of the abuse of 

freedorn he cited "the misuse of liberty for moral violence against young people, such as 

motion pictures full of pornography, crime and horror." Although Solzhenitsyn was well 

aware of the contention that such imrnorality, perrnissible by constitutional freedom, is 

theoretically "counterbalanced" by the right of the individual not to expose him- or hetself 

to such films, he did not agree with it, and it is clear that mis argument merely reinforced 

his view that a society which is solely based on legalism is unable 'to defend itself against 

the corrosion of evil? 

Another target of Solzhenitsyn's criticism was the virtually unlimited freedom of 

the press in the West. (Solzhenitsyn was careful to explain that by 'press' he rneant al1 

forms of media). Here his prirnary cornplaint was that the press is extremely powerful but 

irresponsible with its power, and that it appeared to be unencurnbered by any sense of 

morality or "responsibility for distortion or disproportion." He pointed out that if a member 

of the press h responsible for printing inaccurate information, and thereby "misleading 

public opinion," he or she is not obliged or even encouraged to correct the mistake or to 

apologise, because mis would damage sales*" In the technological worîd, accurate 

information is demanded and exp8C1ed by the public, and quickly. Solzhenitsyn 

contended that 'to fiIl the voids," the Western joumalist relies on "guesswok, rumors and 

suppositions," and that when faulty information is presented as fact, it is accepted as such 

by the reading public. It is then extraordinarily difficult to supplant the fint erroneous 'fact' 



with a later 'truth'. Thus the press has a unique power; it "can act the role of public 

opinion or miseducate it." In short, he accused the media of sensationalism, greed and, 

above all, of being irresponsible with the enormous power entitled to it by law-which 

cannot be rescinded. He judged the power of the press to exceed that of "the legislature, 

the executive and the judiciary," and asked, "According to what law has it been elected, 

and to whom is it re~ponsible?~ 

Solzhenitsyn concluded his overview of these serious problems in Western 

societies by inforrnfng his audience that he could not "propose the West, such as it is 

today, as a rnodel for my country." He contended that Russia, as a result of its terrible 

suffering over the course of the twentieth century, was far superior spiritually than the 

West, and he told those in Hamard Yard that "the Western system in its present state of 

spiritual exhaustion does not look attractive." Solzhenitsyn argued that a Russian's sense 

of humanity was far stronger than that of a Westem person, and that he feared that 

Russia's adoption of the Westem system would provoke the same pattern of spiritual 

decline, Despite the tyranny and lawlessness of the Soviet Union, the implementation of 

a system premised on "such a soulless and smooth plane of legalismn would not be an 

improvement. Russia needed more: 

After the suffering of decades of violence and 
oppression, the human soul longs for things higher, 
warmer* and purer than those offered by todayBs mass 
living habits, introduced as by a calling card by the 
revolting invasion of commercial advertising, by TV 
stupor, and by intolecable musido 

m a t  the West was in dedine was obvious to Solrhenitsyn and, he said, should 

be equally obvious to anyone who had studied history. Western societbs possess al1 of 

the "telltale symptorns by which history gives waming to a threatened or perishing 

society," such as a diminishing in the quality of artistic life and a decline in "great 
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statesmen". Often, he counselled, the signs are much more overt: a clear signal of social 

decline in the United States was the fact that after only a few hours without electric power 

its citizens began 9ooting and creating havoc. The smooth surface film must be very thin, 

then. the social system quite unstable and unhealthy."" 

Solzhenitsyn characterised the overall malaise resulting from the West's social 

and political problems as 'a decline in courage". He commented that this phenornenon 

"may be the most striking feature Vian an outside obsewer notices in the West today," 

and he charged the West with losing its civic courage. Solzhenitsyn blamed the "ruling 

and intellectual elitesn for this loss of courage but exonerated the general public, whom he 

felt was sufficiently "courageousn but, unfortunately, lacking in any 'determining influence 

on public life." He accused Western political elites with the creation of increasingly "self- 

serving rationales" in order to intellectually and morally justify "state policies on weakness 

and cowardice." At times, he conceded, they were capable of acting with "boldness and 

inflexibility" but only when facing Weak govemments" or 'doomed cunents which clearly 

cannot offer any resistance." In contrast, these same elites usually withdrew weakly from 

any forceful challenge, growing "tongue-tied and paralyzedn when faced with strong 

govemments, dedicated terrorists or relentless aggressors. He concluded by asking 

"[mlust one point out that from ancient times a dedine in courage has been considered 

the first symptom of the end?'"2 

Solzhenitsyn tumed to recent Arnerican history to demonstrate an example of the 

West's loss of courage. Alter refutlng George Kennan's famous dictum that "we cannot 

apply moral criteria to politicsn with the argument that when "we mix gmd and evil, right 

and wrong, (we] make space for the absolute triumph of absolute evil in the world," 

Solzhenibyn chose ta focus on the failure of the United States to liberate Vietnam from 

Cornmunism. He told his audience that the mernbers of the American anti-war rnovement 

" Ibid., 13. 
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were 'accomplices in the betrayal of Far Eastern nations, in the genocide and the 

suffering today imposed on thirty million people there? 

Do these convinced pacifists now hear the moans 
corning from there? Do they understand their 
responsibility today? Or do they prefer not to hear?13 

For the United States, then, Vietnam clearly represented a "failure of nerve" with grave 

implications even beyond the devastation and enslavement of the Vietnamese; those who 

had succeeded in their campaign to abandon the tiny battle with Cornmunism far from 

home had in fact succeeded only in bringing the still-imminent larger war that much closer 

to their own shores. Vietnam, Solzhenitsyn said, had been the first shot fired in what 

promised to be a war with global implications, but it had failed 'to mobilize the [United 

States1 courage." If, he asked, America could not win a small skirmish against 

Cornmunism, how could it hope to prevail in the future?" 

Solzhenitsyn portrayed the West as socially, spiritually and psychologically weak, 

its nations unsuitable models for the eventual metamorphosis of the Soviet Union. They 

had lost their will power and were each, therefore, missing what Solzhenitsyn regarded to 

be the only true defence a nation has: the willingness of its citizens to die for its cause. 

Commenting that "there is little such readiness in a society raised in the cult of well- 

being," Solzhenitsyn presented Arnericans with the only options left to them; delaying 

tactics, 'concessions [and] betrayal." Because the West had, in the decades following the 

second Worfd War, allowed its international influence to wane in favour of stability and the 

maintenance of the status quo, its self-imposed inertia and loss of courage became its 

most obvious 'symptom of a society [whkh] has ceased to deve~op."'~ 

Solzhenitsyn then tumed his analysis to the cause of Western decline, the root of 

its contemporary weakness in the face of Soviet Cornmunism, and the heart of the 

Hantard Addmss. To answer the question 'how did the West decline from its triumphal 

l3 Ibid., 13-1 4. 
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march to its present debility?" Solzhenitsyn told his audience that since there had been no 

discernible "fatal turns and losses of directionw in Western development which would 

explain the Western decline, the answer to this crucial problem must therefore lie "at the 

root, at the very foundation of thought in modem timesw; 

I refer to the prevailing Western view of the world which 
was bom in the Renaissance and has found political 
expression since the Age of Enlightenrnent. It became 
the basis for political and social doctn9ne and could be 
called rationalistic humanism or humanistic autonomy: 
the proclaimecl and practiced autonomy of man from any 
higher force above him. It could also be called 
anthropocentricity, with man seen as the center of all.16 

Solzhenitsyn thus placed the blame for the weakened state of the West 

unequivocatly on the shoulders of the Enlightenment and humanistic, rationalistic thought. 

This section of the Hawanl Addmss formed the central basis on which Solzhenitsyn 

evaluated Western societies. All other criticisms, as detailed above, stemmed from one 

monumental mistake: the adoption of the precepts of the Enlightenrnent-with its 

ernphasis on "man" as the highest being in the universe as opposed to God-as the basic 

stricture upon which to build society. He conceded that this 'mistake' was probably 

inevitable; the Middle Ages had clearly corne to its end, 'having become an intolerable 

despotlc repression of man's physical nature in favor of the spiritual one." Regrettably, 

Western societies had then retreated to the other extrerne, effecting the repression of 

human spirituality in favour of materialbm. Humanism refused to admit to the intrinsic 

presence of human evil, and earthly gratification in the name of 'happiness' became the 

order of the day: Western peoples leamed to worship themselves and "everything 

beyond physical well-being and the accumulation of material goods, ail other human 

requiiernents and characteristics of a subtler and higher nature, were Ieft outside the area 



of attention of state and social systems, as if hurnan life did not have any higher 

meaning."" 

But, Solzhenitsyn admonished, early dernomcies, and notably "Arnerican 

democracy at the time of its birth." placed at the centre of pditical and social life the belief 

that al1 human rights derive from God, as hurnanity is God's creation. Freedom %as 

given to the individual conditionally, in the assumptfon of his constant religious 

responsibitity." Such was the basis of the American experiment. Furthenore, those 

earfy founders would never have accepted that freedom should be given "with no 

purpose, simply for the satisfaction of his whims." Yet thls is precisely what happened, 

and thus "a total emancipation occurred from the moral heritage of Chtistian centuries 

with their great reserves of mercy and sacrifice." Humanity gradually came to choose 

materialism over God and forgot its ultimate debt to divinity: responsibility. Finally, 

Solzhenitsyn lamented that al1 of the progress of the twentieth century could not eradicate 

or replace the accurnulated moral poverty of the West? 

This was the great 'calarnity" of our century, this "autonomous irreligious 

humanistic consciousness." Hurnans, imperfect beings riddled with the sins of "pride, 

self-interest, envy" and others became the predominant entity in the universe. This 

mistake, committed innocently enough two hundred years earlier, is now exacting a heavy 

price. "We have enriched Our experience," Solzhenitsyn admitted, but 

We have lost the concept of a Supreme Complete Entity 
which used to restrain our passions and our 
irresponsibility. We have placed too much hope in politics 
and social reforms, only to find out that we were being 
deprivecl of ouf most precious possession: our spiritual 
life. It is trampled by the party mob in the East, by the 
commercial one in the W e ~ t ! ~  

He firmly believed that the attainment and furthering of spirituality should be the 

primary goal of the individual, not 'happiness'. After all, 'if, as claimed by humanism, man 



were born only to be happy, he would not be bon to die." Humans have only limited time 

on earth and limittess time beyond it; therefore, it should be our task to t v  to achieve in 

our Iifetimes moral growth. not moral decline, so as to "leave life a better human being 

than one found it." The sale of values in aie West must be re-evaluated ta place greater 

ernphasis on the development of the human spirit, on morality and on selfiessness, This 

re-evaluation is as unavoidable and vital as the questions this century has raised: "1s it 

true that man is above everything? Is there no Superior Spirit above him? Is it right that 

man's life and society's activtties should be ruled by material expansion above all? Is it 

pemissible to promote such expansion to the detriment of our integral spiritual lifeT8 

Solzhenitsyn ended the Harvarû Address on a note of hope, Despite the gravity 

of the world situation, he believed that humanity was capable of struggling out of the crisis 

of the modem age to create a better, more moral world. He envisioned societies which 

would not stifle human physicality as in the Middle Ages, nor deny or repress innate 

human spirituality as does Our contemporary Ife. Solzhenitsyn compared this struggle to 

an "ascension ... sirnilar to climbing onto the next anthropological stage. No one on earth 

has any other way left b~t-upward."~' Thus the predicament of the West. he believed, 

was not insurmountable; as wilt be demonstrated in the fourth chapter, Solzhenitsyn 

places great faith in the human spirit and its capacity to triumph over adversity. Although 

the deciine of the West was the necessary effect of its self-imposed irreligiosity, Western 

civilisation could reverse its downward spiral through a reaffirmation of the primacy of God 

over Humanity. Salvation of the West, then, was not a mere matter of changing politics or 

shifting govemments, but a social and moral regeneration possible only through 

C hristianity. 
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The Harvard Address is Solzhenitsyn's most comprehensive analysis of the 

decfine of the West, This theme was not a new one; nor was it unprecedented in 

Solzhenitsyn's works, as evidenced by excerpts from the Letier to Soviet Leaders. And 

yet his Arnerican critics, especially members of the press, expressed surprise and dismay 

at Solzhenitsyn's words. It is evident that the rnajority of those who took umbrage at the 

Address had forgotten the controversial Letier altogether; it is rarely rnentioned despite its 

clear intellectual relationship with the Address. It has been previously asserted that, had 

Arnerican intellectuals sought to explore the roots of Solzhenitsyn's thought in 1974, the 

reaction to the Hanlard Address would have been considerably less severe. The early 

reactions to the Address, represented here by selected members of the press, 

demonstrate quite clearly the antipathy directed toward Solzhenitsyn in the days and 

weeks following the speech. He remained misunderstood and wrongly contextualised, 

and his public reputation in the United States suffered inevocably as a result. 

As literary critic Edward E. Ericson observed, the clearest pattern in the early 

responses to the Addmse was to fint honour Solzhenitsyn himself and then 'move to a 

rejection of one oc more of his points.  For example. political scientist Hans J. 

Morgenthau wrote that 'Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's greatness as a man and as a writer is 

not open to doubt, but he has put into question ... his cornpetence as a political 

philo~opher.~~' Pulitzer Prize-winnhg poet and former Assistant Secretary of State 

Archibald MacCeish evaluated Sokhenitsyn as "one of the most admirable men alive ... a 

man of noble spirit and unrivaled courage-a tmly heroic figure who has suffered 

something close to martyrdom for his and then accus& him of abject 

ignorance of the realities of American life. Finally, an excellent illustration of this trend 

was a New York rimes editorial which began with the statement that "If anyone has 

'Eariy responses' are defineâ hem as those published within a month of the Uaward Address. 
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eamed the right to cal1 the West to a moral reckoning, it is Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn," and 

then labellecl Solzhenitsyn's worid-view as "far more dangerous than the easygoing 

[Arnerican] spirit whkh he finds so exasperating. Approbation of Solzhenitsyn as a man 

worthy of personal admiration coupied with criticism of his ideas was common in the 

immediate post-Address period. Although doubtful of Solzhenitsyn's ultimate relevance 

and applicability to the West and the United States in partfcular, some Arnerican 

commentators were certainly willing to affirrn his stature as a compelling voice worthy of a 

hearing, if nothing else, 

Concornitantly, purely personal attacks on Solzhenitsyn after the Address were 

rare, and in this the reception of the Address differs significantly from the earlier reaction 

to the Letter to Soviet Leaders, An exception was James Reston's column in The New 

York mes published on 11 June, in which he played on the title of the Address, 'A World 

Split Apart,' by writing that the speech "sounded like the wanderings of a mind split 

aparLnZ7 Another was Colman McCarthy of The Washington Wst, who also made a few 

personal comments, but only that Solzhenitsyn was a 'negativist" who '[came] on as a 

g r o u ~ h . ~ ~ ~  Aside tom Reston and McCarthy, the rnajority of commentaton chose to 

focus more on the speech than the man; this is also in marked contrast to the 

stereotypical responses aftet the Letter-indicating a shift in Solzhenitsyn's intellectual 

relationship with his American critics in 1978. 

The press, whose opinions forrned the bulk of the early responses, did not react 

altogemer predictably in the pattem of attention its members chose to pay to certain parts 

of the speech in lieu of others, Surprisingly, Soizhenitsyn's charges of Arnerkan 

cowardice in Vietnam did not among the early responses, provoke much anger. Once 

again, James Reston was an exception; he castigated Solzhenitsyn for teming the 

- . - -. . . 
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American withdrawal from Vietnam a "hasty ~apitulation,"~ with the exclamatkns "Hasty? 

After a generation of slaughter? Lack of courage? It was precisely because the American 

people still heard some echo of their spiritual heritage and belief in the sanctity of 

individual life that they rose up agahst the genocide Mr. Solzhenitsyn condemn~."~ 

Another was The Washington Post, whose editor accused Solzhenitsyn of speaking "for 

boundless cold warn3' However, a more typical response was one sirnilar to that of Mary 

McGrory of The Washington Star* who clairned not to be surprised by Solzhenitsyn's 

views on American failures in Vietnam because she had recognised early on that he 

"would fight the Communists on every front." On the whole, the press did not appear to 

consider Solzhenitsyn's cornments on American cowardice in Vietnam as particularly 

significant; one suspects that by 1978 the well-debated issue of American involvernent 

there had ceased to be truly newsworthy. 

Nor did Solzhenitsyn's critfcisms of the American press cause any real 

consternation. Again, there were exceptions such as Russian-Arnerican publisher Olga 

Carlisle, who reported in Newsweek that Solzhenitsyn "was scornful of Our free press, a 

legacy from the age of the Founding Fathers which has been penrerted by our 

godles~ness.~~ A characteristically hostile Reston contributed, pointing out snippily that 

"at least [Solzhenitsyn] was allowed to say al1 these things. On commencement day at 

Moscow University, if they have one, the 'spiritual superiority' of the Soviet Union probably 

wouldn't have allowed it.n3* Other cornments were much milder; for example, the National 

Review offered only a half-hearted response, protesting that the charge that the Western 

press was more powerful than the govemment ucannot simply be asserted. Some 

commentaton even accepted the criticisms as valid; one was McGrory, who found that 
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she wuld not refute the charges because "at any one tirne, al1 of [the criticisms] are true 

about. ..Our trade.- Most, however, ignored Solzhenitsyn's criticisms of the press 

altogether, preferring to focus on other, presurnably less time-wom issues. 

A prevailing sentiment was one of disappointment. Colman McCarthy of The 

Washington Post complained that '[rleading the Harvard speech of Alexander 

Solzhenitsyn left me with the same feeling I had when I learned that Anita Bryant didn't 

like gays and Bob Hope was a right-wing Republican. I wanted the one to just keep on 

singing about oranges and the other to stick to being funny, And now I wish that 

Solzhenitsyn could stay in rny mind as the towering writer who can rally outrage against 

the tyrants of the Kremlin?' The Christian Science Monitor acknowledged that 

Solzhenitsyn "is too courageous ... not to be listened to when he speaks out about the 

West," but that it was disheartening 'to realize anew that this towering Russian writer still 

interprets his new democratic world through the lens of the authoritarian Soviet 

exper ien~e.~~ These comments reveal important insights into the expectations which 

certain Arnerican intellectuals had had of Solzhenitsyn, likely based on the fact that by 

197 8 he had been living in the United States for two years and in the West for three. For 

example, McCarthy had clearly preferred to view Solzhenitsyn as a courageous fghter 

against an Arnerican foe of long standing, Soviet Cornmunism. Such a penistently one- 

dimensional view of an obviously multidimensional man signifies a reluctance on the part 

of some commentators to examine the wmplexities of Solzhenitsyn's thought. McCarthy 

and like-rninded others were cornfortable with him as long as he fought the common 

enemy; when he foaised on the West. they rejected him. 

The editorial comment in the Christian Science Monfiorfor also useful in 

identiing another aspect of American media perceptions of Solztienitsyn. Some 

assumed that since Solzhenitsyn had been living within the Arne- democratic system 
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for two years, he would have by then adapted to it and grown to love, perhaps even 

venerate the United States as a matter of course. There is a certain inherent arrogance in 

the expectation that a Russian exile would necessarily corne to prefer a fk democratic 

society over his own, that he would be able or even willing to move easily from the culture 

which had infonned everything he Iived, thought and wrote for fiffy-five years to adopt the 

views and beliefs of his host country in two. The American media underestimated the 

impact of Solzhenitsyn's 'Russian-ness' on his thought and received an unpleasant shock. 

McGrory documented this herself: writing about Solzhenitsyn's 'negative view of Our 

society," she wrote that "the unspoken expectation was that after three years in Our midst, 

he would have to Say we are superior, that our way is not only better, but best .... We were, 

whether we admit it or not, waiting to hear him Say it."" Critical understandings of 

Solzhenitsyn as 'ungrateful' to the United States for the freedom which he enjoyed while 

its guest forrned a significant refrain among the eariy responses to the Address, and his 

perceived denigrations of the West further strengthened some critics' convictions that 

Solzhenitsyn was fundarnentally incompatible with Americans and American life. 

As in the aftermath of the Letter, the days and weeks following the Addmss saw 

very few attempts to defend Solzhenitsyn from his critics. No longer was his 'Russian- 

ness' a means by which to rationalise his thought, becoming instead an excellent method 

by which to censure il. The only discernible attempt to gamer open approval for the 

speech was made by Washrirgton Post columnist George F. Will, who likened 

Solzhenitsyn to "both the dove in Genesis that found no rest, and the prophets who 

allowed no rest. As a prophet should, he has...stined a reaction that reveals the 

complacency of society?O AIthough Solzhenitsyn has never used the terni 'prophet' to 

refer to himself, several American intellectuals seemed eager to apply it to him either 

favourably or unfavourably, depending on their point of view. For example, a July 21 

editorial in the National Review criticised certain parts of the speech enthusiastically, but 



credited Solzhenitsyn with being "a prophet willing to split aie twentieth century like an old 

tin cm, reopening the enduring questions of political and religious thought?' Arthur 

Schlesinger Jr. helped ta historicise Solzhenitsyn's religious beliefs in light of those of the 

Founding Fathers, but also succeeded in belittling and deliberately overdrarnatising the 

message of the Address, writing that Solzhenitsyn had 

renewed an ancient and, in those precincts, forgotten 
tradition of apacalyptic pmphesy. Not only looking but 
sounding like a figure from the Old Testament, he 
preached an impassioned sermon, warning Arnerica of 
the progress of evil and the imminence of judgement, 
urging Americans to repent th& sins, forsake their idols 
and prostrate themselves before the 'Supreme Complet8 
Deit~'.'~ 

Although Schlesinger seemed to accept Solzhenitsyn's status as a prophet 

without question, he did wam his readers that despite the fact that "when Solzhenitsyn 

speaks, the world has a duty to listen, ut] must listen with c m ,  understanding that 

prophecy has its own dogma and that prophets are fallible.w3 In contrast. Coleman 

McCarthy angrily refuted any claims that Solzhenitsyn was a prophet. He argued that 

"although [Solzhenitsyn's] beard and finger-waving may be in the tradition of prophets, 

that is about all." McCarthy preferred 'true' prophets like "Teresa, Francis, Martin Buber 

and others" who understood that human beings are imperfect and remained nicely non- 

judgemental. Prophets such as these had believed in helping humankind and stood in 

sharp contrast to Solzhenitsyn, who "appears more intent on kicking us into the ground 

than offering us any ideas on raising ourselves u p .  As is evldent. positing Solzhenitsyn 

as a prophet did not deter his critics significantly. 

Efforts to find a way to reject the speech were entirely more prevalent The 

deeply religious basis of the speech was particulariy difficult for Arnerican cornmentators, 

a George F. WII, 'Solzhenitsynts Critics," The Washington F b t ,  (18 June 1978). 87. 
41 Editorial, Nafional Review, in Bennan, 30. 
42 Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., "The Sokhenitsyn We Refuse to Sm," Tho Washington Post, in 
Beman, 63. 
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who were clearly uneasy about being "forced to defend that secular hurnanism which was 

for thern an article of faith in the modem American gospeLA5 Others decried 

Solzhenitsyn's obvious ignorance of the United States, arguing that if he had truly 

understood it and its people he woutd never had said the things he had. Most were 

simply disappointed that he had not said what they had expected he would, and that he 

was clearfy not what they had thought he was. Overail, the reactions to the Address were 

defensive; it is clear that his American critics felt strongly provoked to defend their country 

on various bases. It is telling, however, that few openly denied Solzhenitsyn's charges of 

Western decline. 

Some chose ta reject the speech as unoriginal; for example, Frank Getlein 

dismissed Solzhenitsyn's thought as "mostly standard conservative, occasionally 

reactionary claptrap that many of the graduates, one imagines, have been hearing from 

their older male relatives al1 #eir lives and that c m  be bard  any day here in the public 

rooms of the Army-Navy Club.*6 Others vehemently denied that the West was in decline 

at all. Hans 3. Morgenthau contended that 'one cannot help being taken aback by the 

flimsiness, the ignorance and the unfairness of his arguments purporting to demonstrate 

the moral and political declhe of the West.M7 Another excellent example of such a view 

came fiom First Lady Rosalynn Carter, who held a press conference in Washington on 20 

June to refute Solzhenitsyn herself. She asserted that 'l am not a Pollyanna about the 

mood of my country, but I can tell you flatly: the people of this country are not weak, not 

cowardly and not spiritually exhausted," and she reminded readers of The Washriigfon 

h s t  of the "penrasive desire among Americans ta !ive a usehl Ife, to correct the defects 

in our society and to make Our nation even greater Vian it already is? The First Lady also 

rejected SoWienitsyn's contention that 'he can feel the pressure of evil across our land. 

McCarthy. A25. 
45 Ericson, Sokhenitsyn and the Modem World, 100. 
46 Frank Getiein, 'Holy Russia Rises in Vermont." Commonw8el lO5:l3 (1978). 422. 
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Well, I do not sense that pressure of evil at a l l .  Morgenthau and Carter were 

exceptions. Most critics recognised that the theory of Western decline had not originated 

with Solzhenitsyn and that it possibly had Solils credibility; however, this did not appear to 

dispose tham to accept it ftom the exiled Russian who apparently could not appreciate the 

virtues of the West as well as he could deride its weaknesses. 

One of the more common assertions made by the press in the days following the 

Addmss was that Solzhenitsyn would not have said the things he did if he had known 

anything about the United States at ail. Therefore, he should not have taken it upon 

himself to criticise it as an uninforrned outsider. In the Christian Science Monitor, Norman 

Cousins wrote that "the American people don7 rnind being told harsh things about 

thernselves," and that "they have listened to detractors such as de Tocqueville and Burke 

with an attentive ear." However, he wrote pointediy, those writers "carefully studied 

American society before saying anything about it? Nine days earlier an editorial in the 

Monitor had lamented that "if [Solzhenitsyn] could get on a Greyhound bus and take 

himself unobtrusively across the country ... he rnight find a great deal less 'moral poverty' 

than he now believes is therenm Finally, Archibald MacLeish remarked that that 

Solzhenitsyn "reproves us for faults which would not be faults if he could talk to his 

neighbon in Vermont, to his fellow writers, his fellow men."s' This was a common refrain. 

If Solzhenitsyn only knew them, he would understand that the United States had reserves 

of strength and moral resilience with which to ensure its national and cultural longevity. 

Edward Walsh, Rebuttal to Solzhenitsyn," The Washington h s t ,  June 2 t , 1 978, A2. It is 
interesting to note that at one time one of Rasalyn Carter's favoured dinner guests was the 
Reverend Jirn Jones, Who won her approval and companionship at a private dinner, and was 
sittlng there a single heartbeat from the President." Carter considerd Jones to be a man 
passionately cancerneci with the presemtion of Arnerica's greatness. After Jones had comrnitted 
"one of the most lurid mini-holocausts in history* in Guyana, the Rmt Lady was disbelieving: 
"Unbelievable.. .l cm's sw how anyone could do anything like that." Perhaps this sheds new light 
on her staternent that she was unable to sense the 'pressure of evil at all." See Jack Jones, 
"Solrhenitsyn's Warning: A Secular Reinterpretation," Chicago Review 32:3 (1 981 ), 147. 
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Another prevalent eariy trend was to reject Christianity as an acceptable basis 

upon which to judge the West. For example, Olga Carlisle wrote in Newsweek that 

Solzhenitsyn had sounded like "a tire-and-brirnstone preacher out of the Puritan era, like a 

latter-day Cotton Mamer,* and The New York Times branded him a rdiglous 'zealot" 

who did "the world no favor by calling up a holy waf against Cornmunism. The latter then 

branded Solzhenitsyn a "Truc Believer," who believed himself "to be in the possession of 

The T ~ t h  and so sees error wherever he i o o k ~ . ~  The Christian Science Monilor 

questioned Solzhenitsyn's grasp of theology and clearty suspected that he had it all 

wrong : 

He seerns to equate the West's enormous matetial 
progress with loss of moral and spiritual vitality. We 
would argue the reverse. It is the spiritual concepts of 
Christianity together with the political and social ideas of 
the Enlightenment that freed the individual and 
unleashed his capacities for progress in every field, 
including the economic one. The message of Christianity 
is not that rnankind must do without but that it ought to 
seek fird the Uiings of the spirit? 

Charles Frankel, Lyndon Johnson's ex-Secretary of State, stated unequivocally 

that "[wlhat Solzhenitsyn has in his mind's eye is not simply that more of us should be 

religious. lt is a theouacy." And finally. Mary McGrory managed to present 

Solzhenitsyn's Christian beliefs as a premise by which to forgive (and, one senses, to 

forget) his comments in the Harvard Address; she suggested to the readers of her column 

in the Washington Star that 'maybe we would be bettet off if we stopped grappling with 

the politics and even the momlity of what Solzhenitsyn said at Harvard and look at it in a 

different way-as the personal statement of a conservative, religious and terribly 

hornesick Russian .- 

Carlisle, 39. 
53 Editorial, US~khenit~yn," The New York Times (13 June 1978). A18. 
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Solzhenitsyn's religiously-based critique of the West was not wholly rejected; he 

received support from, predictably, members of the clergy. One such rnember was 

Father Theodore Hesburgh, then President of Notre Dame University, who credited 

Solzhenitsyn with speaking "some highly unfashtonable and unpopular tmths. ..subjects 

for serious rneditatkn if one is to escape the moral rnediocrity of Our timesnm On the 

whole, however, Christianity, with its concomitant perceptions of good and evil, was 

accepted by only a few as a valld tool of social and political analysis. At best it seemed 

antiquated, at worst it supported growing convictions that Solzhenitsyn was nothing more 

than a reactionary theocrat with strong anti-Western (and by association, anti-American) 

convictions. 

The eariy responses reveal several important patterns in the deterioration of 

critical opinion toward Solzhenitsyn. The impulse to defend the exiled author had al1 but 

vanished. In 1974 Solzhenitsyn had had his status as a great writer and a courageous 

dissident to deflect ernerging criticism; by 1978 these popular perceptions of him had 

waned considerably. The period of adjustrnent had ended, and Arnerican intellectuals 

had certain expectations of Solzhenitsyn which the Harvard Address had clearly failed to 

fulfil. In addition, the bases of attack had become stronger; no longer was Solzhenitsyn 

'explained' by his 'Russian-ness' but condemned for it. He had become the outsider who 

stubbomly refused to adapt. Solzhenitsyn's obvious Chrlstianity provided another focus 

for angry intellectuals as the defenden of a predominantly secular society were able to 

blarne his religion for his unacceptable views on the causes and nature of the decline of 

the West. 1978 is therefore significant as the year when Solzhenitsyn tumbled from his 

Western pedestal. 

Those intellectuals who chose ta ignore the speech proved to be the most benign. 

Those who criticised Soûhenitsyn's 'Russianness,' his rellgiosity and his apparent 

hability to understand the multifaceted and mutually balancing aspects of Western life 

Theodore Hesburgh. 'Unpopubr Truths, in '1s Solzhenitsyn Rightir Time, 1 1 1 :26 (1 978). 18. 



provokd the ire of the press and propelled some members of American academic ranks 

toward doser inspection of the increasingly infamous author's views. In retrospect, study 

of the later, primarily academic responses ta the Haward Addmss are more useful in an 

assessrnent of Solzhenitsyn's intellectual relationship with his Arnerican critics than the 

initial (and often superficial) impressions of the press. Arnerlcan academics constituted 

Solzhenltsyn's most important audience; their opinions and studies of his thought 

provided the final detemilnation of SoWenitsyn's significance as a Russian thinker in the 

United States. The following examination of them suggests that Solzhenitsyn was 

ultimately disregarded by the West as a result of his critics' inabiiity to contextualise him 

and thus to understand his thought and work. 



CHAPTER THREE: LATER RESPONSES TO THE HARVARD ADDRESS 

The sea doesn't drown you, it's the puddle that does it. 

-Russian proverb 



The central aim of this thesis is both to argue and demonstrate the need for the 

contextualisation of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and the Harvard Address in Christian terms. 

This chapter examines the later, prirnarily academic responses to that speech with the 

goal of illuminating patterns in the ways in which American intellectuals themselves 

sought to contextualise Solzhenitsyn and his thought.' The intent here is not necessarily 

to prove or disprove the opinions and arguments presented below, but rather to estabfish 

certain patterns in Arnerican acadernic analyses of the author and the Address. The 

somewhat superficial criticisms of the press in the days and weeks following the Address 

gave way to efforts by intellectuals both ta reconcile Solzhenitsyn's thought with their own 

and to either build some sort of premise for his acceptance as a legitimate thinker in the 

West, or to argue utter his irrelevance to the modem West. It is clear that most American 

critics failed to recognize Solzhenitsyn as a fundamentally Christian thinker and the 

Harvard Address as a Christian document. A full exposition of the impact of his personal 

religiosity on his works was never attempted; we have only the disjointed and usually 

disappointing attempts by unabashedly secular intellectuals to argue that the faults of 

Solzhenitsyn's thought were rooted in his religion. This chapter seeks to demonstrate that 

the later responses ultimately provide only inadequate contextualisations of Solzhenitsyn 

in secular terms. 

Nevertheless, the critical acadernic analyses of the Harvard Address illustrate 

that some American intellectuals made a genuine, if ultimately unsatisfying, effort to 

understand Solzhenitsyn's thoughts on the West. If very few dismissed the Address 

entirely, an even fewer number accepted it as valid commentaly on the state of the West 

without reservation, The vast majority simply sought, in differing ways, to present 

Solztienitsyn as a writer of consequence, a thinker who deserveci respect though his 

opinions of the West were often faulty. How Arnerican intellectuals approached the 

- -  
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problem of Solzhenitsyn is important because this reveals their own expectations of him, 

as well as making evident the wide spiritual and ideological guf between the author and 

his critics. The grounds upon which they concluded that his misinterpretations could be 

contextualised as the product of his own circumstances, separate from true Western 

reality, indicate clearly that Solzhenitsyn was a virtual enigrna to his intellectual audience. 

Few of those who critiqued the Harvard Addmss in later months and years were 

openly hostile toward the speech. Soviet affairs joumalist George Feifer and historfan 

William H. McNeill are the only exceptions worthy of note, and their bases of criticism 

differ significantly. For example, Feifer's comments in Harper's have a definite personal 

edge to them, perhaps not surprising given his rocky personal history with Solzhenitsyn 

as one of his eariy biographes? He declared that Wthough books about the angry 

genius will be written for another hundred years, the hypocrisy of his moralizing against 

the West is now clear. His thundering Harvard address last year attacked sins of the 

Western Sodom he considered more evil, in subtler ways, than his spiritual home in the 

archipelagoF He further accused Solzhenitsyn of having "a profound mistrust of the 

institutions vital to a free society, his fire and brirnstone reveal an unwillingness to accept 

that free speech requires a tolerance of drivel, stupidity and opposition, including 

In eady 1972 Solzhenitsyn had been piqued by news from his friend Veronica Stein that George 
Feifer and his partner Oavid Bug, who were neafing cornpletion with their biography of him, were 
venturing in to areas of Solzhenitsyn's fife beyond his literature. In an interview with Western 
conespondents, Solzhenitsyn accused the pair of 'making up fairy tales about me [and] collecting 
lavatory-wall gossipn for their book. In Febniery 1972 Vermica Stein gave a copy of the Burg- 
Feifer manuscript which she had received from them (she had helped Feifer with his research) to 
Zhores Medvedev to check for enors, as his English was superior to hem. Medvedev was also a 
friend of Solzhenitsyn, and was in fact working on his own biography of the author, published later 
that year as Ten Years Anerlven Denisovich. Medvedev was disturbed by its apparent 
inaccuracies and reliance on rumaurs, and informeci Solzhenitsyn of his misgivings. By June 
1972, the Steins were travelling in the United States, and at the behest of Solzhenitsyn Veronica 
released a statement to the press in which she said that Burg and Feifer had relied heavily on 
gossip and speculation in wriang the book and that they had refused pleas fmm her to revise it. 
She labelled the biography as 'misleading, superficial and taclless,' and said Ulat "Its principal 
ham. ..lies in Uie fW that some of thesis conjectures, rumours, and riddles ... can proviâe a 
praext for a new wave of penaitions against ththe miter ... The book was nonetheless published 
in August 1972. but reœhred mixed rwiews and little fanfare. See Michael Scammell, 
SolzhMnisyn: A Bîbgmphy (London: Hutchhson, 1984). 780-782. 



opposition of Solrhenltsyn. Feifer went on to write that Solzhenitsyn's much-lauded 

personal "ethical virtue" was in fact nothing more than megalomania, and that Vie author's 

political ideas clearly lacked "moral strength" and "practical wisdorn," a sure indication that 

he was intellectually imlevant to both the West and Russia! 

Feifer was not, however, prepared to analyse the Address itself to any significant 

extent, preferring inslead to devote the bulk of his article, "The Dark Side of Solzhenitsyn," 

to a systematic appraisal of Solzhenitsyn's personal faults. For example, he cited the 

Tact' that "Rom an early age, Solzhenitsyn had a personal despotism that frightened his 

f r i end~ .~~  Feifer's thoughts on the Harvard Address are noteworthy here only because his 

antipathy toward the author was total. He lent no credence to any of Solzhenitsyn's ideas 

and belonged to that small but persistent group in Arnerican intellectual circles who 

seemed intent on destroying Solzhenitsyn's reputation as an author and as a thinker. In 

this respect, Feifer's article may be regarded as a thematic continuation of the work of 

eariier commentaton such as Francis Barker, Jeri Laber and James Reston. 

Historian William H. McNeill's criticisms of the Harvard Addmss represent a 

second trend in the clearly hostile Iater responses. He sirnply believed, as did many 

discussed in the previous chapter, that Solzhenitsyn was simply wrong. Religion was not, 

in his opinion, an appropriate basis upon which to judge the social and political health of 

the West, leading him to characterise the speech as nothing more Vian an *Orthodox 

Christian's caricature of our society." Solzhenitsyn's cal1 for the West to rehabilitate itself 

in religious ternis was also unacceptable because Uie West was not an heir to a 

traditionally religious society as Russia had been before 1917. Therefore, Solzhenitsyn 

was guilty of 'imposing the values of one style of civilization upon another? McNeill 

contended that the exiied author did not in fact understand anything about the West, and 

George Feifer, "The Dark Side of Soltfienitsyn," Herper's 26OA 560 (1 98O), 50. 
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certainly not the prernise on which it had been founded, as exemplified by his comments 

on the cowardly Arnerican withdrawal from Vietnam: 

If Arnerican ideology means anything, it requires us to 
permit rnajorities in other lands to choose whatever fonn 
of governrnent they prefer. If that chosen form turns out 
to be tyrannous and wicked, if it tramoles on human 
rights, still we must continue to believe that to champion 
freedom and humanity does not require an anned 
crusade to enforce an American standard of justice and 
political pr~priety.~ 

McNeill's response was more obviously defensive Vian Feifer's, who had chosen 

to attack Solzhenitsyn personally. Instead, McNeill reverted to the familiar refrain of 

asserting Solzhenitsyn's ignorance of Western values. Of the two, only McNeill was 

primarily concerned with the Harvatû Address itself. Feifer al1 but ignored the speech in 

his zeal to discredit Solzhenitsyn, zeal bom almost certainly from his difficult personal 

history with the author. However, despite its specific focus, McNeiIl's article is rather 

superficial and does not merit a prolonged examination; nor do the others. Their inclusion 

here is only intended to indicate a relatively minor but persistent trend present in both the 

pre- and post-Harvard periods to attack Solzhenitsyn with few resewations on personal 

grounds, with liffle consideration extended to his actual thought, Those critics who 

involved themselves in more serious examinations of the Address are those who 

detemined Solzhenitsyn's place in American historiography, and ttiey may be 

categorised loosely as belonging to one or both of the following groups: those who 

concentrateci on refuting Solzhenitsyn and the Address on various grounds, and those 

who atternpted to 'explain' hirn. 

The balance of the later responses which sought to refute the Address assumed 

a pattern of analysis which seems alrnost as if it were reached by consensus. Most critics 

opened with an affirmation of Solzhenitsyn's intellectual importance, then devoted most of 

-- - 
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thek articles to refuting various aspects of his thought. After attempting to contextualise 

him in some way, it was custornary to conclude with a reaffirmation of Solzhenitsyn's 

status as a worthy commentator on the West. The most popular area of dissension with 

the Harvard Address was predictably the author's views on the Enlightenment; however, 

criticisms of his perception of demacracy and the Western conception of 'happinessm also 

gamered attention, and the reactions included below are intended to dernonstrate two 

common mistakes which commentators made when studying the speech. 

Harvard law professor Harold Berman refuted what he perceived to be 

Solzhenitsyn's conception of American 'happiness' as necessarily equated with the 

accurnulation and possession of material goods. He admitted that this point could be 

regarded as "carpingtn but he nevertheless pointed to the obvious historical discrepancies 

existing between Solzhenitsyn's definition of Western happiness in the late twentieth 

century as opposed to what that tenn had meant to the Founding Fathers in the 

eighteenth. Beman argued that 'happiness' had been interpreted by the authors of the 

Dedaration of Independence as "a secular form of blessedness or salvation, namely, an 

aspiration to the good life," which he identified as education and "improvement of social 

conditionsn.' He ended his brief examination of this small point with the argument that 

Solzhenitsyn's Iinking of American materialism and loss of courage was also inaccurate 

because the Founding Fathen had in fact been "prepared to defend their goals of life, 

liberty and the pursuit of happiness with "their Iives, their fortunes, and their sacred 

honor? 

Berman's Vioughts here are intended to ilIustrate a common rnistake on the part 

of American intellectuals atternpting to understand the Harvard Address. Comprehension 

of the speech was hindered considerably by the fact that throughout it Solzhenitsyn 

refened to the 'West' in two different ways: in historical terms as "a spirituallcultural 

Harold J. Berman, The Weightier Matten of the Law," in Berman, 103. 
' lbid 



enffty," and in modem terms as "a political entiV.l0 This was not always recognised. and 

Solzhenitsyn did not indicate when he was altemating between meanings. Berman's 

refutation of Solzhenitsyn's interpretation of the materialistic nature of American 

perceptions of 'happiness' errs in several places. First, Solzhenitsyn had taken some 

Gare to distinguish between the mores of the Founding Fathers and their late twentieth- 

century descendants at the very end of the Address in his discussion of the 

responsibilities of hedom. This indicates that he was navlgating his way, however 

haphazardly, between historical and cantemporary analysis. In his discussion of 

'happiness' he does not make this distinction clearly, and Bennan wrongly attributes his 

linkage of materialism and 'happiness' as part of his analysis of the historical period, when 

Solzhenitsyn was actually targeting that trend as part of the conternporary period. 

Second, although the Founding Fathers were indeed prepared to defend the precepts of 

life, liberty and happiness with "their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor," Berman 

rnistakenly used this dedication to refute Solzhenitsyn's perception of the cunent malaise. 

In fact, it can only be applied to its proper historical context, the eighteenth century, and 

therefore there was no basis for such a refutation. Beman's own assertion of the 

diKerences in the definition of 'happiness' in these periods is vatid, but he was unable to 

determine when Solzhenitsyn was speaking of one and not the other. 

Another common criticism focused on Solthenitsyn's understanding of the nature 

of Western democracy. For example, philosopher-historian Sidney Hook found 

Solzhenitsyn's concept of democtacy to be problernatic as a cause of society's ills. He 

used Solzhenitsyn's criticisms of the abuses of the freedom of the press to support his 

contention that democracy cannot be cited as an agent of American decline, and he 

pointed out that freedom of the press is not as abused in other democratic countries such 

as England or Canada." Hook conceded that there are fundamental weaknesses 

l0 Edward E. Eriçson, Solzhenitsyn and the Modem WoM (Washington D.C.: Reqnery Gateway. 
1993), 130. 
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inherent in institutionalised democracy, but he contended that the solution was not to 

abandon the democratic process. In addition, he charged Solzhenitsyn with failing to 

recognise that democratic systems, however fiawed, have one crucial point in their 

favour: they have the ability, through the will and participation of the people, to right 

wrongs. Hook referreâ to this ability as "political faith," and argued that despite the fact 

that "the will of a majority. ..is not infallible," free democracies invest their citizens with the 

right to lobby for change and recognise the power of public opinion. Therefore, such 

systems are able to correct their own missteps, to remedy their own ills. That 

Solzhenitsyn missed this point led Hook to wonder if the exiled author believed, "as do ail 

totalitarians from Plato to the present day, that most human beings in the community are 

either too stupid or too vicious to be trusted with self-g~vemment?"'~ Hook seemed to be 

arguing here that because Solzhenitsyn had cleariy neglected to appreciate democracy's 

built-in capacity for self-correction, his views on good and effective govemment must 

necessarily be suspect. 

Hook may have had a valid point with his observations on democracy, but his 

implicit association of Solzhenitsyn with past and present defenders of totalitarianism 

implies a grave misunderstanding of his life and works. There is no doubt that 

Solzhenitsyn stands firmly against totalitarianism-eight years of prison, three yeats of 

exile and nearly fifteen years of persecution by the Soviet govemment is more than 

enough proof of mis. Perhaps Hook did not appreciate the very real ideological 

diffetences between totalitarianism and ethical authoritarianism (as supported by 

Solzhenitsyn in the L e m ) ,  in which case he ought not have undertaken an analysis of the 

Harvard Address at all. However, it is far more likely that Hook shared another popular 

though mistaken Arnerican intellectual conviction: if one is opposed to democracy, one is 

necessariiy then k r  its logical extrerne opposite. totalitarianism. This is a reversal of Nan 

Robertson's rernarli that Americans had assumed, in 1974, that if "the Soviet dissident 



intelledual is against the [Soviet] Govemment, he is automatically for the West and 

dernocra~y."~~ and thls would appeer to be the most likely basis for Hook's mistaken 

presumption of Solzhenitsynvs possible totalitarian sympathies. 

Yet Solzhenitsyn did not posit, in the Address nor in any of this other works, 

wholesale rejection of democracy as a fom of government. Rather, he advocated the 

reforrn of many of its abuses in order to make it more moral, and, therefore, in his eyes, 

more effective. Solzhenitsyn was arguing for good democracy-not its abolition. The text 

of the Harvard Addmss lends no credence to Hook's defensive assumption of possible 

totalitarian sympathies, but it does demonstrate Solzhenitsyn's real concerns regarding 

the impact of democracy as it then stood on the spiritual and moral strength of the 

Western peoples. Such misunderstandings regarding the nature of Solzhenitsyn's 

political views contributed greaUy to popular perceptions of him as anti-democratic, when 

a close reading of the speech would have helped to disprove such suspicions almost 

immediately. 

The emphasis which Solzhenitsyn placed on the Enlightenment as the most 

important cause of Western decline attracted criticisms fiom many American intellectuals. 

The general approach seemed to have been to validate that influence on the formation of 

Western culture, and therefore to defend forrnal secularisrn. Some commentators 

asserted repeatedly that religion could have no appreciable role in the political processes 

of the West, partieulady of the United States. Othen, in contrast, pointed to the 

acknowledged religiosity of the American Founding Fathers, and still othen attributed 

Solzhenitsyn's urgings for a moral and religious rebirth as an unfortunate aspect of his 

Orthodoxy, of his 'Russian-ness'. It is striking that only one of the later responses to the 

Ha~8rd  Address (that of Michael Novak, detailed below) concurred with Solzhenitsyn's 

assessment of the detrimental impact of the Enlightenment on the spiritual and moral lives 

of the Western peoples. 

l3 Nan Robertson, '<A Russian Nationalist Lwks to the Past," The New York Thnes, (3 March 



Sidney Hook provMed the rnost cornprehensive analysis of how Solzhenitsyn had 

erred In his argument that Enlightenment-inspired irreligiosity was at the root of Western 

decline, writing on this point that he found Solzhenitsyn to be "profoundly, demonstrably 

and tragically wrong." He interpreted the author's meaning to be that 'the basic cause of 

our world in crisis is the erosion of religion, the decline in the belief in the existence of a 

Supreme Power or Entity, and the reliance not on transcendental faith but upon human 

intelligence as a guide to human nature and conductlt4 Hook refuted this in several 

ways. First, he argued that no worid religion, including Judaism, Christianity or Islam has 

ever propounded as a central tenet that cornmunity organisation through voluntary self- 

rule is the best f o n  of government, but neither do they condemn or support feudalism or 

slavery. Therefore, this traditional non-involvement of religious institutions in the political 

affalrs dernonstrates that religion was voluntarily separate from government. Whether or 

not God exists is an issue which concerns citizens, but it is irrelevant for politics "except 

when God is so deflned that his moral attributes require the existence of a democratic 

~ys tem?~ Accotding to Hook, then. Westem separetion of church and state had been 

effected with the assent of religious leaders themselves. In any case, Hook argued that 

democracy is inherently religious in that it recognises humanity's innate capability for evil 

(and so safeguards society through law). What hrrther political significance, he asked, 

could religion have in the West? 

Second, not only is theology irrelevant to social systems, including democracy, it 

is also fundamentally immaterial in considerations of what constitutes morality. As "men 

build gods in thdr own moral images,' humans themselves detennine what constitutes 

morality accordhg to their own needs, and then atûibute their perceptions of gwd and 

evil to the God of theit choice to legitimise their beliefs. Hook argued mat religion is 

merely a toal. however usefil, for humanity to assert its own mores on its own 

1974), 26. 
l4 Hook, 576. 
ls lbid. 



communities, We have decided that God is incapable of evil, thus evil must stem h m  us, 

and Hook contended that this view became part of Christian theology because we 

deteminecl that it should be. Concomitantly, he explained that 'tvhat rnakes an action 

morally valid is not a cornmand from on high or anywhere else, but the intrinsic character 

of the action and its consequences for human weal and woe."16 Although we believe that 

evil is inherent in all, humans themselves decide what constitutes an 'evil' act and what 

does not, and what is moral and what is not. Hook believed that religion is merely the 

voice humanity gives to posit its own beliefs. A simple example would be the following: if 

a human community decides that murder constitutes a threat to its rnembers, then murder 

becornes an 'evil' and is therefore 'immoral'. That community then expresses its 

opposition to murder in recognisably religious ternis, "Thou shall not kill," to validate its 

mandate. Humanity fears violence and so it evokes the moral voice of God to mask that 

fear. 

Hook presented the concept of morality in such a way that it became nothing 

more than a method by which the behaviour of people may be manipulated by others, a 

form of self-rule without any connection to a higher realm, This is a defence of secularism 

at its highest level; if humans detemine morality and God is merely a figurehead, then, 

logically, humans rnay determine what role religion and morality should play in society as 

a whole. Therefore, religion can be legitimately relegated to the private, personal sphere 

and sepamted from the political life of a nation if its people choose to do so. Solzhenitsyn 

would undoubtedly reject Hook's argument, but it remains by far the most sophisticated 

defence of secularisrn among the later responses, 

Historian Martin Et Marty refuted Solzhenitsyn's assignation of blame for Western 

decline to the Enlightenment by anothet, more predictable method; he simply cited the 

religiosity of the architects of the Enlightenment. He pointed to "the Christian theism of 

Newton, the Christian Deism of Locke, the Christian Unitarianism of Benjamin Franklin, 



George Washington and Thomas Jefferson," and he noted that al1 of the leaders of the 

American Enlightenment, with no exception, had believed in the existence of a 'Supreme 

Complete Entity', but had recognised that religious beliefs were too diverse in the infant 

United States to 'legislate such belief into the polity.'17 Marty's approach represents the 

second way in which some Arnerican intellectuals chose to defend secularism: the 

multiplicity of religions and religious views prevented their inclusion in the formation of 

government on Uie basis of sheer practicality, despite the personal religious convictions of 

the architects themselves. However, as Howard Berman obsewed, the increased 

popularity of Protestantism in the seventeenth and dghteenth centuries and its emphasis 

on the inherently sinful nature of humanity was a tradition to which the Founding Fathers 

belonged. This led, if not ta the establishment of religious principles as the driving force of 

democratic government, to its very foundation. Berman argued that democracy is based 

on the Christian belief in man's innate capacity for evil: "they, in tum, believed in the evil 

in man and so created a govemment ruted by law, by checks and balances," to "restrain 

man's naturai greed and lust for p o ~ e r . " ~ ~  Thus Solzhenitsyn was refuted twice on the 

same point by conflicting interpretations of the founding of the Arnerican experiment. 

A third, less theological, approach to the problern of the role of the Enlightenment 

in Western decline was exemplified by historian Alain Besançon, whose refutation of 

Solzhenitsyn on this point stemmed from the premise that Solzhenitsyn did not 

understand the West because he was Russian. Besançon supported Solzhenitsyn's 

contentions that Americans 'lack civic courage, that Our lives are diminished by 

cornpetitivemess and status seeking, that we treat out freedom very frivolously and 

irresponsiblydhat cammunism is gaining strength at our expense, nurtured by Our 

weakness," but he faulted the author for being a prisoner of an 'overall vision which is 

false and rnlsleading." The vision to which he refemd Is the nineteenth-century Russian 

-- pp 
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view, which was held most notably by the Slavophiies in the 1840s and 1850s that the 

West was doorned because it had adopted the Enlightenment precepts of legalism and 

soulless rationalism and fonaken religion as the core of life.lQ Assessrnent of the 

influence of the Slavophiles on Solzhenitsyn's thought is a complex problem in itself; it is 

sufficient to note here that by relegating Solzhenitsyn's argument to the historical Russian 

past, Besançon was able to question its relevance to the modem American present? 

The fault for Western decline could not, in his view, lie with the Enlightenment because 

that concept was rooted in a non-Western intellectual tradition. 

With these attempts to refute Solzhenitsyn's assertion that the responsibility for 

the progressive and inevitable decline of the West rested solely on the acceptance of the 

precepts of the Enlightenment, several trends are obvious. Critics argued that either 

-- 

l9 Besançon, 138. 
20 The Slavophiles were a loosely bound group of intellectual nobles who concerned themselves 
with the rehabilitation of Russia in the 1840s and 1850s. They considered Russia to have been 
too influeneed by the philosophies and politics of the West and advocated a retum to traditional 
Russian values and institutions (such as benevolent autocracy and the Russian Orthodox Church) 
as the way to fulfil Russia's destiny as a unique and prominent worîd power, Their views on the 
West are welldocumented and the influence of classical Slavophilic thought on Solzhenitsyn's 
ideas has been the topic of a number of schoiariy projects and is a fascinating subject. 
Recommendations include the following: Jack Fruchtman, Jr., "A Voice From Russia's Past at 
Harvard," in Ronald Berman, ed. Solrheniisyn at Harvard: Twelve Early Responses and Six Later 
Reflectians (Washington, 0. C.: Ethics and Public Policy Center, 1980), 4347; S. K. Carter, 
"Solzhenitsyn's lntellectual Antecedents," Journal of Social and Political Studies 3:l (1 978)' 85- 
100; Donald W. Treadgold, "Solzhenitsyn's lntellectual Antecedents," in John B. Dunlop (et al) ed. 
Solzhenitsyn in mile: Cflical Essays and Documentav Meterials (Stanford: Hoover Institution 
Press, 1985), 243-266; Richard Pipes, 'Solzhenitsyn 8 the Russian Intellectual Tradition: Some 
Critical Remarks," Encounter 52:ô (1 979), 52-56; Dimitry Pospielovsky, 'A Comparative Enquiry 
into Neo-Slavophilism and its Antecedents in the Russian History of Ideas," Soviet Studies 31 :3 
(1979), 319-342; Michael Confino, "Solzhenitsyn, the West, and the New Russian Nationalisrn," 
Journal of Contemporary Wstoty 26:3-4 (1 991 ), 61 1-636; Val Bolen, 'Interpreting and 
Misinterpreting Solzhenitsyn," Canadien-American Slavic Studies 13:3 (1 979), 295-305; and 
Abbot Gleason, "Solzhenitsyn and the Slavophiles," The Yale Review 65:l (1975). 61-70. For 
more general discussion of Slavophiles, several excellent Introductory works are the following: S. 
U . Utechin, Russian Political Thought: A Concise History (New York: Frederick Praeger, 1 963); 
Hans Kohn ed., The Mind of Modem Russia: Hisfoncal and Political Thought of Russia's Great 
Age (New York: Rutgers University Press, 1955); Peter K. Christoff et al., An Introductr'on to 
Nineteenth Century Russian Slevophilism: A Sfudy in Ideas, 4 vols. (The Hague: Mouton 8 Co., 
1961 ); Nkholas V. Riasanovsky, Russja and the West in the Teaching of the Slavophiles 
(Gloucester, Mess.,: Peter Smith, 1965); N. G. O Pereira, "The Nineteenth-Century Russian 
Intelligentsia and the Future of Russia; Studes in Soviet Thought 19:4 (1 979), 295-306; and 
Michael Florinsky, 'Russian Social and Political Thought, 1825-1 855," Russian Review 6:l (1 W6), 
7745. 



Solzhenitsyn had erred h arguing that morality and religion were relevant to the operation 

of good govemment, or that he was right but had underestirnated the difficulties and 

impracticalities inherent in attempting to shape political life and institutions around a 

multiplicity of religious beliefs. Others argued that he had failed to recognise that the 

Western system of checks and balances was derived from religious assumptions of 

humanity's inherent evil. If not any of the above, then he was either guilty of discounting 

the religiosity of the Founding Fathers and the architects of Enlightenrnent thought or 

ignorant of Western political life because he was Russian. It is Iikely that most Arnerican 

critics would have accepted any or al1 of the above reasons as sound bases from which to 

refute Solzhenitsyn. His criticisms of the West were, if nothing else, generally perceived 

as wrong, and these examples demonstrate the various methods by which critics sought 

to dernonstrate his errors. 

The intent here is not to prove or disprove these views, but to illustrate how 

American commentaton sought to defend their culture and histov. To rnove further into 

this examination, we must turn in a slightiy different direction, to the ways in which the 

authors of the later responses tried to explain Solzhenitsyn's thoughts in the Hatvard 

Address, It is not enough to conclude that Solzhenitsyn was refuted and put to rest-he 

was not. A select group of Arnerican intellectuals chose to try to account for 

Solzhenitsyn's views on the West, to 'explain' the Addmss. These scholars represent the 

only real attempt by American rnernbers of the academic establishment to contextualise 

Solzhenitsyn and thus form an important cornponent of this thesis, which has taken as its 

central aim the contextualisation of Solzhenitsyn's ideas, 

ma t  the driving force behind the Harvad Addmss was Solzhenitsyn's Christian 

beliefs did not escape many commentaton. However, this realisation was rarely used as 

a method by which to assess the validity of Solzhenitsyn's views; it was more comrnonly 

used as an acceptable basis for the refutation of his thought This is evident from the 

comments cited hem. Michael Novak was thus virtually unique in using Solzhenitsyn's 



personal religiosity to assess the Address not only for its evaluation of the West, but also 

to defend the author from criticisms sternming from his predominantly religious 

convictions. Novak described the speech as "more sharply analytical of the human 

condition in ouf century than any word from the Worid Council of Churches," and he noted 

that Solzhenitsyn believed that he had been saved by truth? Thus "his was not solely a 

salvation for his sou1 through faith in Jesus Christ; it was also a ray of light for the entire 

race of men? 

Novak chose as his focus Solzhenitsyn's belief that the West had lost its will to 

defend itseif; that it suffered ftom a lack of courage, provoked by materialism inherited 

from the Enlightenment, and exacerbated by resultant spiritual decline. He argued that 

the underlying argument of the Address was its most important aspect, even if it went 

virtually unrecognised by commentators. He believed that the speech in its entirety was 

derived from Solzhenitsyn's absolute rejection of the legitimacy of moral relativity, which 

he considerd to be the premier stumbling block to Western moral and social 

regeneration. If, as Hook contended, morality is determined by individuals, then multiple 

standards will inevitably conflict and resolution becomes impossible. An individual can 

argue the strength of his or her convictions, but if al1 convictions are equally valid, moral 

relativity becomes the nile and the ethical core of society erodes. The situation is one of 

"[flou have your moral convictions, I have mine, who can tell who is right?" As a devout 

Christian, Solzhenitsyn clearly could not and would not accept this propositi~n.~ 

Novak believed that moral relativity translates easily into moral vagueness, which 

he identifid as a dominant trend in modern American society. Americans "have declared 

themselves inmpetent or unwilling to make moral judgements, or even to think in moral 

te rn is .  They are willing to fornulate their own moral code, but they balk at the ides of 

21 This is a direct reference to Solzhenitsyn's belief that he had escaped deaüi by stomach cancer 
in 1954 by the grace of God. See Scammelt, 339. 
22 Michael Novak, "On God and Man," in Berman, 131. 
23 Ibid., 134-1 35. 
24 Ibid., t 35. 



'imposing' t h i r  beliefs upon othen. in support of tolerance and moral divenity. 

lndividualism then rules at the expense of the collective well-being of Society; secular 

dedication to self-lnterest, p e m a l  views and morality results in a 'homogenized yet 

fragmentedm society. This, Novak argued, is the 'logical expression of a materialistic 

humanism." He added the observation that religious institutions in the United States have 

proven to be inadequate to respond to spiritual crises. He criticised the Protestant, 

Catholic and Jewish faiths as having been "uncammonly intellectual, narrow, and 

dogrnatic" and for having long prided thernselves on not claiming to know all the answers. 

Western religions and peoples have corne to accept that in a diverse and pluralistic 

society agreement on "fundamental principlesn is far more arduous than avoidance of 

such principles, and that the easiest path by far is to focus on "practical courses of actionn 

instead .25 

Thus the Novak article presents the only atternpt to 'explain' the Harvard Address 

through a clarification of Solzhenitsyn's moral world view and its undeniable, if vaguely 

represented, mots in Christianity. Novak was also unique among the later responses in 

that his article supports Solzhenitsyn's fundamental views. While others approved of 

differing particular aspects of the Address, Novak identified the very core of 

Solrhenitsyn's message and accepted it as intellectually valid. He sumrnarised it as 

follows: 

Every idea is not equal to every other, nor is every moral 
value equal to every other. There are actions that are 
good and actions that are evil. Dishonesty is not equat to 
honesty, nor cowardice to courage, nor apathy to 
compassion, nor degradation to dignity, nor slavery to 
liberty. A sodety that, In order b defend diversity and 
tolerance, pertnits everything equally will suffer the same 
fate as an individual who refuses to make moral 
choices .... Even without a resolute enemy, such a 
person, like such a society, would have doomed himself. 
And a resolute enemy will find him thoroughly 
defen~ekss.~ 

Novak, 138-139. 
Novak, 142. 



Other critics chose to approach their 'e~pianati~n~' of the views presented in the 

Address h m  very dtfferent directions. Whereas Novak's intention was obviously to 

cfarify, others seerned inclined elther to apologise for Solzhenitsyn's undiluted 'Russian- 

ness' or to justify the importance of his words (regardless of agreement or disagreement 

with them) as those of a prophet. The intent was clear: while American intellectuals 

disagreed with much of the Address, they were reluctant to disregard its author entirely. 

fheir disapproval of his thought, however, had to be balanced with their estimation of his 

worth as an important thinker, and so Solzhenitsyn was once again separated from the 

mainstream West by his 'othemess'. His critics seriously questioned the validity of his 

thought while reconstructing the invisible intellactual barrier between East and West. He 

was gradually put back on his pedestal as the profound. bot often ignorant. Russian 

prophet he had been after the publication of the Letfer. 

Sidney Hook chose to designate Solzhenitsyn as a prophet, and he dedared that 

"despite my differences with Solzhenitsyn ... 1 regard him as one of the great moral 

prophets of our time.n27 Hook limited his discussion to Solzhenitsyn's conviction that the 

West was unprepared to defend itself in the event of war. Unlike The New York rimes, 

he recognised that Solzhenitsyn was clearly against war, and believed that the Address 

was primarily concerned with the West's inability or unwillingness to ready itself 

psychologically for the inevitable conflict with Soviet Cornmunism. The central issue here 

for Hook was the West's reluctance to view its freedom on moral terms. If the West could 

not come to recognise that its freedom carried with it the responsibility to defend that 

freedom; if the West cauld not rid itself of its apalhy toward absolute moral categories in 

order to view Soviet Communism as morally and ethically wrong, Hook believed that the 

West cwld and likely wouM be defeatedP 

Hook, 577. 
a lbid. 



Hook, in his own way, was arguing against moral relativity, although in far more 

practical ternis than Novak had. Whereas Novak had linked moral relativity to the 

destruction of the social fabric of the West, Hook presented it as a weapon through which 

its freedom could be endangered and ultirnately destroyed. Furthemore, Hook believed 

that Solrtienitsyn had envisfoned the only possible means by which the West could 

protect itself: war with the Soviet Union coufd be averted if the West was strong. For 

Hook, strength was derived from cornmitment to freedom; if the West could regain its zeal 

to defend its liberty, then popular morality and civic courage would follow naturally. Hook 

argued that true strength, such as that required to avert war, cornes from a moral 

dedication to freedom and the courage to sacrifice one's own Iife for it.= 

Martin E. Marty also used the categorisation of Solzhenitsyn as a 'prophet' to 

account for his views. Although Marty conceded that the Address merited serious 

consideration, he wamed his readers that "it cornes from and points to directions that the 

West cannot and should not go."" In order to appreciate the prophet's words, ha wrote, 

we must first understand that "he wants to be taken whole and that his power and passion 

dissipate when we do not take him whole or see him in context." If only pieces of 

Solzhenitsyn's vision can be implemented, then his power as a prophet is weakened 

considerably. Marty firrnly believed that Solzhenitsyn was not inelevant to the West, but 

he qualified his support of the author by crediting him with helping "us rnost when we have 

seen the limits of his understanding and appreciation of what constitutes Western 

life .... Then there can be empathy for his position, and the beginning of a hearing?' In 

oaier words, Americans could begin to ponder Solttrenitsyn's ideas only after recognising 

that his knowledge of the West was insufficient to give credence to his criticisms of it; in 

Marty's view, Solzhenitsyn's experiential limitations gave him intellectual status, but not 

intellectual viability. 

- - 

29 Hook, 578. 
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Marty began his contextualisation of Sokhenitsyn by identifying the source of the 

author's convictions in the Haward Address as his belief 'ln the concept of a tnily 

transcendent force or being or person." He specifically narned thts 'force' as the Russian 

Orthodox concept of God, referred to in the Address non-denominationally as the 

'Supreme Complete Entity'. The Russian Orthodox God is not the friendly, accessible 

Western God; it is rather "the absolutely transcendent restrainer of human impufses and 

bringer of human unity. There is no rwm in this blauing vision for the relatively relative, 

the relatively absolute, the half-serious, the democratic deity." White Solzhenitsyn's 

understanding and belief in this God gives "him a speciai power," Marty believed that it 

had problematlsed Western interpretations of the Addmss unne~essan'ly.~ Put more 

simply, Marty argued that Solzhenitsyn's prophetic strength was derived from the 

mysticism of Russian Orthodoxy and that religion's perception of God as all-powerful. 

Had American critics recugnised the specific rdgious tradition from which Solzhenitsyn 

had spoken, the basis for the strident tone and judgrnental nature of the Address would 

have been better understood. 

Marty identifleci certain characteristics unique to Solzhenitsyn's thought and 

character which supported his assignation of prophet status. First, Solzhenitsyn's 

religiosity rnoved him to speak in religious terms with absolute confidence, though his 

secularised audience often found his discourse confusing. Second, he indulged in the 

prophet's habit of speaking in tems of imminent disaster on a global scale and of the 

cosmic forces of good and evil. Third, he did not bother himself with absolute empirical 

accuracy; as most 'prophets' do, Sokhenitsyn speaks and writes in sweeping 

generalities, rarely uses footnotes, and thinks on a grand scale, unconcerned with 

precision of fact. Fourth, he conforms to the prophet status in that he views the worîd as 

inherentiy flawed, udualistically tomn betwem good and evil. As evil is present in society, 

it therefore divides peoples and nations; Solzhenitsyn believed mis and spoke as if it were 



fact? Thus. according to Marty, Solrhenitsyn was a prophet, distinct from the usual critics 

of Western society and infinitely more cornplex. 

After validating Solzhenitsyn as a prophet, Marty then tumed to an examination of 

his prophecy and concluded that he did not belleve that the West could accept 

Solzhenitsyn's vision for its future. Specifically, Marty asserted that he could not support 

the supplantation of politics with morality as the primary organiser of western life and 

institutions, nor could he favour the refomation of Western societies in religious terms. 

Nevertheless, he asserted that the West could still benefit from Solzhenitsyn's message in 

that "the alert he sounds to the fact of a turning point in our culture needs sounding.. .from 

his voice in our darkness we get some impression that we need not see ourselves as 

nothing but a shipwreck? If the West could not accept the Address in practical tems. it 

could certainly accept its underiying meaning that it was in decline and regard the speech 

as the inspirational impetus necessary to begin strengthening itself. Marty remained firm, 

however. that change in West must continue to depend entirely on the purely voluntary 

willingness with which its citizens punued it. It could not be forced, not even in the name 

of freedom .35 

Through their designations of Solzhenitsyn as a modern prophet, Hook and Marty 

presented his thought as 'other-worîdly'. Solzhenitsyn spoke from the strength of his 

belief in God and Christianity, and if this dld not enhance the practicality of his vision, it 

nevertheless lent him an air of credibility which had not really been present before. Hook 

carefully contextualiset! Solzhenitsyn as a prophet of importance only in times of potential 

war. Marty was prepared ta accept Solzhenitsyn's status as such on much wider grounds 

but ultimately concluded mat his message could only serve as inspiration for the West to 

constnict its own, more acceptable agenda for change. lt is evident, however, ftom the 

numerous descriptions of Solzhenitsyn as a prophet in both the eariy and later responses 

Marty, 583. 
34 lbid. 
j5 Ibid., 584. 



to the Address that this identification of the author was apparently accepted as a 

legitimate 'explenation' of his views. And yet, it is equally evident that this labelling of 

Solzhenitsyn was more than a simple means of 'explanation,' it also served as an 

effective way to distance Solzhenitsyn from his audience, the American people. To label 

him a prophet with its connotations of strong religious convictions for a secular society 

perhaps helped to ensure that though his words could b accepted as his due. his ideas 

would likely not be understood. It is doubtful that this was a conscious decision on the 

part of some intellectuals; the consequence, however, was that Solzhenitsyn's thought 

became even less accessible to those he most wanted to reach: average Western men 

and women. 

Others preferred to invoke Solzhenitsyn's now familiar 'Russian-ness' to 'explain' 

his faulty vision of the West. Among the responses enumerated below, there is a certain 

sense again that Solzhenitsyn would not have said what he did if he had known anything 

about the West; however, given his obvious ignorance it was perrnissible to excuse his 

misinterpretations of the realities of Western life. Alain Besançon gave an excellent 

example of this tendency in his article "Solzhenitsyn at Harvard" when he wrote that he 

sympathised with Solzhenitsyn's obvious confusion: after all, he had leR 'a world which is 

absolutely bad to find himself in a world which is relatively badenS To be fair, Besançon 

observed, Solrhenitsyn had only Iived in the West for a short time before he gave the 

Address, perhaps only long enough to realise that the possession of fkedorn does not 

ensure dignity, nor does it guarantee happiness. In Solzhenitsyn's defence Besançon 

asked, "Is it possible to realize immediately, without a great deal of effort, that freedorn 

includes the freedorn to do wrong, that man cannot be expected to use his freedom 

wisely. nor heedom to engender anything other than f r e e d ~ m ? ~ ~  PPemaps Besançon felt 

that Sokhenitsyn only n d e d  more time to appreciate the subtle limitations of human 

freeciom in the West. 

" Alain Besançon. uSolthenitsyn at Harvard.' Survey 24:t (1 979). 140. 



McNeitl attributed Solzhenitsyn's misconceptions of American society more 

directly ta his stubbom unwillingness to adapt to Iife in the West. Because the author 

"remains ttue to his Russian past, Fe] cannot feel comfortable wtth our messier way of 

thinking and acting." He jusüfied the reluctance of aie West to effect radical societal 

change on the basis that the impetus was not clear; was the West in fact in danger from 

the Soviet Union? Was it in fact in dedine? The situation remained, to McNeill if not 

Solzhenitsyn, still too hazy to warrant immediate action. Although he recognised a vague 

potential for future peril, McNeill did not consider it "unambfguous enough to justify 

personal sacrifice and ris k-taking ." In short, he found the unfamiliarity of Solzhenitsyn's 

convictions disquieting, and he preferred to believe that the West, resting on the strength 

of its cornmitment ta pluralism and secularism, could in time of need achieve "sufflcient 

unanimi ty... to keep us strong enough to survive."3g McNeill would clearly have elected to 

place his hopes on miraculous Western ingenuity rather than on Solzhenitsyn. 

Harold Beman also defined Solzhenitsyn as incorrigibly Russian when he 

identified the author's roots in the Orthodox Russian tradition of "anti-nomianismn or "anti- 

tawisrnw to explain the author's criticisms of Western legalism, In that tradition, Berrnan 

explained, law is soulless and is "connecteci only with guilt and punishment-" It is 

presented as the opposite of love and faith, and thus Russians most often cannot then 

differentiate between mechanistic legalism (the otdering of society) and moral law 

(justice). Solzhenitsyn therefore was not speaking of "the spirit of the law, which gives 

life" at Harvard, but rather the "letter of the law, which kills". Berrnan went back to the 

nineteenth century to argue that the Russian people valued communality and organic 

togethemess far more than they did formal law; in fact, prominent Russian thinkers, 

specifically the Slavophites, assumed a religbusly infiuenced distaste for entrenched 

Western legalism, Berman quoted key Slavophile Ivan Kireevsky's mocking comment 

/&id. 
XI McNeill, 125. 
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that 'ln the West, brothers make contracts witti brothersw to illustrate that Russian social 

custom dismisses fomal law as lnsultfng to traditional communal beliefs which propound 

the halienable brotherhood of all? Berman concluded that despite the fact the 

Slavophile vision of sobomost'or 'communality' is anachr~nistic,~' Western law is tao 

formal, and too cold; 'We need to recover out sense of the historical rootedness of out 

law in Our moral and religious tradition .... That recovery would help us reform our legal 

system in the direction of greater humaneness and greater social justice without making it 

an object of id~latry.~' Although the influence of Slavophile on Sokhenitsyn's thought is 

beyond the scope of this thesis, it is important to observe that once again his criticisms of 

Western life were 'explained' as a consequence of his intractable 'Russian-ness'. 

This small group of American intellectuals represent the major trends in academic 

attempts in the 1970s to contextualise Solzhenitsyn and the Harvard Address. Several 

trends are apparent. First, those who could not accept Solzhenitsyn as even remotely 

intellectually valid rejected him outright. Second, those who wished to validate his 

intellectual importance but who disputed specific points refuted him, yet ultirnately argued 

for his acceptance. Third, those who tried to 'explain' his views tended to rely on 

evocations of his status as a ptophet or his 'Russian-ness' to account for his rnistakes 

when analysing the West. Of utmost importance, however, is the undeniable tendency of 

the American intellectuals to evaluate Solzhenitsyn and the Harvard Address according to 

secular concepts, and using secular language. This approach was ill-conceived, and it 

ultirnately hindered the process by which such intellectuals could corne to understand 

their subject. 

Solzhenitsyn is by no means a ptoduct of the secular West, and he should not be 

studied as such. To argue his ignorance of the West, the morality of the Western peoples 

or the validity of Western freeâom is futile if one does not attempt to understand the 



specific tradition from which Solzhenitsyn's thought emerged; if one does not attempt to 

evaluate his thought as rooted in the Christian, and not Western, tradition. Several 

authors did aspire to this goal in small ways; particulatly Hook's and Marty's examinations 

of Solzhenitsyn as a prophet and, more impottantly, Novak's dissection of the Address as 

a religious document are examples. These tiny but tantalising clues to Solzhenitsyn's tnie 

heritage and context, however, did not iead to any other atternpts to interpret Solzhenitsyn 

through his Christianity; other Iater responses ignored this avenue in favour of more 

prosaic analyses of the various ways in which the author did not fit with Western 

inteltectual trends. As we have seen, many of those critics who studied Solzhenitsyn in 

the hopes of understanding hirn tended to acknowledge his essential Christianity but 

failed to explore it, and those who did, did so only within strictly proscribed limits. Most 

analyses of Solzhenitsyn's corpus read as failed undertakings; unable to reconcile 

Solzhenitsyn with the precepts of modem Western thought they simply acknowledged his 

'otherness' without giving any real insights to him, managing only to show how he was 

different. Solzhenitsyn is not difficult to understand, however, if he is contextualised 

properly as a Christian thinker. 

The beginnings of a reliable contextualisation of Solzhenitsyn and the Harvard 

Address, then, is the facus of the fourth and final chapter. His thought is far more 

complex than is apparent at first glance, and more deeply rooted in the Christian tradition 

than was comrnonly recognised. What follows is a contextualisation of Solzhenitsyn as a 

prirnarily Christian thinker and an exposition of the Heward Address as a Christian 

document. Through an extendecl analysis of his other works, including his novels and 

other, lesser-known speeches in wnjunction with his cleariy Christian theory of art, we 

can begin to understand what Solzhenitsyn meant in Harvard Yard. 



CHAPTER FOUR: SOUHENITSYN AS A CHRISTIAN AND THE HARVARD 

Solzhenitsyn speaks from another tradition.. .his voice 
is not modem but ancient. It is an ancientness 
tempered in the modem worid. His ancientness is 
that of ... Christianity, but it is a Christianity that has 
passed Ulrough the central experience of our century- 
the dehumanization of the totalitarian concentration 
camps-and has emerged intact and strengthened. 
If history is the testing ground, Solzhenitsyn has passed 
the test, His example is not intellectual or political .... 
We have to use an even older word, a word that still 
retains a religious overtone-a hint of death and sacrifice: 
witness. In a century of false testirnonies, a writer 
becornes the witness to man. 

4 c t a v i o  Paz (1 975) 

The opposite of sin is not virtue but faith. 

Historians most veridical 
Assure us that we lack 
That hell-inspired juridical 
Ooubt whether white is black. 
In such a narrow border 
Broad natures find no scope: 
The Russian forrn of order 
Requires a lot more rope. 



The Hervard Addmss of 1978 represented the apex. of Solzhenitsyn's career in 

the United States and the final turning point in his intellectual relationship with his 

American critics. From that year until his return to the Soviet Union in 1994 he fell further 

and further from the public eye; his later essays and speeches attracted little attention and 

even the last volumes of the Red Wheel, his monumental history of the Russian 

Revolution and his life's wotk. were published with only minor fanfare.' The Harvard 

Address, it appears, had determined Solzhenitsyn's intellectual and public reputation in 

the United States. It is evident from the preceding chapter that after 1978 he was no 

longer considerd intellectually viable; either ha was too 'Russian,' or he was hopelessly 

'ignorant' of Western realities of life, or he was an archaic theocrat who was incompatible 

with the modem worfd. Such conceptions of Solzhenitsyn have persisted well into the 

1990s. For example, literary critic Irving Howe's 1990 charge that Solzhenitsyn was "a 

shrill and splenetic polemicist who. ..showers adversaries with sarcastic contempt, and 

employs his talents to cudgel readers into submitting to his increasingly authoritarian 

viewsn2 is not so very different in tom from The Globe and Maih estimation of him in 

March 1998 as 'Russian to the ends of his straggly beard, the fierce and righteous beams 

darting hom his intolerant eye~."~ More importantly, neither comment is radically difiarent 

from those presented in the early and later responses to the Address, iilustrating a largely 

negative pattern of opinion about the author that has survived twenty years after the 

speech itself. It seems dear, then, mat the Address was the tuming point in 

Solzhenitsy n's intellectual relationship witti his Arnerican critics. 

The Address' place at the heart of Solzhenitsyn's reputation in the United States 

is the focus of this study. The preeeding chapt8f~ have examined the reactions of 

American cornmentators to the speech, and in the process have illuminated the various 

patterns and trends in both public and academic treatments of Solzhenitsyn and his 

No Author, "A Conscience Comes Home," nie Economist 331:7865 (1994), 47. 
Irving Howe, "The Fate of Solzhenitsyn," in Seleded Wntings. 1950-1990 (New York: Harcourt 

Brace Jovanovich Publishers, 1990). 459. 



works, Solzhenitsyn hirnself, however. has remained in the background, presented 

merely as the catalyst to the debates which surrounded hirn and his thought in the late 

1970s. This intent of this chapter is to bring the author to the forefront in an effort to 

examine one particular aspect of his thought which remained largely unexplored by his 

American critics. Perceptions of Solzhenitsyn as "Disturbing, Fanatical and Heroic" are 

common in American studies of him.' yet commentators seem to have been reluctant to 

examine that aspect of his thought which yields important insights into both Solzhenitsyn 

and the Addmss: his Christianity. 

Many American critics were disinclined to accept Christianity and Christian beliefs 

as an acceptable basis for social criticism, especially criticism of the West. Solzhenitsyn's 

persistent evocations of the baffles between good and evil as well as his public 

admonishments of morality and ethics alienated many in the United States who 

consequently disrnissed hirn as an obsessive and unbalanced theocrat. Western critics of 

Solzhenitsyn's works often focused on what they considered to be his excessive 

religlwity as proof for the larger charges that he was 'antkrn~dern,'~ and even those who 

attempted to contextualise him in religious ternis usually limited their efforts to evaluations 

of his compatibility with their Western definitions of what it meant to be a 'prophet'. It is 

the contention here that his words in Harvard Yard, as with al1 of his other works, both 

fiction and non-fiction, derived in part from his devout Christian beliefs. To understand 

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, the Harvard Addmss, and the nature of his intellectual reputation 

in the United States, one must necessariiy understand the impact of Christianity on the 

man and his art, and do so with the recognition that his personal experiences with Soviet 

Communism influenced how he interpreted basic Christian principles, and then used them 

to criticise the West. 

- - - -- 

Patrick Watson. "SoWenitsyn: A Second Exile: The Glok, and Mail (7 March 1998). D16. 
Leonard Schapiro, 'Disturbing, Fanatical, Heroic," New York Review of Sooks (1 3 November 

1975). t 0. 



As was stated in the introduction, it is not the intention here to argue that 

Solzhenitsyn's ideas and beliefs are characteristic of or derived from a specific Christian 

tradition. Determinations of hls religlous compatibility with the particular tenets of, for 

example, Russian Orthodoxy, or the similarities andlor differences between his thought 

and other Christian dogmas are important; however, they are beyond the scope of this 

thesis. The intent here is to argue that studying the impact of basic Christian principles 

and beliefs, common to al1 forms of Christianity, on the work of Solzhenitsyn is a valid and 

rewarding approach to his thought, an approach which has not, as of yet, gained much 

currency among those who study him. Once Solzhenitsyn is recognised among Western 

scholars as a Christian man and artist, further study of the ways in which his thought 

conforms to or is representative of one particular dogma or another would form an 

significant component of current Western understandings of him. However, it is possible 

to make sorne preliminary observations throughout this chapter on the nature of 

Solzhenitsyn's own Christian-worîd view, as it was derived from his experiences in the 

totalitarian Soviet Union. 

At first glance, the Address does not appear to be an overty religious document. 

Aside from Solzhenitsyn's analysis of the Enlightenment as the cause of Western 

irreligiosity, it seems to be primarily concemed with eminently practical issues: world 

divisions, materialism, legalisrn and justice. It is only when that speech is read alongside 

Solzhenitsyn's other works that its essential Christianity and its compatibility with his 

religious conception of art may be more easily understood. In recognition of the difficulty 

inherent in inteqreting the Address wiihin its generally Christian context, it is discussed 

below as part of Solzhenitsyn's larger body of work, including his novels, prose poems 

and other, more neglected speeches. Through an examination of Solzhenitsyn's theory of 

art we can better understand the artist; through an examination of his Christianity we can 

For example, see Charles Kesler, 'Up Fmm Modemity." in Ronald Beman ed., Solzhenitsyn et 
Harvardr TwMe Early Responses and Six Later Refledr'ons (Washington, D.C.: Eaiics and Public 
Policy Center, 1 WO), 48-56. 



better understand the thhker. Althaugh the Addmss is not a full explication of 

Solzhenitsyn's religious views, it may certainly be considered an essentially Christian 

document, and through it Solzhenitsyn undentood as a Christian intellectual and author, 

with specific views as a result of his personal history. 

Solzhenitsyn has rarely alluded to his own personal religious convictions; indeed, 

he has been consistently reluctant to speak directly to interviewers about thern. For 

example, when asked in a BBC interview with Janet Sapiets in February 1979 if he was a 

Christian, Solzhenitsyn replied that 'a close reading of my books would answer that 

question? Curiously, he met publicly with evangelist Billy Graham to discuss "worîd 

trends in religion," prompting Graham to comment approvingly in The New York 77mes 

that "Solzhenitsyn has the kind of intellect and moral courage that the world so 

desperately needs today. His grasp of both history and theology is amazingn7 On the 

whole, however, he has preferred to express his religious views either through the 

characters of his novels or to speak in more general terms, particularly in his various 

speeches.' David Remnick did leam, however, while researching his 1994 New Y o m  

article that Solzhenitsyn's sons and stepson (Yennolai, Ignat, Stephan and Dmitri, 

respectively) began each day of their childhoods in Vermont "with a prayer for Russia to 

be saved frorn its oppressors," and that Solzhenitsyn had built a Russian Orthodox chape1 

in his home there? 

This aversion toward discussing his Christian beliefs openly was likely a result of 

his yean as a secret Christian in the Soviet Unbn, and was thus a habit carried over to 

life in the West. To be a dissident Soviet author and a renegade intellectual was one 

thing; to be an openly Christian critic was quite another. Solzhenitsyn could be contained 

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. 'Interview with Me BBC, February 1979," in Solzhenitsyn. East and 
West Nobel Lecture on Litemture, A Wofld Split Apart, Letter to the Soviet Leaders, and a BBC 
lnterviéw trans, Alexis Klimoff (New York: Harper & Row, 1980). t 78. 

L a w m œ  van Gelder, YS~Wienitsyn Talks Religion with Graham," The New York Tlmes (10 
December 1974), 53. 
Nids C. Nielsen, Sohhenitsyn's ReIbEgn (Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1975), 2. 
David Remnick. The Exile Returns," me New Yorirer (14 February 1994). 67. 



fairly easily, and, usually, effectively ignored by the Party apparatus as long as he chose 

to filter his views through fiction. But had he explicitly declared his Christian views he 

would likely have fnvited the full repressive weight of those Soviet authorities already 

seeking to end his literary career permanently. Therefore, making public his Christian 

faith would have likely eliminated his opportunities to write at all-and Solzhenitsyn had, 

in the 1950s and 1960s, much left to Say. Nonetheless, a careful examination of hls early 

novels-those same novels which fonned the basis of the West's early acclamations of 

him-reveals a consistent adherence to the basic principles of Christianity, whether the 

West chose to recognise this or not. As David Halperin remarked, "[his religious 

convictions] need not have occasioned astoni~hrnent."'~ They were. in fact. quite 

obvious; however, the vagueness with which Solzhenitsyn refers to his religious beliefs is 

problernatic for those who choose to study him in this context. Solzhenitsyn is a very 

private Christian. and one who has prefened not to discuss the specifics of his beliefs. 

Therefore, given the difficulty of categorising his views with the varied derivatives of the 

Christian faith, this thesis simply seeks to validate his inclusion as an author and thinker 

within that tradition in its broadest sense. 

Although he was raised in the Russian Orthodox Church, Solzhenitsyn 

abandoned fomal religion while a university student and adopted the doctrine of Marxist- 

leninism. It was not until he was a prisoner in the gulag that he realised that he could not 

defend his views to other prisoners and began to revert to the faith of his childhood. He 

wrote that 

It is true that I used to try to defend Mamism during the 
early yean of my imprisonment. But it tumed out that I 
was incapable of it. There were such strong arguments 
and such experienced people against me that I simply 
couldn't. They k a t  me every tirne.,,.Then, while still at 
the sherashk8, I began gradually to abandon [my] 
scepticism. In fact, I began to retum to my old, original 
childhood concepts...l began to move ever so slowly 

'O David Halperin. %ontinuities in Solzhenbynb Ethical Thought," in John B. Ounlap et al., eds., 
Solzhenitsyn in Exle: Crilcal Essays and Oocumentary Materials (Stanford: Hwver Institution 
Press, 1985). 267. 



towards a position mat was in the first place idealist, as 
they cal1 it, that is, of supporting the primacy of the 
spiritual over the material, and secandly patriotic and 
religious." 

By Solzhenitsyn's own admission, his religious beliefs had never truly been 

eradicated, but merely repressed until they resurfaced amid the horrors of the gulag. He 

converted back to Christianity secretly in 1952 while in a prison hospital suffering from 

stomach cancer. The doctors had told him that he could not be cured, but he withstood 

massive (and usually fatal) doses of radiation and sur~ived.'~ As a result Solzhenitsyn 

carne to believe that he had been healed not by medical science, but by God. 

Solzhenitsyn describes his experience of religious rebirth at length in the fourth volume of 

Gulag Archipelago, and ends with the invocation of a prayer he composed and 

memorised in prison, quoted here in part: 

When was it that I completely 
Scattered the good seeds, one and a113 
For afîer al1 I spent my boyhood 
In the bright singing of Thy temples.. . 
But passing here between being and nothingness, 
Stumbling and clutching at the edge, 
I look behind me with a grateful tremor 
Upon that life that I have lived.,. 

And now with the measuring cup returned to me, 
Scooping up the living water, 
God of the Universel I believe again! 
Though 1 renounced YOU, YOU W8rû with rne!13 

The rest of Solzhenitsyn's' life and work has derived from his conviction that he was 

saved by God for a purpose, that his life was to have meaning above the common 

trivialitles of daily existence. This conviction foms the foundation of Solzhenitsyn's 

Christian faith, which in turn has greatly influenced virtually everything he has written 

since 1952. It should also be noted here that Solzhenitsyn's Christian faith is absolute, 

11 As quoted in Michael Scammell, Solzhenitsyn: A Biography (London: Hutchinson, 1 984). 245. 
l2 Halperin, 267. 
l3 AIeksandr Sokhenitsyn, The Gulag A~h ipe lap ,  f9f18-1956: An Expen'ment h Literary 
Investigatbn Vol IV (New York: Harper 8 Row Publishen, 1975). 614-615. 



and does not, as will be evidenced by excerpts from his works, allow any room to doubt 

his acceptance as religion as a vital influence in his life and his art. His theory of art, 

while certainly rooted in the Russian tradition, serves as an excellent introduction into the 

examination of the major Christian themes in his work, inctuding the Harvard Address. 

The most expllcit elaboration of Solzhenitsyn's theory of art may be found in his 

speech entitled 'One Word of TMh: nie  Nobel Lecfum on Literatum (1 970), though 

specific examples are best found in his various works of literature." Even had the 

Amencan public had the opportunity to read the lecture in its entirety, it seems unlikely 

that responses ta it would have been anything but apathetic.15 The Nobel Lecture roused 

few passions in the United States, pertiaps in part a result of overzealous editing or 

perhaps, as Czeslaw Milosz commented, because "Solzhenitsyn, though famous, is only 

a novelist, i.e., by American standards, a figure sornewhere between a producer of 

cornmodities and a clown; writers have always been ranked here much lower than in 

Slavic countries and [American] writers hatdly daim moral auth~rity."'~ This is what 

Solzhenitsyn assumed to the irritation of some Arnericans; he claimed the right of moral 

judgement on the Russian basis that he was (and remains) a writer of literature. 

Solzhenitsyn began the Lecture by establishing the religious basis for his theory 

of art. (When Solzhenitsyn speaks of art, of course, he is referring primarily to litemture.) 

True art, he asserted, rests on the foundations of two fundamental ideas: first, that 

absolute truth exists and can be sought; and second, that the realities of human life are 

not subjective. These basic premises are clearly Christian concepts. God created the 

l4 Richard Haugh. "The Philosophical Foundations of Solzhenitsyn's Art," in Dunlop, John B.. et 
al., ed. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn: Critical Essays and Documentary MateriaIs. Belmont, Mass.: 
Nordland Publishing Company, 1 973, 168. 
t5 ThB Washington POS~ published excerpts tom the lecture on 27 August 1972 and The New 
7ïmes publlshed it in M o  instalments on 30 September and 7 October 1972. The Times enlisted 
Thomas P. Whitney to translate it h m  its original Russian and his version is generally accepted 
to be far superior to that published in the Post. However, neither version was complete and thus 
much of Solzhenitsyn's message was lost. Sw Czeslaw Milosz, "Questions," in John B. Dunlop 
et a[., ed. Ateksandr Solzhenitsy~ Criflcal Essays and Documeniary MafeMs (Belmont, 
Massachusetts: Nordland Publishing Company, t973), 447. 
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wodd and therefore God created art, and thus art "is a gift from God; it entails the 

exercising of a Godgiven ability.wv As with al1 that God created, art holds within its 

essence the divine spark, and though it may be twisted to suit the need of the individual, 

the ideology or the nation, art is never fully compted of its divinity despite humanity's 

attempts to manipulate it for his own selfish gain? 

Solzhenitsyn's first novel, One Oay in the Life of lvan Denisovich, provides an ap t 

example of the human abuse of art. Prison inmate lvan Denisovich Shukhov receives a 

letter from his wife. who tells him that the newest way Me peasants of their ko lkh~z '~  have 

found to earn extra rnoney is by painting 'carpets'. These 'new artists' "charged fifty 

roubles to make a carpet out of an old sheet that nobody wanted, and it only took about 

an hour to paint the pattern omWa Shukhov's wife writes that she hopes that ha wiil 

become a carpet-painter if he is ever released from prison, and although Shukhov is 

initially enthusiastic, his excitement at the prospect of making a quick rouble wanes. 

"Easy money had no weight: you didn't feel you'd eamed it .... He still had a good pair of 

hands, hands that could turn to anything, so what was ta stop him getting a proper job on 

the out~ide?~*' This mini-lesson on Solzhenitsyn's view of art reffech his antipathy toward 

soulless creativity. Although Shukhov lacks any real sense of artistic nobility, 

Solzhenitsyn does not; he cleariy regards this 'carpet painting' as an example of the 

exploitation of art and deplores it. In the Nobel Lecture however, Solzhenitsyn was quick 

l7 Edward E. Ericson. So/zhenifsyn: The Moral Vision (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans 
Publishing Company, l98O), 6-7. 
l8 Alexander Solzhenitsyn, 'One Word of Tnrthh The Nobel Speech on Merature, f970, Trans. 
BBC Russian Service. (London: The Bodley Head, 1972), 3. 
lQ A kolkhoz or koIieMivn08 khoa8iMvo was a collective fami, instituted originally as part of 
Stalin's agenda for collectivisation of the countryside under the auspices of the First five Year 
Plan (1 928-1 932). Such collective famis were 'owned' by their members, though technically the 
property of the state. Memben were required to submit their quota of food or supplies to the state 
in retum for the use of the land. By 1932, more han fourteen million Russian peasants had joined 
collective farms; their only other option was to join a sovkhoz or state fami, where everything 
belonged to the state and peasants provideci only labour, dependent on the state for their food- 
Seo Nicholas V. Riasanovsky, A History of Russie 5" ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1993) 
497-498. 
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to assert that despite such exploitation art 'is not sullied by our efforts; it loses nothing of 

its lineage, but every tirne and however applied it grants us a share of its own secret, 

inner light.na The combined references to art as 'a gift from God" and its usecret, inner 

light" are unambiguously Christian, and thus in the Lectum Solzhenitsyn established his 

perception of art as an embodiment of both God's will as well as an incorruptible aspect of 

God's design. 

Solzhenitsyn's perception of the role of the artist in society was initially stated 

elsewhere, and it has not been amended at al1 in the thirty years since he first articulated 

it. At a meeting of the Secretariat of the Union of Soviet Writers in 1967, he responded to 

a fellow mernbers' criticism that his novel Cancer Ward was 'anti-humanitarian' by stating 

that 

It 1s not the task of the writer to defend or criticbe one or 
another mode of distributing the social product or to 
defend or criticize one or another form of government 
organisation. The task of the writer is to select more 
universal and eternal questions, [such as] the secrets of 
the human heart and conscience, the confrontation 
between life and death, the triumph over spiritual sonow, 
the laws in the history of mankind that were born in the 
depths of time immemorial and that will cease to exist 
only when the sun ceases to s h h p  

Solzhenitsyn explained the writer's role in more detail in the Nobel Lecture by 

cornparhg the two types of artist which he perceived to exist in society. The first he 

identified as the one who fails to recognize art as inspired by God and who seeks to "be 

the creator of an independent spiritual world, [and so they] burden themselves with the act 

of creating and peopling this world, accepts complete responsibility for it," but then 

"breaks down." Their art is a resounding failure because such a task cannot be 

accomplished by one person. As humanity has denied the hand of God in modem life, 

this artist has arrogantiy ignored the rote of God in the creation of art. The second kind of 

-- 

21 Ibid., 44. 
Solzhenitsyn. N O M  Ledum, 3. 



artist does not make this mistake; he or she recognises God's presence in art and 

welcomes the opportunity to serve Him through the expression of his or her own 

creativity. These artists acknowledge their debt to God and assume it gratefully; they are 

content 90 work joyfully as a small apprentice under God's heaven," their only gift that "of 

perceiving more acutely than others the hannony of the worid and the beauty and 

ugliness of man's contribution to it, and the gift of acutely conveying this to o ther~. "~~ 

Solzhenitsyn clearly identified himself with the second artist; his belief that he had 

been saved by God only served to further his conviction that artists are beholden to God 

for their talent; that what they create is not their own. Edward E. Ericson recognised this 

belbf in the author's work and concluded that "[tlhe moral universe of Solzhenitsyn rests 

ultimately on the power of the word. The Word of the Creator established this universe. 

The word of the writer seeks to be faithful to it. The writer's little stories reflect the Great 

Sto ry.... By such means the human word upholds and even drives the universe bestowed 

by the Original W~rd."?~ As such, in Solzhenitsyn's view the task of the artist is to do 

nothing less than to pay homage to the inherent goodness of Creation, recognise al1 

aspects of human participation in it, and then to tell the truth about al1 of it. 

Solzhenitsyn believes that true art and artists have a Higher Purpose. It is 

important to note here that the role of the artist in the Russian view of literature 

transcends public entertainment; rather, it is to develop "a social conscience, biterature 

is] both critical and educative, at once an expression of, and a guide to, social 

development. In this tradition. the forernost responsibility of the writerfartist is to tell 

truths-in fact, it is his or her moral duly to do so, Solzhenitsyn accepts this view 

completely. He said, 'l do not believe that it is aie task of Iiterature, with respect to eiaier 

"Secretariat Meeting with Solzhenitsyn. 22 September 1967," in Leopold Labedz. ed., 
Sokhenilsyn:A Documentaty Record, 2d ad. (London: Penguin Books Ltd.. 1974). 151. 
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society or the individual, to conceal the truth or to tone it down. Rather, I believe that it is 

the task of literature to tell people the real truth as they expect it?' This moral duty of 

truth-telling was part of a larger responsibility to write compassionately of human 

suffering, to refute untniths and to fight for human freedorn, without thought to personal 

risk? Solzhenitsyn is deterrnhed to fulfil what he perceived to be his moral duties as a 

writer, writing that "no one can bar the road to truth, and to advance its cause I am 

prepared to accept even death." Although it is possible that this statement could be 

constnied as Solzhenitsyn's willingness to be martyred, it seems equaliy likely that, given 

his personal religious views. he was simply affirrning his responsibilities to seek and tell 

the truth as a Christian man and artist for the bettement of society. 

Further examinatkn of Solzhenitsyn's theory of art is postponed in favour of an 

analysis of the central Christian themes of Creation, the Fall and Redernption as he 

incorporated them into his thought. These three concepts are crucial to Christfanity as 

they are the basis upon which the nature of humanity as God created it exists and 

functions in the temporal world. Solzhenitsyn's views on art and the roie of the artist 

delineate how he perceives himself and his work; an examination of how his religiosity is 

embedded in his work affirms his status not only as a Christian man, but also as a 

Christian artist. 

Andrej Kodjak has defined Sokhenitsyn's perception of the wodd as a 'profoundly 

Christian one. with definite eschatological o~ertones.'~ Father Alexander Schmemann. 

whom Solzhenitsyn has pubficly credited with uex'explaining me to myself," agreed?' He 

identified a typically Christian writer as one who has 'in rnind a dwp and allsmbracing, 

27 'Secretariat Meeting with Solzhenitsyn. 22 September 1967.' in Labedz, 151. 
a A Obolensky. "Solzhenitsyn in the Mainstream of Russian Literature,' Canadien Slavonic 
Pepers 8:2-3 (1 971). 132. 
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although possible unconscious perception of the woiid, man, and life, which, historically, 

was born and grew from Biblical and Christian revelation, and only from it." Furthemore, 

this 'perception' manifests itself as "the triune intuition of creation, fall, and redernpti~n."~ 

In other words, Solzhenitsyn's sensitivity to the religious and moral universe has a deeply 

rooted impact on al1 that he writes. This, in tum, allows us to categorise him broadly as a 

Christian writer.j3 

Schmemann's definitions of these three 'intuitions' and their applicability to 

Solzhenitsyn's works require elaboration. The 'intuition' of Creation refers to a belief in 

any person that the world, because it was created by God, is inherently good. If an 

individual believes that the world is "meaningless and absurd," then according to the 

precepts of Christian belief that person is not a Christian. Despite the attocities of modem 

life, if a person believes that the world remains intrinsicatly good and that life has purpose, 

then that person may be considered to be a Christian." For example, though 

Solzhenitsyn's novels depict and explore real evil, he never condernns humanity, "the 

poisonous whisper of which can be heard so cleady in so much of 'contemporary art.' 

He has never bst  his sense of hope, or his perception of the worfd as originally and 

innately good. 

Life is not meaningless for Solzhenitsyn, and he expressed his beltef of the 

meaning of existence best through the character of Oleg Kostoglotov in Cancer Watû as 

"to preserve untamished, undisturbed and undistorted Vie image of etemity which each 

person is born with-as far as possible. Like a silver moon in a calm, slill pond."% More 

prosaically, he stated in the Harvard Address that the purpose of life should be 'to leave 

Aiexander Schmemann, 'On Solzhenitsyn,' trans. Marjorie L. Hoover, in John B. Dunlop et al.. 
eds., Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn: Cntical Essays and Documentary Matensls (Belmont, 
Massachusetts: Nordland Publishing Company, 1 973), 39. 
" Ibid. 
a /&id., 40. 
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Pt] a better human being than one started i t .  Solzhenitsyn values life; he has been 

deerned to be the expert "on the lengths to which men regulariy go in order ta survive, He 

1s our leading Iiterary authority on the sheer value of life itself, of the need to keep 

breathing? A prose poem entitled 'The Elm Log' is an excellent example of the primacy 

of life in Solzhenitsyn's world view, and it illustrates his conviction in the strength of the 

human spirit: 

We were sawing firewood when we picked up an elm 
log and gave a cry of amazement. It was a full year 
since we had chopped down the trunk, dragged it along 
behind a tractw and sawn it up into logs.. .and yet this 
elrn log had still not given up! A fresh green shoot had 
sprouted from it with the promise of a thick, leafy branch, 
or men a whole new d m  tree. 

We placed the log on the sawing-horse, as though on 
an executioner's block, but we could not bring ourselves 
to bite into it with our saw. How could we? That log 
cherished life as dearly as we did; its urge to live was 
even stronger than ours." 

Solzhenitsyn's belief in the value of life in the modern world formed the foundation 

of the Harvard Address; indeed, it was his concern for the West and for the value of the 

lives of its peoples which motivated the speech in the Cst place." He was concemed 

with the decline of the West, and he spoke of the need for change in the interest of 

Western survriral. This position is supported by the fact that Solzhenitsyn warned his 

audience that a d e c h  in courage is "considered the first symptom of the end", that "a 

high degree of habitua1 well-being is not advantageous to a living organism," and that 'it 

will be simply impossible to bear up to the triais of this threatening century with nothing 

but the supports of a legalistic structure?' He wanted hericans to undentand the perils 

of their society as he perceiveci them, and his warnings to them demonstrate an 

37 Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, "A Wodd Split Apart: The Harvard Address," in Ronald Beman ed., 
Solzhenitsyn at Hanfard: Twive €My Responses and Six Later Reflections (Washington, D. C.: 
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adherence to a finn belief in Schmemann's intuition of Creation. It could be argued that, 

given his time in the Soviet Union, he was well aware of the pemiciousness of rapid social 

decline and sought to give the West the benefit of his experience. In any case, he clearly 

valued Western life, and he wunseHed the West to strengthen itself for its own sake. 

Solzhenitsyn's works also manifest the intuition of the Fall, which is a unique 

component to the Christian system of beliefs among the worfd's religions. Unlike other 

religions, Christianity does not attempt to explain the nature of evil, "to otianalize it away, 

or to neutralize it by justifying that it exi~ts."'~ Christianity simply affirms evil's existence 

and depicts it. 'Evil' is not separate from 'good', and evil is not defined as simply the 

'absence of goodw, but rather, it is always associated with the FaIl(= Schmemann 

explains that "oniy that which is raised on high can fall, and the higher, the more brilliant, 

and the more precious it Is, the stronger the horror, grief and suffering.,..mo experience 

and to recognize evil as a fall and to be horrifieci by it is precisely to reveal evil as evil, to 

experience evil as the terrible presence, reality and etficacy of that which has no 

'essence', and yet exists? €vil is a real force in human life and cannot be ignored or 

explained away. 

This is how Solzhenitsyn both understands and depicts evil in the twentieth 

century. Solzhenitsyn's personal definition of evil is "the absence of any mercy, the 

absence of any h~rnan i t y ,~~  and his Christian beliefs do not permit him to dismiss evil as 

a nebulous, indefinable or obscure concept with no clear presence or rneaning in the lives 

of individuals. He believes that it is real and is present in our daily lives as well as within 

ourselves. Solzhenitsyn's persistent focus on the presence of good and evil in human life 

has helped to distinguish him from other major authors of this century. Allabeck identified 

this aspect of Solzhenitsyn's uniqueness as "his refusal ta regard good and evil as 

41 Solzhenitsyn, H B N B ~ ~  Addmss, 6-8. 
42 Schmemann, 41. 
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outdated, either as words or concepts? Solzhenitsyn acknowledged the tendency to 

view the concepts of good and evil as unfashionable and has decried it; he wrote that "(it] 

has becorne embarrassing to appeal to etemal concepts, embarrassing to state that evil 

makes ils home in the individual human heart before it enters a political system. Yet it is 

not considered shameful to make dally concessions to an integral evil?? 

Solzhenitsyn believes that the central goal of each person on earth should be to 

leam the difference between 'good' and 'evil'. He leamed the difference in the camps, 

and he conceded that great suffering can acceierate the process considerably. He 

described his own gradua1 recognition of the realities of good and evil in the fourth volume 

It was granted to me to carry away from my prison years 
on my bent back, which nearly broke beneath its load, 
this essential experience: how a human being becomes 
evil and how good .... And it was only when I lay there on 
rotting prison straw that I sensed within myself the first 
stirrings of good. Gradually it was disclosed to me that 
the line separating good and evil passes not through 
states, nor between classes, nor between political parties 
either-but right ttirough the human heart-and through 
al1 human hearts. This line shifts. lnside us, it oscillates 
with the years. And even within hearts overwhelmed by 
evil, one srnall bridgehead of good is retained. And even 
in the best of hearts, there rernains an unuprooted (sic] 
corner of evil."' 

For devout Christians such as Solzhenitsyn this state of affairs is a fact, not an 

opinion. For he and like-minded others, the moral universe very much exists and is fully 

operational. regardless of whether humans choose to believe ln it or not? A 

consequence of his strong belief in the distinction between good and evil, however, is that 

Solzhenitsyn tends to view the wortd in black-and-white terms, in terms of 'good' or 'evil', 

Allabeck, 38. 
" Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, 'Men Have Forgotten God: The Templeton Address." National Review 
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and only in those tems. He leaves the impression that he cannot or will not recognise 

shades of grey. This in and of itself may be understandable, given that Solzhenltsyn's 

religiosity was rebom amid the h o m  of the gulag, but this tendency to judge within such 

a strictly prescribed framewoik must be taken into account when exarnining not only 

Solzhenitsyn's views on the meaning of his own life and his art, but also his criticisrns of 

the West. 

In accordance with his acceptance of the moral universe, one of Solzhenitsyn's 

most enduring themes is the etemal stniggle between good and evil, particularly during 

the twentieth century. A point which he raises repeatedly is that the horrors of our century 

have sternmed directly frorn the fact that humanity has forgotten God. In his 1985 

Templeton Addmss he told those assembled that 

More than half a century ago, white I was still a child, I 
recall hearing a number of older people offer the 
following explanation for the great disasters that had 
befallen Russia: "Men have forgotten God; that's why al1 
this has happened." ... And if I were called upon to identiv 
briefly the principal trait of the entire twentieth century, 
here too I would be unable ta find anything more precise 
and pithy than to repeat once again: "Men have 
forgotten God." 

This theme, of course, was a significant one in the Halvard Address. 

Solzhenitsyn's analysis of the cause of Western decline may be simply summarised as 

'the West has forgotten God'. The embracing of that Enlightenrnent-inspired doctrine of 

'anthropocenlricity, with man seen as the center of a b  led to the acceptance of the view 

that hurnanity and the temporal world assumes primacy over God and the etemal, 

spiritual woriâ. Humanism refused to "admit [to] the existence of intrinsic evil in man." 

upon which Christianity itself is premised, and thus 'dld [not) see any task higher than the 

attainment of happiness on earW As a result, "man's sense of resporisibility to God and 

sodety has g r m  dimmer and dimmet," and the West in the twentieth century is suffemg 

48 Ericson, 24. 
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from 'moral p~ver ty .~ '  Solzhenitsyn expanded this line of analysis further in a later 

section of the Address with the argument that modem humanity has 'lost the concept of a 

Supreme Complete Entity" to the detriment of its inner spirituality and sense of moral 

re~ponsibility.~ 

In short, Solzhenitsyn believed, as shown in the Address, that we human beings 

have denied that religious consciousness inherent within us, the 'divine spark,' which 

makes us human, Western civilisation chose to forget God, and consequently set in 

motion the agents of its own decline-its own peoples, who succumbed to materialism 

and self-deification in their efforts to attain primacy in a universe not of their making. It is 

telling that Solzhenitsyn's analysis of the cause of the dectine of the West rests entirely on 

the failings of the Enlightenment and its ineligiosity. Again, this is an example of 

Solzhenitsyn's characteristic narrow-rnindedness in perceiving the world in terms of good 

and evil, moral and immoral. He does not posit any other possible explanation for 

Western decfine other than its secularisrn, instead attributing al1 of the faults of the West 

to its immorality, a consequence of forsaking God. Il is possible that he, af€er more than 

fifty yeanr of living under totalitarianism, was disappointed to discover that Western 

freedom and pmsperity did not satisfy his expectations of concomitant moral strength a s  

he had envisioned it. Regardless, the theme that 'humanity has forgotten God' is a 

cornmon one in Solzhenitsyn's works, and is clearly evident in the Harvard Address. 

Finally, a belief in Redemption is not a result of "humanistic optimisrn" or a 

'triumph of reason," but rather the Christian precepts of rebirth and salvation. 

Solzhenitsyn does not accept the Enlightenment posits of idedogy or science as the key 

to individual andhr societal regeneration. He believes strongly in the potentiat of 

humanity to Save itself, baseâ on his ultimate faith in the penectibility of the individual and 

collective conscience. He has been consistently unprepared, even in his fiction, to ever 

5t Solzhenitsyn, Haw8rd Addmss, 16-1 7. 
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dismiss a character as beyond redempti~n.~ Even Solzhenitsyn's most evil characters 

are portrayed as those who simply lack the courage to revert to the right path; each novel 

ends on a note of hope for al/ of its characten, that they are redeemable and perfectible." 

The hiture always holds great possibility; specificaIly the possibility that Christianity and 

the power of faith (manifested by Christian morals and ethics) will prevail over 

materlalism, greed and ~ io lence .~  Man. to which God's divine spark attests, is inherently 

'good' and thus 'moral'; therefore Solzhenitsyn believes that humans have the potential for 

moral perfectibility. The conversation quoted below, from Cancer Ward, illustrates the 

force of conscience and the painful process of evaluating one's own life for an ordinary 

man called Yefrem. Yefrem is presented in contrast to Pavel Nikolayevich Rusanov, a 

career Party officiai: 

Yeftem sighed hoarsely. 'I've mucked so many women 
about, left them with children hanging round their necks. 
They cried.. .[my conscience will] never resolve.' 

'mat's that got to do with it?' Pavet Nikolayevich 
suddenly lost his temper. 'The whole idea's sheer 
religious rubbish! You've read too much slush, Cornrade 
Podduyev, you've disarmed yourself ideologically. You 
keep harping on about that stupid moral perfection!' 

'What's so terrible about moral perfection?' said 
Kostoglotov aggressively. 'Why should moral perfection 
give you such a pain in the belly? It can't ham anyone- 
except someone who's a moral monstrosity!'' 

Solzhenitsyn deliberately leaves the reader with the impression that through even 

the contemplation of such thoughts there is hope for Yeftem, the very reat possibility that 

he will find his way back to Christian morality in a rigidty secular society and thus better 

himself as a human being. Solzhenitsyn's persistence in ending on a note of hope is 

rooted in his belief that, at heart, al1 men are good, and that Oiere is purpose in the God- 

created moral universe in which we al1 live. Humans do not derive life's meaning through 

the values and beliefs which we ourselves have ueated and clung to, but rather ftom 



God. The overall goal of Christianity is, after all, to embady the will of God, but first we 

must determine what that is. Truth, real and ultimate T ~ t h ,  does exist and should be 

sought? 

The search for tnith, however, must be complemented by faith, a concept which 

forms an important component of Solzhenitsyn's hopeful belief in the ascendancy of 

humanity's inherent goodness over its intrinsic evil; in his view, faith in religion and faith in 

God is essential to anyone seeking the right path. An excellent example of this aspect of 

the author's compatibility with Schmemann's intuition of Redemption is found In One Day 

in the Life of lvan Denisovich. Near the novel's end, Shukhov and Alyoshka the Baptist 

are preparing for bed, hoping to get enough sleep to survive another day in the camp. 

Their conversation depicts the gulf between the secular person concemed with the 

problems of daily life and the devout Christian who believes absolutely in the power of 

faith: 

Shukhov lay with his head toward the window, Alyoshka 
on the other half of the bunk with his head at the other 
end, where light from the bub would reach him. He was 
reading his Testament again. 

The lamp wasn't al1 that far away. They could read or 
even sew. 

Alyoshka heard Shukhov thank God out loud, and 
looked around. 

"There you are, lvan Denisovich, you sou1 is asking to 
be allowed to pray to God. Why not let it have its way, 
eh?" 

Shukhov shot a glance at him: the light in his eyes was 
like a candle flame. Shukhov sighed. 

"Because, Alyoshka, prayers are petitions-either they 
don? get through at all, or else iYs 'cornplalnt 
rejectedm.. . 
mat's because you never prayed long enough or 

fervently enough, that's why your prayers weren't 
answered. Prayer must be persistent, And if you have 
faith and say to a mountain, 'Make way,' it will make 
~ a y . " ~  

" Solthenitsyn, Cancer Wafd1 1 50. 
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Hope and redemption are important Christian themes in Solzhenitsyn's speeches 

as well. The Nobel Lecture ends on a note of enthusiasm for the future of world literature, 

that "single great heart, beating in respoïrse to the cares and sorrows of our ~or ld,"~@ 

which he optimistically believed had the ability to unify and morally elevate humankind. In 

addition, Solzhenitsyn concluded his remarks at Harvard with a statement which 

conveyed his by now familiar faith in the Western peoples to regain Uieir essential 

spirituality, to find the right path for the necessary moral regeneration of their civilisation, 

He urged them to question that which they has presumed before-those beliefs that God 

has no place in the modem worid and that humans are the highest beings in the 

universe-and then said that "[iq the world has not approached its end, it has reached a 

major watershed in histo ry.... lt will demand from us a spiritual blaze; we shall have to rise 

to a new height of vision, to a new level of life .... This ascension is similar to climbing ont0 

the next anthropological state. No one on earth has any other way left b ~ t - u p w a r d . ~  

The conclusion of the Address leaves little doubt in the reader's mind that 

Solzhenitsyn intended the speech to be inspiring; he clearly believed that the modern 

West still had tirne to rectify its mistakes, to rid itself of its spiritual apathy and to begin its 

necessary social and political regeneration in moral ternis. The Address conveyed hope 

for the West as his other essays, notably the Leiter to Soviet Leaders and Rebuilding 

Russia: Retlections and Tentative Pmposals (1 WO), conveyed hope for the future of 

Russia. It can be argued that Solzhenitsyn's faith that good can triumph over evil formed 

the basis of his hope for Russia to overcome the devastation of totalitarianism, and that 

he was willing to extend the same optimism to the West during its struggle to reorient itself 

morally and ethically. 

Schmemann's Christianderived intuitions of Creation, the Fall and Redernption 

are extremely usehl in analysing the influence of Solzhenitsyn's personal Christianity on 

his works of fiction as well as his public speeches. Through hem we may identify 

" Solzhenitsyn, Nobel Ledure. 23. 



Solzhenitsyn broadly as a Christian writer and begtn to develop a more complex and 

rewarding framework through which to analyse his thought. This approach also 

illuminates the ideological gulf which existed between Solzhenitsyn and the majority of his 

American critics in 1978. However, there are other typically Christian themes in 

Solzhenitsyn's works which were not examined by Schrnemann, and we must move more 

deeply into the basic tenets of that tradition to further establish his status as a Christian 

writer. Of particular importance here is Solzhenitsyn's thematic and artistic compatibility 

with the common Christian precepts of universalism, freedom, truth, conscience and 

justice. 

Solzhenitsyn's preoccupation with the plight of hurnan beings everywhere, with 

the world-wide struggle between good and evil, and with the moral and spiritual health of 

al1 peoples indicates his conformity to the Christian concept of universality. Although 

Solzhenitsyn is technically a Russian Orthodox Christian, his is a universalist Christian 

worid view; that is, he speaks to al1 Christians. This allows us to study him within the 

broad boundaries of Christianity without becoming entangfed on the particularities of 

Russian Orthodoxy or other dogrnas, as Solzhenitsyn himself chose to speak and write in 

very general Christian terms and as a Christian, rather than as a Russian Orthodox 

~hristian? On an even broader scale, Solzhenitsyn is greatly concerned that ail world 

religions, and not solely Christian ones, should "teach the primacy of human personhood," 

and he identified a central theme common to al1 religions as their recognition of 

humanity's intemal and extemal battles between good and evil. Thus, evil is not a unique 

cross which only Christians bear; it is common to all religions and al1 peoples. As he 

wrote in the Gulag Alchipelago, '1 have corne to understand Vie truth of al1 religions of the 

* Solzhenitsyn. H81vanf Addmss, 20. 
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worid: They struggle with the evil inside e human being (inside every human king)? 

This is their most basic area of commonality, and Solzhenitsyn's sympathy for the 

struggle of al1 religions to guide their peoples toward spiritual lives propelled him to speak 

to al1 human beings without the particularistic language of Christianity. Perhaps the best 

example of the universality of Solzhenitsyn's discourse was his careful use in the Address 

of the terms 'Supteme Complete Entity' and 'Superior Spirit' in most sections in lieu of 

'God,' an unmistakable indication that he was "[taking] pains to speak ... in words that 

belong to no one tradition alone,. ..He.. .raised the discussion ta a pluralistic plane on 

which those of varying cornmitments may j o i n .  Solzhenitsyn's avoidance of dogma- 

specific Christian terms in his works is an important aspect of his universality as an artist. 

Solzhenitsyn's views on the potential of art to provide common ground for the 

nations of the world is another important aspect of his universal Christian world-view. For 

Solzhenitsyn, art is the universal language, transcending simple syntax to become the 

process by which nations barn from each other for the betterrnent of all. Literature, as 

the living memory of a country, becomes a social unifier and a moral educator within its 

own boundaries and beyond them. Solzhenitsyn finds it difficult to sympathise with the 

'problems' which humans have with one another; in his view, the greatest fear al1 people 

have is of death, and the greatest joy is love. These sentiments should serve to unite 

humankind because they are universally felt, regardless of nationality, age, sex, or 

ideological beIief.- Kafka wrote that 'the indestnicüble is one; every single man is the 

indestiuctible-and at the same time the indestructible is common to al1 people and from 

this springs the inseparable union of al1 people." Solzhenitsyn concuned; if fear of death 

and the joy of love are not sufficient to draw the world's peoples togethet, then the 

universal and undeniable presence of the divine spark should be. As human beings will 

Solzhenitsyn, Gulag Archipebgo Vol IV, 61 5. 
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not or cannot acknowledge their cornmon link to one another as the creations of God, 

then artists must accept-as their moral duty-the responsibility for the necessary and 

vital process of bringing together the pebples of the world in recognition of their 

commonality. 

Solrhenitsyn's convictions on the necessity and moral purpose of art underscore 

his views on freedom, another important aspect of his predominantly Christian world view. 

If, as he believes, art is to be the moral educator and social and national unifier of 

hurnanity, then art must be free. An examination of Solzhenitsyn's view on the 

importance of artistic fieedom reveals the basis of his overall view of human fteedom. 

Freedorn as he perceives it is not a rnatter of political or legal freedom, but rather a 

Christian-derived concept of freedom of spiritual and moral devalopment? This is in 

marked contrast to Western perceptions of freedom and illustrates an important area 

where Sobhenitsyn differed significantly in the cornplexities of his world-view from his 

American critics, Solzhenitsyn was far less concerned with formal, temporal freedom than 

he was with intellectual, artistic freedom. This aspect of his thought is evident in the 

H e ~ a n l  Address, even though it was virtually unrecognised by his American critics. 

Christianity teaches that moral fteedom is paramount,' and Solzhenitsyn's thoughts on 

art and censorship demonstrate his concurrence with this tenet. 

The earliest exposition of Solzhenitsyn's thought on the necessity of artistic 

freeâom may be found in his Open Letter to the Fourth Congress (1 967). In this 

document, he openly criticised both the Soviet government and the Soviet Writers' Union; 

the fi rst for their penecution of Soviet writers, and the second for their refusal to defend 

their members fmm attacks in the press. The cnix of his cornplaint lay in his belief that 

both organs were nithlessly stiiing artistic life and creativity in the Soviet Union by 

As quoted in Pawl Kovaly, 'Problems of Anti-Humanism and Humanisrn in the Life and Work of 
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allowing GLAVLITB to interfere in We role of unfieethg timew-the organic process of 

writing a nation's literature. Should this process be halteci altogether or even interrupted, 

it would not be only Russia which would suffer, but al1 of world literature." With the Open 

Letter we may establish Solzhenitsyn's views on the absolute necessity of artistic freedom 

through his scathing critique of Soviet censorship. 

Arguing that it was unacceptable for Party bureaucrats to judge of literary quality, 

Solzhenitsyn rerninded the Congress that even Dostoyevsky, "the pride of worid 

literature," had not even then been published in full after decades of literary banishment. 

Solzhenitsyn defended the right of freedom of publication on the very Christian basis that 

a nation's political apparatus cannot, for any reason, suppress that which is created for 

the good of its people, which educates and helps society struggle with life, morality and 

human nature; 

Citerature cannot develop in between the categories of 
'permitted' and 'not perrnitted', 'about this you may write' 
and 'about this you may not'. Literature that is not the 
breath of contemporary society, that dares not transmit 
the pains and fears of that society, that does no1 warn 
against threatening moral and social dangers-such 
literature does not deserve the name of literature; it is 
only a facade. Such literature loses the confidence of its 
own people, and its published works are used as 
wastepaper instead of being read?' 

Solzhenitsyn's protest against censarship was not Inspired by considerations 

such as the violation of civil liberties. Politics was not relevant to his argument: in the 

Open Letter he was more concerned with protecting the Iiterary life of a nation than he 

was with the restriction of personal freedoms. To repeat, the role of art in society is 

primarily a soda1 one. and h Solrhenitsyn's view literature develops organically; it is 

rooted in and grows from the collective Iives, history and experiences of a nation's people. 

It is meant to manifest the characteristics of a country and the mores and traditions of its 

- -  . 
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citizens, as well as to guide that nation on its path-In thls worid and the next. 

Censorship prevents art from fulfilling its social obllgations to the people, who rely on it for 

moral instruction and spiritual inspiration? 

Solzhenitsyn is also, logically, an ardent supporter of the twin freedoms of thought 

and speech. In his Open Letter to the Secretariat of the R.S.F.S.R Writefs Union, written 

after he had been expelted without waming and in absentia frorn the Ryazan Writers' 

Unionn in 1969, he wrote angrily that 'lt is high time to remernber that we belong first and 

foremost to humanity. And that man has separated himself from the animal worîd by 

thought and by speech. These, naturally, should be free. If they are put in chains, we 

shall retum to the state of the anirnal~.'~ He went on to write that uopenness, honest and 

complete openness-that is the first condition of health in al1 societies, including our 

o ~ n . " ~ ~  Humans have an inherent INorVi' which must be protected as creations of God, 

and because God gave us our freedom it cannot be taken away. 

In The Fint Circle, a prisoner called Bobynin is summoned to Abukumov's (the 

Minister of State Security) office and questioned harshly on the expected date of 

completion for the shalolshka'sn pria project-one which Stalin is awaiting impatiently-a 

device which would allow the secret police to identify 'crfminaIs' from their voices through 

Solzhenitsyn, 'Open Letter," in Labedz, 1 12. 
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the use of voice printing and wiretapping. Bobynin is insolent and Abakumov threatens 

Mm, sure that he can be cowed. Bobynin retorts: 

You are wrong, Citizen Ministerl I have nothing!..,.You 
took my freedom away long ago, and you don't have the 
power to retum it because you don't have it 
yourself .... Just understand one thing and pass it along to 
anyone at the top who still doesn't want to know that you 
are strong only as long as you don't deprive people of 
everythiig. For a person you've taken everything away 
from is no longer in your power. He's free al1 over 
again?' 

Bobynin is an excellent example of one of Solzhenitsyn's 'heroic' characters. Aithough he 

is a prisoner and his fate is in Abukumov's hands, he refuses to cooperate in any way with 

a project which he perceives to be morally wrong. His heedom is intemal and purely 

spiritual; it cannot be compromised by the loss of physical freedom or by the possibility of 

violence. It is the freedom of conscience and of morality, and Bobynin clings to it in the 

face of physical danger and even death. In Solzhenitsyn's view. this defines both 

Bobynin's humanity and his heroism: freedom. even intemal. spiritual freedom must be 

fought for and protected. 

It is precisely the reverence with which Solzhenitsyn treats the concept of 

freedom and the concomitant moral responsibility of the writer to respect and promote 

freedom which provoked his ire with the irresponsible use of Western freedom of the 

press in the Hanfani Address. In his view. Western joumalists, who do not stniggie 

against repressive state censonhip or risk imprisonment or even death for their opinions, 

abuse their positions as the moral edifien of society by misusing theit freedom. As ha 

said elsewhere, "1 am accustomed to al1 kinds of slander in the Soviet press that no one in 

the country has the power to correct or refute, but I never expected such irresponsibility in 

the West.w78 fhey ignore what he considen to be their moral responsibilities toward the 

Marfino provideâ the settnig and characters for his novel The F h t  Cimle. See Scammell, 228- 
269. 
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people which they inform; they fall to educate or inspire their audiences, preferring to print 

"hasty, immature, superficial, and misleading judgement~.'~~ 

In Solzhenitsyn's view, the Westem press has assumed the public importance 

which should be attributed to art, and yet does not fulfil the obligations inherent in its 

freedom as art would. That the press is the educator of the people is regrettable; that the 

press is sensationalistic and superficial is evidence of both Westem decline and the 

deprivation of the Westem peoples of the moral guidance of true art. This criticism of the 

West is indicative of the impact of Solzhenitsyn's personal experiences as an author 

struggling for fteedom of thought in the Soviet Union, His perception of political and civil 

freedoms as subservient to the greater need for artistic and moral freedom seems likely to 

have been a legacy of life under Soviet Cornmunism. This is one of Solzhenitsyn's more 

obvious biases and further evidence of his tendency to think in black and white terms; 

because the Westem presses do not fulfil the role in society which he felt Soviet ones 

would have if they had not been censored, they are immoral. Once again, Solzhenitsyn 

seemed disappointed that his expectations of the free West had not been met, and he 

criticised the Western presses on his own concept of what constitutes immorality in the 

language of Christianlty, shaped by his personal experience. 

Truth, and telling the tnrth, are a key elements of Solzhenitsyn's Christian world 

view, his literature and his life. His devotion to 'telling the truth'-at al1 costs-has been 

the motivation behind, for example, his public speeches, which were generally 

misunderstood by Arnerican commentaton. 'Truth' is linked closely with 'good' in 

Solztrenitsyn's discourse; concomitantly, the 'lie' is aiways equated with 'evil', In the 

Christian tradition, he believes that there is ultimate Truth; as a result, he believes that the 

moral universe provides objective catelpries by which to judge. "It is a matter or 

readiness and being smart enough to recqnize the truth when it hits you--..People need 

Solzhenitsyn, H8~ard Address, 10. 



truth. A lime of il goes a long way." Solzhenitsyn's persistent emphasis on the 

importance and healing properties of 'truthB is welldocumented, and the Harvard Addmss 

is certainly ernblematic of his determination to be a truth-teller in the West. 

Solzhenitsyn understands that 'truth' is difficult to discem, and that 'ultimate truth' 

is even harder to seek, but he allows no excuses for those who do not even try. In his 

novels, "(the] step-by-step process of beginning to think is mapped out carefully ... as if 

Solzhenitsyn wtshes reemphasize [sic] whenever possible that Man Thinking is rare on 

every social level and under any circum~tances.~~' Solzhenitsyn is concemed only with 

serious thought and is disdainful of people wasting precious energy on frivolous thought; 

he focuses on the "process which results in an individual's gaining a sobering new 

perception of life or a dawning sense that his previous self-conceptions were false. He 

continually suggests that it is difficult to think; people rarely do it unless they rnust and 

even then are usually unprepared.* Solzhenitsyn describes the process of ascertaining 

truth in his prose poem 'Refiections' and concludes with the thought that perhaps only 

God can know 'ultimate truth': 

On the surface of a swift-fiowing stream the reflections 
of things near or far are always indistinct.. . 

It is the same with our lives. If so far we have been 
unable to see cleariy or to reflect the eternal tineaments 
of truth, is it not because we too are still rnoving towards 
some end-because we are still aIive?O 

Nevertheless, even if only God can know absoiute truth, humanity has a moral obligation 

to seek its own truths. Solzhenitsyn has great sympathy for individuals who wrestle with 

the eomplexities of the truths in their own lives. 

An excellent example of this characteristic is found in Cancer Wanl, An ex- 

prisoner is sw ing  out her sentence of eternal exile by working as an otderîy in the camp 

hospital. Elizaveta Anatdyevna confides in Kostoglotov about a mattet which wonies her 

Allabeck, 129. 
Ibid., 128. 
lbid., 1 28-1 29. 
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greatiy-how to tell her son that he suffen Me double shame of being bom illegitirnate 

and in exile, his mother an ex-prisoner, a traitor to his country. She confides in Oleg: 

The trouble is, my boy's growing up, he's clever and he 
asks about everything. How ought I to bring him up? 
Should I burden hirn with the whole tmth? The tmth's 
enough to sink a grown man, isn't it? It's enough to 
break your ribs. Or should I hide the truth and bring him 
to tenns with life? Is that the right way?" 

Kostoglotov answers confidently that she should tell her son the tnith-illustrating that 

while Solzhenitsyn understands the difficulties of tnith-telling, it is nonetheless imperative, 

regardless of the ~ i tuat ion.~  Again, Solzhenitsyn makes clear the strict differentiation 

between the 'truth' and the 'lie', and does not appear to allow for anything in between. 

Throughout his entire authorial career in the Soviet Union he was committed to revealing 

the 'lie' of Cornrnunism, to exposing the brutal 'tnith' of life in his homeland? This 

typically Christian dedication to unvamished truth-telling was carried over into his time in 

the West, but was not tempered with any recognition that he could, in fact, have been 

wrong in his assessrnents of the West. 

This same dedication to truth-telling was the impetus for the Harvard Address, 

He began that speech by citing Haivard's rnotto of Veritas and established the need for 

constant vigilance in the search for truth, because "[t eludes us as soon as our 

concentration begins to flag, al1 the while leaving the illusion that we are continuing to 

pursue it.nm His goal at Harvard was not to cater to any Westem sense of -dom horn 

criticism; it was to fulfil his duty as a Christian and as an artist to free as many people 

from the lies of this century as possible. In this light, Solzhenitsyn's perception of truth- 

telling is more than a matter of duty; it is also a matter of conscience. 

In Solzhenitsyn's philosophy, 'conscience' is an integral component of spirituality. 

It is the link between God and humanity which sets us apart from the anirnals; it is also 

- 
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the key to our inherent gwdness and eventual salvation, as manifested in the divine 

spark. He believes that canscience is the root of freedom, of morality and of virtue, 

whether that of a nation or of a single individual.' As Schrnemann observed, 'conscience 

invisibly nifes, triumphs over and illumines the horror, ugliness and evil of the 'fallen' 

world.* lnhetent in such a view is the conviction that the potential for human 

development ( h m  to mean primarily moral and spiritual) is as unlimited as the physical 

univene ltself? Andrej Kodjak supported this lnsight and extended it: 

It is conscience rather than compassion, howevet, that 
rests at the heart of Solzhenitsyn's worfd. Conscience as 
the tast spiritual resource of a society govemed by a 
completely materialistic philosophy.. ..Solzhenitsyn 
expresses mis idea when he adds to the clichtb 'Yeu only 
have one life," the phrase 'and also one conscience," 
thus implying that conscience is as precious as life. If 
conditions force one to choose between the two, one 
must choose conscience, not life?' 

This belief was th8 basfs for Solzhenitsyn's criticisms of American withdrawal 

from Vietnam in the Address. In that section of the speech he was not advocating war as 

desirable, but as the only moral response to the victimisation of an innocent country by an 

evil ideology. He pereeived it as an American responsibility, predicated by the dictates of 

human conscience, to accept that concem for the possible deaths of American soldiers 

was invalidated by the necessity of combating evil. In his view, 'justice' and 'conscience' 

are the sole bases of human ability to distinguish 'right' from 'wrong," and Solzhenitsyn 

was arguing that the United States had failed to justify its humanity when it candemned 

the Vietnarnese to Communism. This was its "betrayal," made even more significant by 

the fact that when it abandoned Vietnam, it opened the dwrs to the rest of the Far East 

for Communism to march through uncontested. 

Solzhenitsyn. uLetter to Thrw Students,' in Labedt, 155. 
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ln Solzhenitsyn's eyes, the Vietnam war was not a test of mititary strength, and in 

this context Kodjak's comment is especially relevant. Materialhm had weakened 

American society, but the just cause of Vietnam was the test of the strength of its 

conscience. In Cancer Ward, Solzhenitsyn wrote that 'it must have been Gorky who said 

the only people wotthy of freedom are those prepared to go out and fight for it every 

day? By withdrawing from the fight against Communism in Vietnam, Solzhenitsyn felt 

that the United States failed the test. Yet again we see Solzhenitsyn's tendency for strict 

demarcations between 'good' and 'evil', 'right' and 'wrong'. That American withdrawal 

from Vietnam was supported by many Christian groups in the United States on ethical 

grounds was not noted in the Address, and perhaps Solzhenitsyn lumped those Christian 

protesters with the other anti-war groups, tarring them al1 with the same brush. 

Regardless, it can be argued that Solzhenitsyn's own personal experiences in the Soviet 

Union biased his judgements of the West in this instance, fairly or unfairly. In 

Sokhenitsyn's view, Communism was evil and had to be defeabd by any means, 

including war, Because the American govemment withdrew, he branded them as 

immoral. 

Solztienitsyn's perception of 'justice' is closely tied with his views on conscience 

and is extremely significant in Solzhenitsyn's personal philosophy. In the Christian 

tradition, Solzhenitsyn has argued that the concept of 'justice' is a hurnan impulse, God- 

given and thus another distinction between humans and animals. In his view, justice 

exists as long as even only one person believes in it, and he has written that people will 

never go wrong if they follm their instinct for justice, or, in the Russian way, if they follow 

the old dictum 'to live by truth'. This is important because it justifies action, whether it be 

social, political or religious. Solzhenitsyn does not tolerate passivity, and his heroes are 

always conscious of the chobs they make and why aiey make them. He openly 

* Solzhenitsyn, Cancer W W ,  53. 



encourages action, but for the right reasons: the noble goal for the bettemient of 

man kind.% 

As with 'tnith', there is nothing relative about 'justice'. ln his Letter ta niree 

Students, Solzhenitsyn wrote: 

There is nothing relative about justice, as there is nothing 
relative about conscience. Indeed, justice is conscience, 
not a personal conscience but the conscience of the 
whole of hurnanity. Those who clearly recognize the 
voice of thefr own conscience usually recognize also the 
voice of justice. I consider that in al1 questions, social or 
historical (if we are aware of them, not frorn hearsay or 
books, but are touched by them spiritually), justice will 
always suggest a way to act (or judge) which will not 
conflict with our conscience.% 

Solzhenitsyn's essentially Christian understanding of justice and its integral link to 

the human conscience furthet clarifies the basis of his views on Vietnam; in addition, it 

helps to provide the proper context for his criticisms of Western legalism in the Harvard 

Addmss. A careful examination of those criticisms reveals that he was not critiquing the 

effectiveness of the Westem legal system as much as he was deploring what he 

perceived to be its almost complet8 Iack of a moral or ethical foundation. Western 

legalism does not encourage the evaluation of 'right' and 'wrong' based on the dictates of 

human conscience, nor does it promote "voluntary self-restraint" in individuals or society 

at large. Rather, it operates through laws alone, which can lead to legally-sanctioned 

imrnorality: as he pointed out in the Address, both the greedy oi! Company and the food 

manufacturer who uses dangerous preservatives are 'wrong,' and yet the Western legal 

systm allows them to behave unethically without penalty? 

In Sokhenitsyn's personal Christian worid-view 'justice' is sacred; it is the 

protection of the innocent and the punishment of the amoral and evil. Guilt is established 

through Oie simple application of moral laws; conscience demands it and provides the 

~4 Aieksandr Solzhenitsyn, 'Letter to Thiee Students,' 155. 
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detenination of guilt or innocence a~cordingly?~ In this Iight, the secular Western system 

of legalistic justice appears ineffectuai at best, and unprincipled and unethical at worst. 

This aspect of Solzhenitsyn's religiously-based critique of Westem legalisrn may be 

further contextualised as being a result of his suffering in the Soviet Union, where laws 

were usually weapons against the people. It seems likely that Solzhenitsyn expected 

Western legality to be absolutely moral where Soviet legality had been absolutely 

immoral, in accordance with his rather black-and-white perceptions of the cultural, social 

and institutional differences between East and West. 

The Harvard Address of 1978 is a Christian document. It establishes quite clearly 

the impact of Solzhenitsyn's personal religiosity on his thought, and through a careful 

examination of its most controversial sections-those criticisms of Western materialism, 

legalism and freedom-his thematic compatibility with the basic Christian world-view 

quickly becornes evident. All of Solzhenitsyn's works, frorn his novels and prose poems 

to his speeches and essays, have as their common ground a consistent adherence to the 

most common tenets of Christianity. Despite the fact that the Address dealt with a 

relatively new theme in Solzhenitsyn's thought, the origins and nature of Western decline, 

it was not an aberration among his works; those criticisms of the West and the language 

in which they were expressed reveal a distinct congruity with the essential Christian belief 

system manifested in the whole of his corpus. 

Solzhenitsyn is an identifiably Christian artist. He betieves absolutely in the link 

between art and God, and between the artist and God, He is not a passive Christian; his 

works are meant to embody his religious befiefs and to fulfil his duty to God by attempting 

to morally and ethically educate his audience. Regardless of his personal reluctance to 

discuss his faim openly, Solzhenitsyn is a public Christian, and al1 of his works, including 

the Hawanl Address, derive from his religiosity, His thematic concurrence with Alexander 

Schmemann's triune of intuitions is evidenced by the Address; his conviction that tfie 



world and its peoples are inherently good because it and they were created by God 

constituted the basic premise of the speech. Solzhenitsyn's belief in the concept of evil. 

not as an abstract theory, but as a real and present force in modem Ilfe, was the 

motivation for the Address. Finally, his hope that the West would overcome its 

materialistic self-absorption in order to ascend to a higher and infinitely more meaningful 

spirituel level may be identified as the core theme of the speech. These three intuitions 

form the foundation of the Christian faith, and Solzhenitsyn consistently represented them 

in his various works, including the Harvard Addmss. 

Other commonly Christian thernes are also present in the Addmss. Solzhenitsyn 

may be defined as a univenalist thinker; his ideas are intended to apply to al1 nations and 

al1 peoples regaraless of sex, race or ideological persuasion. He did not frame his 

thought within the particularistic discoune of Russian Orthodoxy. nor dM he speak in 

exclusively Christian ternis. Instead, Solzhenitsyn raised his message to a universal level 

to emphasise the common bonds and concems of the world's peoples. His views on the 

importance of human freedom, and especially the heedoms of thought, speech and press, 

were logical extensions of his Christian faith in that he emphasised inner, moral freedorn 

over extemal, political or civil freedom. In this context, Solzhenitsyn is much less a 

political activist than he is a moral force, and this aspect of his philosophy is apparent in 

the Addmss. For example, his critique of the Western press stemmed from his view that it 

is the responsibility of the artist to educate and guide humanity; where he sought integrity 

and the recognition of moral duty, he found only sensationalisrn and supefficiality. 

Solzhenitsyn sees himself, first and foremost, a tnith-teller.w Christianity teaches 

that ultimate buth can and should be sought, and his career rnay be accurately desctibed 

as one which has actively sought to futfil this goal. The Harvard Address is an excellent 

example of his devotion to telling the trutti. Sokhenitsyn penisted in this not to anger his 

American audience deliberately, but because in his view truth-telling is a duty of the artist 
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in recognition of his or her responsibility to God, and second, in accordance with the 

tenets of Christianity, it is a matter of personal conscience. Conscience is inextricably 

linked to both freedom and truth in his Christian thought; to be free is to have the freedom 

of spirituality, and to have such fteedorn and not use it to seek truths in accordance with 

the dictates of moral conscience constitutes a perversion of freedorn and a failure of duty 

as a hurnan being. Conscience dernands truth, and if hurnanity is free then truths must 

be sought. 

The power of truth in Solzhenitsyn's discourse should not be underestimated-it 

provided the impetus for the Harvard Address and constituted the basis for his 

persecution in the Soviet Union as a dissident author. The themes of universalism, 

conscience and justice are al! bound to Solztienitsyn's fundamental and unshakeable 

Christian belief that humankind can ascertain ultimate ûuth and thus live truthfully. If 

humans cannot recognise truth, then it is the responsibility of art to lead them to it. As 

God is etemal, so is truth; in Solzhenitsyn's world-view it is the role of the conscientious 

artist to educate people toward their own spiritual rehabilitation. He believes that the 

result is freedom: freedom of the mind, of the conscience, and of the soul. This process 

is depicted in al1 of Solzhenitsyn's novels, but the Harvard Address is the only one of his 

works which melds modem politics and tiis personal religiosity in an effort to incite the 

Western peoples to restore their forgotten spirituality, which he felt that they had wrongly 

sacrificed on the altar of temporal happiness. 

In retrospect, the efforts of Solzhenitsyn's American critics to corne to ternis with 

the significance of his religious convictions to his thought are unsatisfactory. The 

reluctance to explore this aspect of his works, shared to a great extent by both the eariy 

and the later responses, is indicative of a Iarger pattern with regard to treatrnents of the 

author and the Hanranl Address. Most American critics and intellectuals at that time 

chose to view Solzhenitsyn and the Address ideas through the prism of their own secular 

experiences and views. Those who attempted to grapple with the implicitly religious 



nature of the speech usually did so only through examinations of his compatibility with 

their own perceptions of what it was to be a 'prophet,' a somewhat vague terni associated 

with the historical Old Testament image of fire and br im~tone.~ Solzhenitsyn's ideas are 

mntemporary ones; he is a product of this century and his works address modem issues 

and concerns. To 'explain' Solzhenitsyn's religiosity by way of prophecy is to present his 

thought as otherworldly, remote from the experiences and world-view of his secular 

Western audience. Had his American critics chosen to study the clearly Christian roots of 

his work, it would have become apparent almost immediately bat Solzhenitsyn is very 

much this-worldly, and not at al1 the holy Russian rnystic he was often purported to be. 

Those critics who chose to ignore or dismiss the impact of Solzhenitsyn's 

Christian beliefs on his work also contributed to misunderstandings of hirn. It has been 

argued that basic Christian principles lie at the heart of al1 of his thought, and thus must 

be taken into account in studies of him. The Hsrvad Address is no different from his 

novels in this respect, and its essentially Christian basis should be studied in order to help 

contextualise his message. The fact that his critics were most often predominantly 

secular historians, literary critics and political scientists is clear from their analyses of that 

speech. Religion was often not viewed as an acceptable basis from which to criticise the 

modern West, and so Solzhenitsyn's message at Harvard was negatively viewed through 

the tainted framework of Christianity. As a consequence, his real and potentially valid 

criticisms of modern Western life and institutions were al1 but ignored. 

However, it is important to note here that Solzhenitsyn's particular version of 

Christianity, from which much of his thought is derived, is the product of the events of his 

own life and his experiences in the atheistic Soviet Union, and thus remote from the West. 

AIthough examinations of Solzhenitsyn's congniity with Russian Orthodoxy andlor other 

religions are beyond the seope of this thesis, it is possible to make some preliminary 

observations on the nature of his personal Christian views, and how he used those views 
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to criticlse the West. Solzhenitsyn's view of the role of religious beliefs and morals in 

society, as well as his basis for judging the West acwrding to those views, should be 

studied within the context of his personal history and the influences of life in the atheistic 

Soviet Union. 

It may be argued that Solthenitsyn's criticisms of the West, as presented in the 

Harvard Addmss, stemmed from his seemingly black-and-white perceptions of good and 

evil, morality and immorality as U~ey were developed and influenced by the realities of life 

under Soviet Communism; his personal history greatly influenced both his interpretations 

of the tenets of Christianity and how he chose to use his beliefs to criticise the West. In 

retrospect, it is understandable that Solzhenitsyn should feel so strongly about Soviet 

Communism; he spent many years of his life working in direct opposition to the regime 

which had victimised him. Perhaps it was dificuit for contemporary Western analysts of 

the Harvard Address to look past Solzhenitsyn words to see the historical and personal 

experiences on whkh his views were premised; future scholan will be better able to do 

so. Solzhenitsyn's personal Christian world-view encompasses basic Christian principles 

tempered by his personal biography, and if the impact of his Christianity on his works and 

thought shoufd not be denied or ignored, neither should the impact of those events of his 

life which sparked and helped to develop his religious views. 

It is not necessary to be a devout Christian to understand the Harvard Address, 

but it is necessary to recognise that it is a Christian document, and that its ideas derive 

from the Christian tradition, in order to begin to study it within its proper context. With 

their reluctance to assess the Addmss in the spirit in which it was written, Solzhenitsyn's 

American critics were Ieft with only their own secular perspectives with which to evaluate 

it. As a consequeme, their contribution to the body of scholaiship of the author and this 

important speech is limited; we in the 1990s carmot look to the bulk of the work of that 

tirne to provide insights into Solzhenitsyn, but father only into his critical audience-their 
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seculai- beliefs and views, expressed in thsir own secularised discourse. Solzhenitsyn 

himself was not given a strong voice, nor was he examined on his own ternis as a 

Christian man and artist, This may be rectified with the growing recognition that we do 

not have to feel the power of his faith ourselves in order to understand its impact on his 

work. We only have to accept that he is a Christian man, artist and thinker, and thereby 

begin the process of contextualising Solzhenitsyn and the Hamard Address within the 

more accurate and rewarding framework of Christian theology. 



Though reffection turns the image 
Making things to seem awry, 
Still it holds a veiled message 
For the wise and seeking eye. 

-Omar Khayyam, The Rubiyat 

Feci quod potui, faciant meliora potentes. 
[I did what I could, let those who can do better.] 

-Solzhenitsyn, August 1914 



When Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn was exiled from the Soviet Union In Febniary of 

1974 his reputation in the United States seerned fitmly entrenched. His American 

audience had watched his struggles against totalitarian communism with great sympathy, 

based on the recognition that Solzhenitsyn had been fighting a system which stood in 

direct opposition to their own free, democratic society. They had cheered when he was 

awarded Uie Nobel Prim for Literature in 1970, and were angered when they leamed that 

he could not leave the Soviet Union to accept it for fear that he would not be allowed to 

return. His novels were critical successes, and he was hailed him as the greatest 

Russian writet of the twentieth century, perhaps of al1 tirne.' One Day in the Life of Ivan 

Denkovich had provided Arnericans with their first real glimpse into Stalin's prisoner 

labour camps, and the Gulag Archljlelago had won instant acclairn in the United States for 

its exposure of the savagery of Soviet Comrnunism, proving that life in the USSR was 

every bit as abominable as those in the West had envisioned it to be, Solzhenitsyn's 

personal courage and integrity were admired as a matter of course; as literary critic 

Steven Allabeck obsenred, in the earîy 1970s Americans had been "tnterested in this man 

and [had] even regarded him as a he r~ . "~  1974 was the year when Solzhenitsyn becarne 

the Soviet Union's most famous and internationally celebrated exile. 

By 1980 Solrhenitsyn was an intellectual outcast among Americans. No Ionger 

was he identified as a fearless Soviet dissident or as a great Russian author. His politics 

had become undesirable, and his later novels generated littfe critical interest; he was no 

longer perceived as a hero but as a false prophet, never again invited to give a 

commencement address at an American university or to speak publicly in an Arnerican 

forum. The id01 had become an ingrate, an incorrigible Russian theocrat who criticised 

the West, seemingly incapable of appreciating its good qualities as well as he could detail 

its weaknesses. ln the finai analysis, Solzhenitsyn was deteminad to be incompatible 
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with the West, and therefore undeserving of the status American intellectuals had 

innocently bestowed upon him in eariier years. 

Solzhenitsyn lived in the United States for sixteen years after the H a ~ a r d  

Addmss of June 1978. In that time he spolie publicly only once more, to present his 

Templeton Addiess in the United Kingdom in 1983. He published very little in English in 

that period: his edited collection of dissident Soviet essays (which included three of his 

o w )  entitled From Under the Rubble (1980) and two essays. The Mortal Danger: How 

Misconceptions about Russie lmpenl the West (1  98 1 )  and Rebuiidlng Russia: Reflections 

and Tentative Pmposals (1990). None of the Templeton Address, Rubble or Modal 

Danger is usually mentioned in later studies of Solzhenitsyn. and Rebuilding Russie, an 

extension of the Letter to Soviet Leaders of 1974, was not perceived as significant 

enough to merit rnuch more than brief mention in The New York nmes and Newsweek? 

Keeping in mind Solzhenitsyn's amazing literary and political productivity during the 1960s 

and 1970s, his body of work ftorn 197 8 to 1994 seems uncharacteristically thin, perhaps 

the work of a man who knew he had lost his audience. In those later years, Solzhenitsyn 

chose to abandon further analysis of the West and instead refocused his intellect on the 

issue which he had always considered to be paramount: the future of Russia. This topic 

did not appear to interest his American critics to any serious extent, and presurnably 

neither did that of Sokhenitsyn. fhus his entire career in the United States was truly lived 

out in the short years of 1974 to 1978. A logical and important question for the 1990s, 

then, is, What happened to Solzhenitsyn? 

It is the contention here that Solzhenitsyn was relegated to intellectual exile in the 

United States as a direct result of the fact thôt his American critics felt that he had failed 

ihem. They had had certain expectations of him. baseâ on their impressions of his years 

For reviews of Rebuilding Russia see Francis X. Clines, "Russia Gets Call by Solzhenitsyn for 
Slavic State," The New York Times (19 September 1990), Al, A8; 'Solzhenitsyn and the Slavic 
Dreamt Newsweek (1 October 1990). 42; Sophie Quinndudge, 'Retreat from Empire," Far 
Eastern Economic Review 150:43 (1990), 23-4; John Gray, 'Solzhenitsyn's Flawed Blueprint,' 



in the Soviet Union and their assumptions of his political and ideological compatibility with 

the West. It had soon become evident that Solzhenitsyn was not in fact what his critics 

had assumed hirn to be. and their idolisation in the early period was rapidly replaced with 

pewasive charges of his ignorance, his archaic religiosity and rejections of his baseless 

and unfair criticisms of the West as explicated in the Hantard Address. Very little of what 

Solzhenitsyn thought of the West in the years from 1974 to 1978 was what Americans 

had wanted or expected to hear, and the reality of his views was shocking. 

Solzhenitsyn's speedy tumble from his intellectual pedestal in the eyes of the American 

press and academic community was the consequence of his failure to live up to their 

expectattons of him. 

What, specifhlly, were those American expectations which Solzhenitsyn, and, in 

particular the H 8 ~ 8 r d  Address, failed so completely to fulfil? They may be summarised 

as the following: he was expected to laud American democracy after witnessing first-hand 

the brutality of life under Soviet Communism, and to revere liberalism after suwiving 

totalitarianism. He was expected to appreciate a legal system premised on the rule of law 

after suffering from the consequences of living in a lawless society. After struggling for 

years to publish his works a country where censorship ruled, he was expected to rejoice 

in Western freedorn of the press. He was supposed to support the humanitarian decision 

to withdraw American troops from Vietnam. Finally, Solzhenitsyn was expected to view 

Western prosperity as proof of its superiority as a nation. These were the general 

expectations which the members of the American press and academic communities seem 

to have had of Sokhenitsyn in 9978, based on their perceptions of him from earlier years. 

The Harvard Address expressed none of these sentiments. hstead, 

Solzhenitsyn denigrated the electoral process and labelleci Western political elites 

cowardly bullies. Hk American audience was informecl that their chenshed legal system 

was immoral and, at times, utterly unethical. He criticised the press as sensationalistic, 

The GIobe and Mail (21 March 1992), C20, and Daniel P+ Moynihan. "Two Cheew for 



superficial and irresponsible with its freedom. He rejected the very foundation of the 

modem West by categorising the Enlightenment as a mistake h m  which al1 Western ills 

were derived, and he had the efkontery to state that despite the horrors of Soviet 

Communism, Russia remained spiritually superior to the West. Where he was expected 

to applaud Western strength, he argued its unmistakable decline and pointed to the 

American withdrawal fmm Vietnam as symptomatic of its weakness. Finally, he refused 

to admit to the desirability of Western standards and institutions for the future 

rehabilitation of Russia. Clearly, the speech was not what Americans had expected to 

hear from a man who had enjoyed two years of comple!e freedom in the United States. 

Early Arnerican expectations of Solzhenitsyn ail evolved from one simple 

supposition: if one was against the Soviet Union, then one was necessarily for the West, 

Concurrently, if one was anti-Communism, then one was obviously pro-democracy. 

Therefore, since Solzhenitsyn was clearty against them, he was certainly for us. This 

perception of the cultural and political distinctions between a Soviet dissident in opposition 

to totalitarianism and the free, liberal democratic West was, aside from being misleading 

and limiting, utterly usetess for any worthwhile understanding of Solzhenitsyn. He 

believed that as a Christian thinker, he ûanscended political categories and was operating 

outside of the popular paradigm. The early responses failed to recognise that any 

application of this model to Solzhenitsyn's thought would be ultimately futile, and the 

overwhelming reaction was one of defensive confusion and misplaced anget. 

Based on their superficial analyses of the Harvard Addmss, the early responses 

understood Solzhenitsyn to be anti-Western. The latet academic responses, though 

generally less vitrialic, perpetuated this impression through more subtie applications of 

the same model. Neither group could or would view Solzhenitsyn's ideas outside of this 

lirniting and extraordinarily simplistic analytial ftamework, and thus both failed to 

r eqn i se  that he was, in fact, neilher pro- nor anti-West, but infinitely more cornplex. As 

Solzhenitsyn," the New York Times Book Revbw (24 November 1991), 9,11. 



a Christian üiinker and artist, his perceptions and criticisms of the West were not rooted in 

antipathy or arrogance, but rather In his devout belief in the moral universe. The Harvanl 

Addmss was the fullest exposition of Solzhenitsyn's rellgious convictions as they applied 

to his analysis of the state of the modem West, and the persistent adherence of his critics 

to the Western-Soviet dichotomy prevented them from appreciating the subtext and 

motivations of his thought. Solzhenitsyn could not be accurately categorised within 

contemporary American political categories because they simply did not apply to him; as 

a Christian he spoke from a different tradition, one which his critics could or would not 

understand. 

The early reactions to the Harvard Addmss in the press lend great credence to 

the argument that such criticisms of Me West were unexpected. Where was the freedom- 

fighter, the liberal democrat? Where was the victim of Soviet Communism who had been 

expected to profess his admiration for the West? The answer is that that man had never 

existed in the first place. The popular perceptions of Solzhenitsyn in the years before his 

exile to the West which persisted almost unchanged until 1978 were entirely the creation 

of American intellectuals themselves, who forrnulated their own ideas of who Solzhenitsyn 

was and what he believed. What had been grounds for a vague suspicion of 

Solzhenitsyn's true thought with the Letter to Soviet Leaders became glaringly obvious 

after the Harvard Address: Solzhenitsyn was not what he was supposed to be. 

And so the backfash against him began. In the place of their daring liberal hero 

stood a Christian thinker who emphasised morality and ethics over political and civil 

freedoms, truth over easy explanations, spirituality over materialism, communality over 

individuality. Solzhenitsyn was not at al1 appreciative of the things which defined the 

West, and his criticisms shocked his audiencs, which had clung to its fictional image of 

him as one who wanted to be one of them. He was refuted, rejected as a viable thinker, 

dismissed on the basis of his religiosity, and almost completely misunderstood. By 1980 

he had been pushed aside as an ungratelul guest in the country which had given him 



refuge from persecution. Arnerlcan lntellectuals shook their heads; he had failed them, he 

was not what they had been sure he was. But how could that be? The politics of the 

cultural cold war were clear. If one was against the Soviet Union then one was for the 

West. Where was Solzhenitsyn? In basic ternis, Solzhenltsyn was fimly grounded in the 

Christian tradition, bound by hls beliefs in morality, ethics and spirituality and not at al1 

influenced by the politics of secularism. This was his failure in the eyes of his American 

critics, and it served as sufficient justification for his intellectual banishment in the United 

States, 

The question remains, however, as to whether or not the recognition and 

exploration of Solzhenitsyn as a Christian artist in the period immediately following the 

Harvard Address would have made any difference in the contemporary critical estimations 

of him. In retrospect, it is not likely that such an understandhg of him would have 

forestalled the essentially hostile nature of the early responses. The American press was, 

after all, the foremost instniment of the Cold War, in both political and cultural terrns. 

Pmper contextualisation of Solrhenitsyn as a Christian artist and thinker would likely not 

have detractecl from the predictably political interpretations of his ideas. However, it may 

be asserted that study of the Christian roots of Solzhenitsyn's thought would have had an 

appreciable, if not considerable, impact on the nature of the later evaluations of the 

Address. Tmditionally, Western academia has been far more accepting of theology as a 

legitimate influence on political and social theory. As such, comprehensive study of the 

principles and beliefa of Christianity in conjuncüon with the works of Solzhenitsyn wouM 

have perhaps lent him the air of intellectual credibility which he was denied. 

Subsequently, the authors of the later responses might have been better able to 

understand the Haward Addmss, and thus able to refute the initial charges that the 

Addmss was the rantings of an ignorant, anti-Westem Russian theocrat with studies of 

the speech as a valid Christian analysis of the West and its pmblems. Unfortunately, this 



line of thought is purely speculative; in reality the later respondents were as reluctant as 

their predecesson to explore the impact of Solzhenitsyn's personality on his thought. 

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn is a complex figure in modern history. The combination 

of soldkr, prisoner, author, dissident and intellectual in one man presents a daunting 

picture for historians, political scientists and literary critics alike. The search for his true 

identity is complicated by a sea of conflicting views and multidisciplinary understandings 

of him. To study Solzhenitsyn is to step into an intellectual morass of Soviet history and 

Western ideology, the politics of secularism and the power of Christianity, classical 

Russian philosophy and modem American political theory. There is no easy path toward 

constructing new, more rewarding understandings of him, How, then, can we in the 

1990s begin to frame a proper contextualisation of Solzhenitsyn? 

It is the central argument of this thesis that this process must begin with the 

acknowledgement and examination of the impact of Christianity on Solzhenitsyn's life and 

works. This focus reveals a crucial link between al1 of the differing images and 

interpretations of him, and it allows us to finally reconcile Solzhenitsyn the Author with 

Solzhenitsyn the Historian, Solzhenitsyn the Political Theorist with Solzhenitsyn the Social 

Critic, Solzhenitsyn the Hero with Solzhenitsyn the Outcast. It was not generally 

recognised, for example, that his opposition to Soviet Communism and his criticisms of 

the West were both conceived and expresseci through Christianity; or that both his works 

literature and political thought are premised on Christian principles and his Christian 

cornmitment to the restaration of human morality and spiritual rehabilitation, All of the 

different aspects of his life and thought converge in and extend Rom his personal 

religiosity; they are the basic prernise of al1 that he thinks, wtites and speaks, and for this 

reason they must be explored. 

Therefore, it was not that Solztienitsyn failed to fulfil the expectations of his 

American criücs. Rather, they failed him by refusing to set aside their own presumptions, 

by neglectrng to give him a full hearing, for their unwillingness or inability to admit to his 



complexity or to explore the depüis of his thought. They were unprepared as a critical 

audience to evaluate ttie Hervad Address on its own tenns, and in its own language. 

The result has been two decades of work and ttiought which cannot conttibute in any 

meaningful way to the contextualisation of Solzhenitsyn in the 1990s. It is the contention 

of this thesis that if current historians, political scientists and literary critics are to succeed 

where our predecessors fell short, we must begin with the acceptance of Christianity and 

Christian principles as the key to the author, the dissident, the poet, the icon, the critic and 

the outcast. Such an approach will lead us away from the miscornprehensions of the past 

and away from simplistic, unsatisfying analyses. Most irnportantly, this will lead us to 

Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn. 



APPENDIX A 
BREF CHRONOLOGY OF SOUHENITSYN'S LIFE, l9l?-lW8 

lsai Solzhenitsyn married Taisiya Zakharovna Shcherbak. lsai 
was a student of linguistics at the University of Moscow until he 
was draffed into the Russian army in 1914. He served as a front 
line artillery officer for almost the entire war and received three 
officers' decorations. 

June: lsai Solzhenitsyn died at home in a hunting accident. 

Decernber 11: Aleksandr lsayevich Solzhenitsyn was bom in 
Kislovodsk, a northem Caucasian resort town. 

Taisiya and Solzhenitsyn moved to Rostov-na-Donu (Rostov-on- 
Don). Taisya was employed as a typist and stenographer; 
Solzhenitsyn's childhood was spent in extrerne poverty. 

At the age of 1 1, Solzhenitsyn joined the Young Pioneers 
because of peer-pressure. The Young Pioneers were the 
junior wing of the Communist Party's youth movement, the 
Komsomol, and were organised in a similar manner as the 
Hitler Youths and with like aims. 

Febniary 31 : Solzhenitsyn's matemal grandmother Evdokia died 
in Georgievsk. Solzhenitsyn's mother arranged a mernorial 
mass in her Rostov church, which both she and her son attended. 
This event was not reported to the authorities, however, several of Solzhenitsyn's 
classmates informed their schoolmaster and he was 
reprimanded for 'conduct unbecoming a Young Pioneer'. 

Solzhenitsyn graduated from the Rostov-on-Don intermediate 
school with high marks in Russian and science. 

He made his first attempts to publish some of hfs stories, to no 
avail. In addition, he began to collect material on the Samsonov 
catastrophe, ' which provided the maln therne of August, 19 14. 

Solzhenitsyn entered Rostov University in the Faculty of 
Mathematics and Physics. It was hem that he met his future first 

The so-calleâ 'Sarnsonov catastrophe' of August 1914 followed the Russians' defeat at the 
Batüe of Tannenburg. Bound by a secret treaty with the French, Russia launched an offensive 
within twenty days of mobilisation, directed at Eastern Prussia. "During the last fortnight of August 
[1914] the two [Russian] amies of General Rennenkampf and General Samsonov, powerful in 
numben but in little else, fumbld their opportunity, were outwitted by the (German] enemy, failed 
to effect a junction and were cut up separately. Two entire Russian army corps surrendered; 
Samsonov committed suicide." See Richard Chaques, The Twilighf of lmpenél Russia (London: 
Oxford University Press, 1958). 58 and W. Bruce Lincoln, Passage ihrough Amageddon: The 
Russians in War and RewI&n, 1914-1918 (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1 Q86), 69-78. 



wife, Natalya Alexeyevna Reshetovskaya, a fellow first-year 
student, 
Solzhenitsyn began a No-year course in literature at MllFLl (the 
lnstitute of History, Philosophy and Literature) in Moscow by 
correspondence. This was accomplished simultaneously with the 
final two years of his study at Rostov University. 

Apri127: Solzhenitsyn and Reshetovskaya married. She retained 
her maiden name, as was perrnissible by Soviet law. 

Solzhenitsyn and Reshetovskaya graduated from Rostov 
University; he with a licentiate in Mathematics and Physics and 
she with a licentiate in Physical Chemistry and later, 
Biochemistry. 

October 18: Solzhenitsyn was drafted. He began his military 
career as a driver of the transport wagons due to fragile health. 

Solzhenitsyn entered an intensive year-long course at artillery 
officer school from which he graduated a Second Lieutenant. 
He served as the Commander of the listening post of a 
reconnaissance battery of the advanced front line. He soon rose 

the ranks to Lieutenant and First Lieutenant, 

1944 January 17: Taisiya Solzhenitsyn died of tuberculosis. Solzhenitsyn 
was at the front and did not leam of his mother's death until many 
months later. 

Solzhenitsyn was awarded two medals of bravery: the Order of the 
Patriotic War and the Order of ttie Red Star. 

1945 January: Solzhenitsyn was promoted to the rank of Captain and 
Battery Commander. 

February: Solzhenitsyn was arrested at the front by SMERSH2 and 
denounced as a traitor. He was interrogated for four months in the 
Butyrki Prison in Moscow. 

July 7: Solzhenitsyn was sentenced in absentia to eight years' 
hard labour and eternal exile in the ITL? The sentence was 
adminktered by an OSO.' 

1946 Sofzhenitsyn was moved to the Marfino prison, a special facility for 
political prisoners outside Moscow, It was a shamshka, a scientific 
research institut8 operated under the aegis of the MVD and the 
MGB? The prison was run almost entirely by its inmates. who were 

through 

SMERSH was the counter-espionage section of the NKVD (the People's Commissariat of 
Internal Affairs). The acronym was derived from the Russian saying Smerch Shpionam, 
translated as 'Death to Spies'. See M. K. Dziewanowski, A History of Soviet Russia. 2"d ed. (New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1 985), 266. 

ITL was the aaonym of aie Soviet system of 'correction' camps. 
An OS0 or ûsobojm Soveshcharip was a special NKVD military tribunal. 
The MVD was the Soviet Ministry of the Interior and the MG6 the Ministry of State Security. 



all intellectuals with scientifk training. His term here provided 
the material for fhe Fimt Cide. 
Solzhenitsyn was transferred to a labour camp for political prisoners 
in the town of Ekibastuz, in north-eastem Kazakhstan. 
Çebniary: Solzhenitsyn was released from the GULAG? He 
remained under surveillance in a transit camp while en route to 
Kok-Terek (Kazakhstan) ta serve out his sentence of eternal 
exile. 

March 5: Josef Stalin died. 

Winter: Solzhenitsyn was dying of stomach cancer, He was finally 
pennitted by the NKVD Commandant of Kok-Terek to travel to a 
cancer clinic in Tashkent (the capital of Uzbekistan) for treatment. 

Spring: Solzhenitsyn was treated with radium therapy and it saved 
his life, alttiough it didn't cure the cancer completely. This experience 
provided the material for the story 'The Right Hand' and the novel 
Cancer Ward. 

Solzhenitsyn began writing The First Circle. 

February 6: Solzhenitsyn's tenn of eternal exile was reviewed as a 
direct result of Khnishchev's destalinization program,' begun at 
the Twentieth Party Congress a few days earlier. Solzhenitsyn was 
officially re-habilitated by the Military Collegiurn of the Suprerne 
Court of the USSR." 

June: Sofzhenitsyn left Kok-Terek and returned to European 
Russia. He settfed in the village of Ryazan, one hundred miles 
south-east of Moscow. He took a teaching post there in Mathematics. 
Reshetovskaya joined him there and he and began work on One Day 
in the Life of lvan Denisovitch. 

December: Solzhenitsyn finished The FIist Circle and One Day 
in the Life of /van Denisovitch. 

October: At the TwentySecond Party Congress, Aleksandr 
Tvardovsky (Editor-ln-Chief of the literary magazine Novy Mir) 
made a speech which encouraged Soviet writers to write 'the whole 
truth'. Solzhenitsyn submitted One Oay h the Life of /van 
Denisovitch to Novy Mir for publication. Tvardovsky was 
enthusiastic, and sent copies of the manuscript to several high- 
ranking Party writers and to Khrushchev for approval. 

GUlAG was the acronym for Glavnoye upravlenl'ye fagere, or 'The Main Administration of the 
Camps'. 

Khn~shchev's 'de-StalinizationD program began with his denunciation of Stalin's 'personality cult' 
and his crimes in a 'secret speech' addressed to the Twentieth Party Congress in early 1956. His 
intent was purely political; he sought to increase popular support for the Party. To this end, 
among other acts, he rehabilitated alrnost 8,000 political prisoners Mat year. of which 
Solzhenitsyn was one. See Dziewanowski, 31 3-330. 

See Leopold L a M z  d.. SolzheniZsyn: A Documentary Record 2"0 ed. (London: Penguin Books 
Ltd., 1974), 16. 



1961 November 3: Khrushchev included the issue of the publication of 
One Day at a meeting of the Presidium and sfter much debate. 
it was approved for inclusion in the November 1962 edition of Novy 
Mir. 

1 962 Winter: Solzhenitsyn stopped teaching for good. Poorly translated 
editbns of One Day h the Fife of luan Denisovitch were published 
in the West. 

November 18: Konstantin Simonov, lzvestia. 'The story One Day 
in the Life of /van Denisoviich is written with the sure hand of 
a mature, unique master." 

November 20: The eleventh edition of Novy Mirwas distributed in 
Moscow and Leningrad and it sold out almost immediately. The 
press, and particulariy the Party papers, published rave reviews of 
the novel. 

November 23: Vladimir Ermilov, "In the Narne of Truth, in the 
Name of Cife," Pravda. "There a n  be no doubt that the fight 
against the consequences of Stalin's personality cult ... will 
continue to Facilitate the appearance of works of art outstanding 
for their ever increasing artistic value, their ever deeper 
closeness to the people, works reflecting Our contemporary life 
and the creative labor of Our people ..." 

December 26: L. F. Ilichev, a Secretary of the Central Committee 
of the CPSU9 made a speech at a meeting of the Party 
ldeological Commission, published in Literatumaya Gazeta on 
January 10, 1963. for the story One Day in the Life of lvan 
Denisoviich ... as you know, the story deals with a bitter subject, 
but it is not written from a decadent (Western] viewpoint. Works 
like this inspire respect for the laboring man, and the Party 
supports them." 

1963 January: Solzhenitsyn's short stories 'An Incident at 
Krechetovka Station' and 'Matryona's Home' were published in 
Novy W. One Day in the tib of lvan Oenisovitch was published in 
its own roman-gezeta series. The Mt edition ran 750 000 copies, 

January 25: Viktor Bukhanov (an APN correspondent), 
'Visiting Solthenitsyn in Russia,' Lifemtumaye Gazete. The 
story was complimentary; he wtote that Solzhenitsyn was 
imprisoned in 1945 *on a false chargem. 

CPSU was the eaonym far the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 



Febniary: Soviet national publishing house Sovetsky Pisatel 
pu blished One Day in the Life of /van Denisovifcn in book form. 
nie fint edition ran 100 000 copies. 

Spring: Solzhenitsyn was accepted into the Union of Soviet Writers 
without having submftted an application. His admission was 
protested by the Ryazan branch, and was unusual in that it was 
achieved very quickly and mat the Ryazan writers were not 
consulted with regard to the decision. 

1 963 Bulgaria, Hungary, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia published 
translated wples of One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisavitch. 
Bulgaria and Hungary later ceased publishing Solzhenitsyn's 
works in concordance with Moscow's deepening hostility to the 
writer; Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia continued to do so despite 
Ulis. 

Match 7-8: A meeting of the Presidium was held and attended by 
high-ranking members of the literary and artistic communities. At 
this meeting Khrushchev, encountering serious opposition to his 
plan of further liberalisation of the arts, decisively backed down. 
Tvardovsky had spent the better part of a year trying to convince 
Khrushchev to abolish literary censorship, prompting Khrushchev 
to take the matter to the other members of the Presidfum. 

March 8: Khrushchev praised Solzhenitsyn in a speech which 
was published by Pmvda on March 10 and by Literatumaya 
Gazeta on March 12. "The Party gives its backing to artistic 
creations which are really tnithful, whatever negative aspects of 
llfe they may deal with, so long as they help the people in their 
effort to build a new society, and so long as they strengthen and 
weld together the people's forces." lmmediately after the 
publication of this article, a rigid ban was imposed on works dealing 
with the time of Stalin's 'personality cult'. 

April: Solzhenitsyn began Cancer Ward. 

April2: Mikhail Sokolov, Literatumaya Gazeta. 1t  is impossible 
to agree with those who daim that we had a period of disorder, of 
Weological hesitation. There was no disorder whatsoever, no sort 
of hesitation either among literary people or among othen.. .We 
went where the Party called us." 

July: Solzhenitsyn's short story 'For the Good of the Cause' was 
published in Novy Mir and it was imrnediately attacked by the Soviet 
press. 

October 19: The Editors, Liiemtumaya Gazeta. -A keen 
ideological batüe is going on in the modern world, And we rnust 
not for a single moment lower our iûeological and ethical 
standards in out assessrnent of literary worîcs. It is because we 
respect [Solzhenitsyn's] talent that we cannot make allowance for 
mis] arüsk rnistakes.' 



December 28: One Day tn the Life of Ivan Denisovich was put 
forward by the Editorial Board of Novy Mir, seconded by the 
Central State Archives of Literature and Art, for the 1964 Lenin 
Prim in Literature. 

Sotzhenitsyn submitted three copies of The Fint Ciicle to Novy Mir 
for publication. It was accepted. 

January 30: Pmvda published a very favourable review of One 
Day in the Life of lvan Denisovitch. 
February 19: The Moscow newspapets printed the final considerations 
for the Lenin Prize in Literature, One Day in the Life of lvan 
Oenisoviich was on the list. 

April: This month marked the beginning of Solzhenitsyn's disfavour 
in the Soviet press and govemrnent. 

April 1 1 : Pravda. ". . Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn's short novel 
deserves a positive assessment but it cannot be placed among 
such outstanding works which are worthy of the Lenin Prize." 

April22: (Lenin's birthday) 0. Honchar's novel The Sheep-Bell 
was announced as the winner of the 1964 Lenin Prize for Literature. 

October: Khrushchev was removed from power and was replaced by 
Brezhnev, who irnrnediately re-entrenched 'socialist realism' as 
the Soviet art f~mi . '~  

The journal Kommunist published an article by N. G. Egorychev, 
a First Secretary of the Moscow Party Committee. In this, he laid 
out the new policy directives regarding literary works topically 
concerned with the Stalin era. He specifically attacked One Day in 
the Life of lvan Denisovitch, and charged it as overrated as well as 
ideologically and artistically suspect. 

One Day in the tif8 of lvan Denisovitch was published in Cuba. 

January: Aleksandr Tvardovsky, Novy Mir. "HOW diffkult it is in 
our literary life to get rid of the sad legacy of the past years, when 
all kinds of falsification and distortion of truth were flourishing, 

Io 'Socialist realism' as an art fom was flrst introduced by Stalin in 1934. The concept was 
essenüally that all art forms were to provide a 'vamished' version of reality; that is, reflect Soviet 
reality as it should or could be, notas it necessarily was. In addition, this fom of artistic 
expression should be obviously identifiable in any work so that even the uneducated could 'get the 
message'. Its defnnition according ta the Union of Soviet Writers was as follows: "It demands of the 
artist the truthfully, historically concrete representation of reality in its revolutionary devetopment. 
Moreover, the truthfulness and historical concreteness of the artistic representation of reality must 
be linked with the task of ideological transformation and education of workers in the spirit of 
Socialism." As quoted in Dziewanowski, 220. Ironically, as Nicholas V. Riasanovsky noted, 
"Solzhenitsyn's Wtings may well be considered to represent the long-delayed success of socialist 
realism: they foais on central problems and situations of Soviet life; they deal with cornmon 
pmple. ..; they am meant for the masses; and they are certainly realistic.* Seo Nicholas V. 
Riasanovsky, A Histoty of Russie, S" ed. (London: Oxford University Press. 1993), 586. 



creating among the people a distrust of the printed word ...[ One 
Day in the Ufe of /van Denbovitch], published two years aga, 
simply had to be created.. .The reader badly needs the full truth 
about life; he is sickened by evasiveness and hypocrisy.. ." 
Spring: Solzhenitsyn's 'Miniature Stories' (prose poems) were 
published in samizdat1' fonn in Grani, a Russian-language journal 
based in West Germany. 

1965 March 29: Brezhnev made a speech in which he made it clear 
that the Party would 'lead an uncompromising struggle against al1 
appearances of ideologies irrelevant to us." 

April: In anticipation of the twentieth anniversary of the Russian 
victory over Nazi Germany articles dedicated to the memory of 
Stalin are published prolifically in Lileratumaya Gazeta, Pravda 
and others. This was another manifestation of Brezhnev's 
new line'. 

Sumrner: Solzhenitsyn was infomed by the Editorial Board of Navy 
Mir that although they had accepted The First Cinle for publication, 
it seemed unlikely that they would be granted permission to publish it, 

Falk Authors Andrei Sinyavsky and Yuri Daniel were arrested and 
charged with srnuggling their anti-Soviet works to the West. 
Sinyavsky received seven years irnprisonment with hard labour, 
Daniel received five. This was met with much protest within the 
Russian literary community, which in tum sparked arrests and purges in 
the artists' unions and organisations. 

September 8: Solzhenitsyn asked Novy Mir to retum the three 
copies of The Fkst Cimie which he had submitted in early 1964 for 
minor corrections. They did, and as he had other business to 
attend to in Mosww before returning to Ryazan, he left the 
copies with a friend frorn the camps, Teush. 

September 11 : Teush's apartment was searched by the KGB. The 
three copies of The Fimt CiTcle were confiscated, as were 
Solzhenitsyn's personal literary archives which containecl materiaf 
dating back twenty years. lncluded in this material was a copy of 
the play 'The Feast of the Victors,' which Solzhenitsyn had composed 
in his head while in Ekibastuz. It was never intended for publication. 

Solzhenitsyn wrote a formal letter of protest to P. N. Demictiev, 
Chairman of the Central Cornmittee's ldeological Commission, and also 
to Brezhnev and Andropov. He requested that the copies be returned 
to either him or Novy Mir. He received no responses. 

l1 Samizdat literally translates as 'self-publishing'. The process has a long tradition in both Imperia1 
and Soviet Russia. Often, banned or censored works are reproduced independently by readers 
who have managed to aquire a copy. Both copies are then passed on, and the process is 
repeateâ over and over again. often resulthg in thousands circulating within a very short period of 
time. Samizdat books were also most often those which were smuggled out of the Soviet Union to 
Western publishing houses. See Riasanovsky, 556. 



This marked the beginning of open conflict between Solzhenitsyn 
and the Party maehinery. "It symbolized the struggle between those 
who believed in the need for freedom of thought and freedorn ta 
analyre reality, and certain officiais who wished to impose state 
and idedogical contmls upon al1 fonns of creative activity?' 

Neither Solzhenitsyn nor One Day in the Life of lvan Denisovilch 
were mentioned in the Soviet press anymore. This marked the 
beginning of the campaign to make Solzhenitsyn into a 'non- 
person' in the Soviet Union. 
January: Novy Mir published Solzhenitsyn's short story 'Zakhar- 
Kalita'. This was the last work of Solzhenitsyn's to be formally 
published in the USSR. At this time, the KG6 began to take a 
serious interest in Solzhenitsyn. 

March 29-Apri18: The Twenty-Third Party Congress. This 
Congress signified the end of the intellectual 'thaw' which had 
characterised Khnishchev's rule. Brezhnev's directive of 
continued artistic immersion in 'socialist realism' was entrenched. 

Surnmer: Solzhenitsyn finished the first part of Cancer Ward. At 
the end of July, he submitted it to Novy Mir, it was accepted. To 
facilitate its chances for publication, Solzhenitsyn arranged 
to have the novel discussed at a meeting of the Moscow branch of 
the Writers' Union. 

November 17: The Moscow branch of the Writers' Union met 
and discussed Cancer Ward." They were enthusiastic and 
recommended it for publication. By December the novel was 
circulating widely in samizdat form. 

May 15-16: Solzhenitsyn rnailed 250 copies of his 'Open Letter to the 
Fourth Writers' Congress' to the members of the Presidiurn of the 
Congress, its delegates, the attending non-delegated writers and to 
various newspaper and journal editors, Solzhenitsyn was not invited 
to attend the Congress. 

May 22: Th8 Fourth Writers' Congress opened in honour of the 
fiftieth anniversary of Soviet power. Solztienitsyn's letter was the 
topic of much discussion behind the scenes, but was not formally 
read, discussed or even mentioned. The Soviet press declined to 
publish the letter. 

June: The second part of Cancer Wenl was circulating in 
samizdat form. 

June 12: Solzhenitsyn met with four Secretaries of the Writersm 
Union to discuss the slander campaign which had been mounted 

l2 Zhores A. Mdvedev, Ten Yeats ARer lvan Den&oviîch, trans. Hilary Sternberg (London: 
Macmillan London Ltd., 1973), 48. 
l3 For the wrnplete transctl*pt of this meeting, see Labedz, 87409. 



against hm." and also to protest the delay in the publication of 
Cancer Ward. Solzhenitsyn wamed the Secretaries that the book 
was circulating in samizdat out of hls control, and that it could be 
published at any time in the West regardless of his wishes. 

Septernber 12: Solzhenitsyn sent out a new letter of protest 
addressed to al1 forty-two Secretaries of the Writets' Union. He 
castigated the Union for failing to protect him against the sfander 
campaign and for not investigaüng the matter of Cancer Wads 
delayed publication. 

1967 September 22: A special session of the Board of the Union of 
Soviet Writen met16 and issued an appeal to Solzhenitsyn 
(who was present) to publicly denounce the manner in which his 
name and works were being rnanipulated by the West for anti- 
Soviet purposes. 

Solzhenitsyn refused on the grounds that since the rumours and 
accusations were being printed abroad, and not in the USSR, the 
Soviet people would have no idea what he was talking about. He 
warited the Union to issue a statement in his defence, ln short, the 
situation remained unresolved and only further confused. 

October: Tvardovsky received permission from the Secretariat of 
the Writers' Union to sign a contract with Solzhenitsyn to publish 
Cancer Ward, and to send the novel to the type-setters. It was 
proposed that the first part appear in the January 1968 edition of 
Novy Mir. 

October 5: Pmvda Editor-in-Chief Mikhail Zimyanin made a 
speech at the House of Press in Leningrad, whic), was later 
published in Sumy. uAt the moment, Solzhenitsyn occupies an 
important place in the propaganda of capitalist govemments. He 
too is a psychologically unbalanced person, a schizophrenic. 
Formerly he was a prisoner and justly or unjustly was 
subsequently subjected to reptession. Now he takes his revenge 
against the governinent through his literary work. The only topic 
he is able to write about is life in a concentration camp. This 
topic has becorne an obsession with him. ..He doesn't see 
anything positive in our society." 

December, Novy Miis proof of Cancer Werd was sent to the 
Central Committee for approval. The Central Committee decreed 
that the decision was to be made by îhe Secretariat of the Writers' 
Union. There it was rejected despite Tvardovsky's impassioned 
campaign for its approval. 

'' Among the many rumoun circulating, the most common ones were that Solzhenitsyn had been 
a Geman POW (and therefore a traitor), that his ancestors were kulaks (wealîhy peasants on 
whorn Stalin had declared a personal war) and mat he was allowing the money accnied from 
foreign royalties to be used for anti-Soviet activities in the West. 
j5 For a complet8 transcript of this meeting, sem Labedz, 132-1 54. 



1968 FebruaryIMarch: ldeological conferences were held in al1 Party 
districts. The main theme was the impossibility of ideological co- 
existence between the USA and the USSR, Party rnembers were 
specifically instructed to denounce Solzhenitsyn's 'role' in 
providing the West with the ammunition it needed to begin an 
ideological war. 

April: By the middle of April, it was obvious that both The Fint 
Cide and Cancer Ward had been smuggled to the West as 
unauthorised copies were reieased both in the original Russian 
and in translation. Solzhenitsyn's position became increasingly 
untenable. 

A telegram was sent to Novy Miifrom Grani, notification that 
Gmni was going to publish a copy of Cancer Watd, received 
from Victor Louid6 

1968 Solzhenitsyn irnmediately sent a letter of protest to the Secretariat 
of the Writers' Union in which he made it clear that he had no desire 
to çee his books published in pooriy translated editions in the West. 
He also questioned the telegram's veracity, as Victor Louis was 
not given a copy of Cancer Wad. His letter was never acknowledged. 

Aprii 25: Solzhenitsyn sent letters to Literafumaya Gazeta, Le 
Monde and L'Unit#' in whlch he protested the unauthorised 
foreign publication of his works, specifically Cancer Ward. He 
stated emphatically that no foreign publisher had ever received a 
manuscript from him nor his permission to publish any of his 
work. 

L'Un& published the letter irnrnediately. "1 declare that no foreign 
publisher has received a manuscript of Cancer Wafd from me, 
nor any authorization to publish it. Therefore I do not recognize 
as legal any publication of this novel, present or future, done 
without my authorization, and I do not grant that anyone else can 
hold the copyright. .," 
Literatumaya Gazeta did not publish the letter until June 26, 
when it was accompanied by an article denouncing the West for using 
Solzhenitsyn's name for anti-Soviet propaganda. 

June: Meratumaya Gazele published rumours about Solzhenitsyn's 
imminent expulsion fram the Writers' Union. 

Decernber 1 1 : Solzhenitsyn's fiftieth birthday. Traditionally, this 
was treated as a landmark; it was customary for the Literatumaya 
Gazeta to publish congratulations to those rnernbers of the Writers' 
Union on this occasion in varying degrees in accordance to their 
prominence. Solztienitsyn r6~8ived no mention at al1 in any Soviet 
literary publication However, he did receive over 500 international 
telegrams and letters of congratulations at the offices of Novy Mir 

See Winter, 1969. 
l7 An ltalian Communist Party newspaper. 



and another 100 at his home in Ryazan. 

1969 Solzhenitsyn was awarded a special literary prize in France for the 
best translated work (me F h t  CimI8). 

He was elected an honorary member of the American Academy of 
Arts and Sciences (Boston) and the Arnerlcan Academy of Arts 
and Letters (New York). 

Solzhenitsyn began August, 1914. 

July 26: The Moscow journal Ogonyok published a statement 
from eleven respected 'Party' authors accusing Novy Mir of 
publishing works which were blasphemous and anti-Soviet in 
sentiment. 

November 5: The Ryazan branch of the Writers' Union expelled 
Solzhenitsyn in a meeting held In Moscow, He was not informed of 
the meeting until the last minute and was unable to attend, as 
Ryazan was a four-hour drive from Moscow. 

1969 November 12: Solzhenitsyn's expulsion was publicly announced in 
Litemtumaya Gazeta. *A meeting has been held of the Ryazan 
writers' organiration, concerned with problems of the 
intensification of ideologicat-educative work. ,.ln this connection 
the participants ... unanimously noted that the behavior of A. 
Solzhenitsyn was of an anti-social nature and fundamentally 
conflicted with the principles and aims formulated in the 
Constitution of the Union of Writers of the USSR ... Proceeding 
frorn this, the meeting of the Ryazan writen' organization 
resoived to expel A. Solzhenitsyn from the Writers' Union of the 
USSR." 

Soviet intellectuals barely protested; however, Western authors were 
voluble in their condemnation of the Writers' Union. 

November 12: Solzhenitsyn sent a letter to the Secretariat of 
the Writers' Union protesting his expulsion. 

November 18: Les Lettres  française^,^^ signed by, among 
othen, Jean-Paul Sartre, Louis Aragon and Alain Prevost, 
rnembers of the french National Writers' Cornmittee. "The 
expulsion of Solzhenitsyn from the Union of Soviet Writers, first 
announced, then denied, and finally confirmed, with the 
'concerted propaganda' technique to which we are getting 
accustomed, constitutes in Vie eyes of the whole world a 
monumental mistake but helps wnfirm the view of socialism as 
propagated by its enemies ...* 

November 26: Litemtumaya Gazeta accused Sokhenitsyn of 
allowing his Western royalties to be given to an 'International 

A French Communist newspaper. 



Rescue Cornmittee' for anti-Soviet activities. This was a serious 
allegation. 

December 3: Letter to K. Fedinlg h m  various pmminent Western 
authors including, among others, Arthur Miller, John Updike, 
Truman Capote, Heinrich 6611, and Kurt Vonnegut. "We reject the 
conception that an artists' refusal humbly to accept state censorship 
is in any sense criminal in a civilized society, or that publication by 
foreigners of his books is ground for persecuting him ... We sign our 
names as men of peace declaring our solidarity with Aleksandr 
Solzhenitsyn's defense of those fundamental rights of the human spirit 
which unites civilized people everywhere." 

Victor ~ o u i s , ~  '1s Solzhenitsyn nice?*, Survey (WlnterlSpring 
1969). "Solzhenitsyn is not a Tolstoy, but he appears to be 
becorning one gradually, although only in mini-fo rm...[h e] has 
started growing a beard but it is nothing compared with Tolstoy's. 
His estate compares poorly too,.,Like any Soviet citizen who has 
spent time in a labour camp, he is his own lawyer and knows the 
value of having an alibi. If he writes letters he knows that they 
will eventually find their way into the Western newspapers, but he 
addresses them to members of the Writers' Union ... Frorn a legal 
point of view no one can accuse Solzhenitsyn of anything ... 
Russians love a martyr and Solzhenitsyn plays the role ..." 

Winter: Voronkov, a Secretary of the Writers' Union, urged 
Tvardovsky to resign as Editor-in-Chief of Novy Mir for 'health 
reasons'. Tvardovsky refused, despite an offer of a permanent 
post as a Secretary of the Writers' Union (conditional on his 
resignation fram Novy Mir). 

Solzhenitsyn finished August, 1914. 

Solzhenitsyn left his wife, Natalya Reshetovskaya. 

February: The Secretariat of the Writers' Union arbitrarily 
're-organised' the upper echelons of Novy Mlrwlthout 
Tvardovsky's knowtedge or approval. The Deputy Editor and the 
heads of various sections were replaced and three new 'Party' 
members were added to the Editorial Board. Tvardovsky's protests 
were ignored. He resigned, as he was meant to. He was replaced by 
V. A. Kosolapov, who was not a writer nor a member of the Writers' 
Union. Solzhenitsyn fost his greatest ally and defender. 

March 5: Solzhenitsyn retained Dr. Fritz Heeb of Zurich as his 
official literary agent and legal representative. Heeb published a 

l9 Fedin was a fairly well-known Soviet author, especially in the 1930s. At this time, he was the 
Chairman of the Writen' Union and played a decisive role in prohibiting Cancer Ward from being 
published in the USSR. See Labedr, 146. 
a Victor Louis was a pseudonym for a Moscow correspondent of the London Evenhg News. He 
may or may not have ken  a KG6 agent. Various authors have speculated that it seems almost 
certain that th% KG6 was smuggling Solrhenitsyn's works to the West thefnselves in order to lay 
the foundation for future charges against him. See Labedz, 176. 



statement which cleariy prohibited any unauthorised foreign 
publicatbn of Solzhenitsyn's works. 

October 8: The Nobel Cornmittee announced that Solzhenitsyn 
had been awarded the 1970 Nobel Prim for Literature, "for the 
ethical force with which he has pursued the indispensable 
traditions of Russian literature." 

Solzhenitsyn replied by telegram: '1 am grateful for this decision. 
I accept the prize. I intend to go and receive it personally on the 
traditional day-in so far as this will depend on me.. ," 

October 9: Literatumaya Gazeta published a statement from the 
Secretariat of the Union of Soviet Writers which declared that the 
award of the Nobel Prize to Solzhenitsyn was "undertaken by no 
means in the interests of the development of spiritual values and 
literary traditions, but dictated by speculative political considerations." 

October 10: Solzhenitsyn received the oMcfal telegrarn from the 
Nobel Foundation and the Swedish Academy. L'HumanM2' and 
L'Unit& published articles in support of the decision. 

1970 Letter to Solzhenitsyn ftom thirty-seven Soviet intellectuals: "From 
the bottom of Our hearts we congratulate Solzhenitsyn, wish him 
new and creative successes, health and fortitude on his path of 
work. We are proud of our literature, which, in spite of ail 
obstacles, produces such first-class masters. At the same time, 
we expect that the award,..wifl becorne another occasion for 
continuing the baiting that is consistently exercised here against 
him and is viewed by us as a national shame ..." 

The Editors, Izvestia. "...the works of this author, which were 
illegally sent abroad and published there, have long been used 
by reactionary circles in the West for anti-Soviet purposes.. .One 
can only regret that the Nobel Cornmittee has allowed itself to be 
drawn into an unseemly game, undertaken by no means in the 
interests of the development of spiritual values and literary 
traditions, but dictated by speculative political considerations ..." 

October 14: Litefatumaya Gazeta. "The facts speak for 
themselves: The Nobel Prim Cornmittee has allowed itself to be 
drawn into an unseemly game. lt has declared that it is 
concemed with the 'aesthetic aim' of literature. Yet it is quite 
obvious that in this case the members of the committee 
understood 'aesthetic aimr ta mean anti-Soviet trends." 

October 14: Sowbîskaya Rossiya. "This decision is by no means 
dictata by concern for Russian Iiteratute. And we Soviet men of 
letten consider this yet another international act of an anti-Soviet 
nature? 

*' Another French Communist Party newspaper. 



Pierre Daix, Les Lettres Fmnçaises. "The choice of Aleksandr 
Solzhenibyn justifies the existence of the Nobel Prize for 
Literature.. ." 
October 17: Komsomolskaya Prsvde. "It is a sacrilege to place 
side by side the name of Solzhenitsyn with the names of Russian 
and Soviet creators of classical works known al1 over the world." 

October 21: Literatumeya Gareta published an article by the 
editors which claimed that Solzhenitsyn had been nomlnated for the 
Nobel Prize by a White RussianP journal called Chasvoi in 
Belgium. In fact, he had been nominated by celebrated French 
writer and Nobel Laureate Français Mauriac and his colleagues. 

October 31 : Open letter h m  RostropovichP to the Editon of 
Metatumaya Gazela, Pravde, Izvestia and Sovetskaya Kuttura, 
published in the New York 77mes on November 16. "It is no 
longer a secret that A. 1. Solzhenitsyn lives a great part of the 
time at my house near Moscow ... l do not speak about political or 
economic questions in our country. There are people who know 
these better than 1. But explain to me, please, why in our 
literature and art so oRen people absolutely incornpetent in this 
field have the final word? Why are they given the right to 
discredit our art in the eyes of ou? own people? ..." 

1970 November 27: Solztienitsyn to the Sweûish Academy, published 
by aie New York Times on December 1. "1 have already 
expressed and now again express my gratitude for aie honor 
bestowed upon me by the awarding of the Nobel Prize ... l [have] 
expressed the intention to accept your invitation to corne to 
Stockholm although I anticipated the humiliating procedure ... 
However, in ment weeks, the hostile attitude toward my prize, 
as expressml in the press of my country.. .compels me to assume 
that my trip to Stockholm would be used to cut me off from 
retuming to my native land, simply to prevent me from coming home.. . 
I could receive the Nobel diplorna and medal, if such a format would be 
acceptable to you, in Moscow h m  your representatives, at a 
mutually convenient time.. ." 

Oecember 17: Pravda. 'Every day the thousand voices of 
imperialist propaganda focus, not on the great and astounding 
life of a great people, but on the negligible handful of corrupt 
self-seeken.. . Fakes and base insinuations by isolated 
renegades-such are the weapons of propaganda used by our 
ideological opponents. By resorting to base slander they thereby 
lay bare their moral and ideological poverty.2 

197 1 June: YMCA Press (Paris) published the first authorised 
foreign edition of August, f914. 

The bloody Russian civil w a  of 19184920 was fought by the Reds (the Bolsheviks) and the 
WIIites (MenshevikL) (br power in Russia. The Whiteo wrvs defeated in 1920 and their leaders 
hanged. S e  Riasanovsky, 479487. 

A celebrated Russian œllist, 



September 14: New York Times (editorlal). 'Sweâen's world 
prestige gains no luster from revelations of the submission by ils 
Govemment to Soviet cultural policy with regard to Aleksandr 
Solzhenitsyn's richly deserved Nobel Prim for Literature.. ,Now it 
emerges that Stockholm rejected a suggestion by aie author that 
he be awarded the prize in a ceremony at Sweden's Embassy in 
Moscow. Premier Olaf Palme has explained rather lamely that 
Mr. Solzhenitsyn could have gotten the prize at the embassy 
without a ceremony, but a ceremony, , .might have been 
interpreted as a political manifestation against the Soviet 
Union.. ," 

September 17: Olaf Palme to (and in) the New York Trines. "The 
Times has evidently been misinformed about the facts,..The 
Swedish Embassy in Moscow was certainly willing to present the 
Nobel Prize to Solzhenitsyn. The Swedish Embassy was, 
however, not prepared to wmply with the ceremonial suggested 
by the representative of Solzhenitsyn's publisher, who wished 
such forms as would have purposely presented a political 
manifestation against the Government in the country where the 
embassy was accredited.. .l have certainly not vetoed any 
ceremony . . ." 

1971 September 24: Par Egil Hegge2' to the New York Times, published 
on "It was the Nobel laureate himself, ttirough me ...[w ho] inquired 
whether presentation of the award at the embassy was possible. 
The answer to this was no. At the same time the embassy refused 
to give him an invitation card to the embassy for a conversation, 
stating as the reason that the embassy cannot invite private Soviet 
citizens. In my view, Mr. Palme should answer the following question: 
How does he envisage the presentation of the Nobel Prize in an 
embassy that flatîy refuses to invite the laureate?" 

September 18: Solztienitsyn established Heeb as his world-wide 
literary and legal representative. '1 want to declare publicly that 
rny lawyer, Dr. Fritz Heeb (Zurich) is my only genuine 
representative outside the confines of rny own country ... One of 
the most important instructions given to him is to prevent a hasty 
and inadequate commercial publication of my books, a practice 
against whicti I did not have earlier any defense." 

September 18-20: Solzhenitsyn to Hegge. "1 was aghast at the 
reply by Palme [nr the New York TNnesJ: is the Nobel Prize 
actually a stolen property that must be handed over behind 
closed doors and without any witnesses?" 

Oecember 18: Tvardovsky died. 

24 Hegge was a Nometgian journalis!. then a Moscow correspondent for thrm Scandinavian 
newspapers. Sw Michael Scammell, S0kh8nitsyn: A B&gmphy (London: Hutchinson, 1984). 
701. 



March 30: Solzhenitsyn was interviewed by several members of the 
Western press. The interview was published in me New York ïïmes 
and The Washington Post on April30. Solzhenitsyn discussed his 
work on the sequels to August, 1914; October, 191 6 and March, 19 1 7, 
his difficulties in collecting the Nobel Prize, his social origins and his 
family history. 

August: The Nobel Foundation published the text of Solzhenitsyn's 
Nobel Lecture. 

March 9: Solzhenitsyn's wife, Natalya Reshetovskaya, announced 
that she would be publishing her memoirs. 

March 1 5: Solzhenitsyn's matriage to Reshetovskaya was officially 
dissolved. Later in the year, he mam'ed Natalya Svetlova, the mother 
of his chitdten. 

May 2: Open letter from Heeb: u[Reshetovskaya] has 
announced.. .that she intends to publish certain chapters of her 
memoirs. It is her full right to do so. However, she has no right 
to publish Mers written by A. Solzhenitsyn to her, or his 
correspondence with other persons, or to publish material from 
his literary archives ... Any publishen or newspaper editors who 
receive offers of Mrs. Reshetovskaya's memoirs containing [such 
materiaq are wamed that A Solzhenitsyn cannot tolerate their 
publication." 

May 27: The USSR joined the UNESCO Copyright Convention. 
Until that year, Soviet writers were not protected under the 
Universal Copyright Law, as the USSR had refused to sign the 
Convention. As a result, the USSR could publish any Western 
works it chose to without paying royalties. However, Westem 
publishers were not compelleâ to regard the wishes of Soviet 
authors regarding publication of their works, including works in 
samizdat form. 

September: Solzhenitsyn nominated Andrei Sakharov" for the 
1973 Nobel Peace Prize. 

September 6: Solzhenitsyn announced the suicide death of his 
friend Elizaveta Voronyanskaya, who after five days of KG8 
interrogation revealed the location of a copy of the Gulag 
Archrjlelago. 

Oecember 20: Parts I and II of the Gulag Archipelago were 
published in an authorised edition by YMCA Press (Paris), 
prompted by Voronyanskaya's death and the obvious interest of 
the KGB in the book. Solzhenitsyn had delayed its publication for 
several yean; "1 held back fiom printing this book for yean 
because my duty to those still alive was more important than that 
towards the dead." 

25 A well-known nudear physicist; he also had an adive interest in literature and was a ftiend of 
Solzhenitsyn's, Viough they rarely agreed on anything. 



1974 January 14: "The Path of Treasonw, 1. Solovyev, Pravde. "The 
Gulag Archipelago is clearîy designed to fool and cheat gullible 
people by al1 kinds of fabrications about the Soviet Union. The 
author of this composition is literally choking with pathological 
hatred for the country where he was born and grew up, for the 
socialist system, for the Soviet people. ..Solzhenitsyn deserves 
the merit for which he has so zealously striven-the fate of a 
traitor for whom al1 Soviet working people, and every honest man 
on earth, cannot but tum away in anger and disgust." 

February 12: Solthenitsyn was forcibly artested by seven 
policemen and interrogated at the Lefortovo prison (Moscow). 

Febniary 13: Open letter ftom various Moscow writers, induding 
Andrei Sakharov. "Anyone acquainted with [the Gulag Arch@dago], 
the cause of such anger on the part of public leaders in the USSR, 
knows that his 'treason' consists of the tremendous forcefulness with 
which he revealed to the world the appalling crimes which took place 
in the USSR in the recent past ... We dernand: firstly, the publication of 
[Gulag Archipelago] in the USSR and its accessibility to every fellow-countryman; 
secondly, the publication of archive and other material 
which would give a complete picture of the activities of the Cheka, 
OGPU, NKVD and NKGB;= thirdly, the creation of an international public 
tribunal to investigate the crimes committed; and, fourthly, the 
protection of Solzhenitsyn from persecution and the granting to him 
the opportunity to work in his homeland.. .We ask the mass information 
media to spread our appeal.. ." 

1974 Febniary 13: Solrhenitsyn was exiled to West Gerrnany, his Soviet 
citizenship revoked. He found sanctuary with Heinrich BOII, a 
fellow Nobel laureate. 

February 14: TASS Communiqud on Solzhenitsyn's expulsion, in 
Pravda. 'By a decree of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR for his 
systematic activities incompatible with the possession of Soviet 
citizenship and detrimental to the Soviet Union, A. 1. Solzhenitsyn 
was deprived of citizenship of the USSR and on 13 February 
1974 he was expelled from the Soviet Union. The family of 
Solzhenitsyn can join him when they deem it necessary." 

Feb~a ry  18: An interview with M, Malyarov, a Soviet Deputy 
Prosecutor-General, airs on Radio Moscow. The legal grounds 

26 These are al1 successive namrs of the Soviet N i c e  apparati. The Cheka, or Chrezvychainaya 
Kommissiya (Extraordinary Commission for Combating Counter-revolution, Sabotage and 
Speculation) was set up by Lenin in 1917. See Riasanovsky, 478 and Scamrnell, 61. The Cheka 
metamorphosed into the GPU or Gusudarstvennoe PUIiticheskoe Upravlenie (State Political 
Administration) in 1922, and the GPU into the OGPU (General State Political Administration) in 
1923. The OGPU lasted until1934, when Stalin incorporateci it into the NKVD, or Narody 
Komissan'at vnufmnnikh del (The People's Commissariat for Intemal Affairs). In 1 94 1, the 
secret police split from Vie NKVD and became the NKGB or Narodny UommrSsa~t 
gosudarstvennoi be~op8sn0~ti (The Peoples Commissariat for State Security), and were a fully 
autonomous force within the Soviet government. Scammell, 212. 



of expelling Solzhenitsyn from the Soviet Union are provided by 
the decree issued by the USSR Supreme Soviet Presidium on 

February 1 2, 1974. ..me law empowen the Presidium of the 
Supreme Soviet to deprive ... a person of hls rights and to expel 
him from our country.. .* 

February 26: New Yofk m e s .  An open letter from David 
Carver, General Secretary, International PEN, and C. V. 
Wedgwood, President, Society of Authors. "International PEN 
and the Society of Authors protest emphatically against this 
violation of the elementary noms of civilized behavior. The 
forcible removal of a Nobel Prizewinner from his own country is 
an unprecedented act, one of the most shameful in the history of 
world literature ... We ask not oniy out members, but al1 writers 
and readers all over the world to express their solidarity with 
Solzhenitsyn by supporthg [Sakharov's] appeal." 

Match 3: Solzhenitsyn published his short work Letter to 
Soviet Leaders in the West. 

March 29: Solzhenitsyn was joined in Zurich by his wife, three 
sons, stepson and mother-in-law. The family settled in Zurich. 

June: Parts III and IV of the G U ~ Q  Arch@elago were published by 
YMCA Press. 

November: YMCA Press published a Russian edition of Fmm 
Under the Rubble, a collection of samizdat essays edited and 
contributad to by Solzhenitsyn on the future of Russia. 

Oecember 10: Solzhenitsyn finally received the Nobel Prize in 
Stockholm. 

September. Solzhenitsyn visited Canada and the United States, 
including Vermont. When a s M  by a rnember of the press if he 
would settle in the USA, he teplied that he Would like some day 
to make my home in Russia." 

October 9: The Nobel Comrnittee announced that Andtei 
Sakharov was the winner of the 1975 Nobel Peace Prize. 

1976 Summer: Solzhenitsyn moved his family ftom Switrerland 
to Cavendish, Vermont and began his career in the West. 
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